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ABSlRACT
Hawaii is blessed wi th abundant alternate energy sources and yet
is precariously dependant on imported oil for generating electricity.
Government officials see geothermal energy as one of the critical
solutions to Hawaii's energy dilemma for strategic and economic
reasons. Developers view the situation as an opportunity for
investment and profit and for service to the people of Hawaii. Local
residents and environmentalists are concerned, however, about the lack
of regUlatory rules, uncertainty of the ultimate end use of the
energy, the wisdom of developing a submarine cable to transport the
power to Oahu, the effect on native Hawaiian religious practices, and
a lack of involvement in planning and decision-making, ~ong other
aspects., Subsequently, geothermal development on the Big Island of
Hawaii has been the center of conflict for over a decade. Mediators
have suggested or initiated various attempts to resolve
geothermal-related conflicts with mixed success but the major dispute
continues unresolved.
xii
1QIAPI'FR I.
INTRODUCTION
The complexity of environmental, land use, and public policy
disputes makes them difficult to resolve. They tend to involve large
numbers of parties who promote their own interests, which they often
define as the public interest. The siting of facilities, such as
large-scale alternate energy generating plants, can encompass
environmental, land use and public policy ccncerns. In these cases,
the benefits commonly accrue to the region while the negative impacts
of these projects are, most often, localized.
These disputes evolve because of: (1) different values; (2) the
potential for negative and irreversible externalities; (3)
ideological, philosophical, and religious differences; (4) significant
monetary investments; (5) scientific, technological, political, or
economic uncertainty; (6) disagreement over what is fact or whose
facts are the most believable; and (7) unclear and intertwined issues
(Adler, personal communication, 1985).
Disputes such as these often end up in court due to lack. of other
avenues or to set a legal precedent. Law suits, however, seldom
resolve the real differences among contending parties. lnformational
or procedural requirements are cOllloonly cited by those desiring to
2delay or stop proposed projects (O'Hare et al., 1984) because it is
usually more effective to fight in court on the grounds of an
inadequate EIS rather than on grotmds such as "not-in-my-back.yard" or
"it's against our religion". Project developers, armed with highly
engineered proposals, might address opposition based on microclimatic
wind conditions but discount charges of drilling geothermal wells into
Pele's breast. (Madame Pele is the Hawaiian Goddess of the Volcano)
The inherent complexity of planning for major energy facilities,
the inexperience of government in handling a \yide range of public
input into planning, and the dynamic nature of situations where issues
and parties often change, frequently leads to conflicts becoming
adversarial. These situations may escalate to a point where those
opposed to development us€ whatever means are available--the
legislature, the media, the courts, and full-on confrontational
tactics, such as lying down in front of bUlldozers, to get their way.
Renewable energy development projects in Hawaii have been the
SUbject of much conflict, even though the concept of locally produced
natural energy has broad public support. Law suits opposing energy
generating facilities, according to Hawaiian Electric, are one of the
most costly barriers to renewable enelgy development in Hlwaii (HEI,
1984). Geothermal development on the Big Island of Hawaii has been a
center of conflict for almost ten years. Controversy has also
surrounded proposed OTEC development on Oahu's Waianae coast, biomass
harvesting on the Big Island, and municipal refuse generated power for
the City and County of Honolulu.
3Hawaii's Energy Situation
The precarious nature of U. S. dependency on imported oil became
clear to government, business and consumers as a consequence of the
OPEC oil embargo of 1973-1974. Hawaii, a state blessed with renewable
energy potential, grew painfully aware of its nearly 100\ dependence,
(DPED, 1974) on oil as the price of oil rose $8 per wholesale barrel
during the six month embargo (Stobaugh and Yergin , 1£82). It was at
this time, during the mid 1970's, that the movement to develop
renewable forms of energy began to gather momentum. Then, as a
consequence of the 197~ supply interruption, attributed to the ousting
of the Shah of Iran, the price of oil rose another $21 per barrel
(Stobaugh and Yergin, 1982). At that time, Hawaii was still 92\
dependent on this increasingly high-priced resource (DPED, 1981).
OPEC tested America's tolerance for high prices and the
e1astici ty of its demand for oil. This experience helped pave the way
for an emphasis on energy conservation and development of alternative
energy sources. Americans responded by adopting conservation measures
such as thermostat controls, weatherization, driving fuel efficient
cars, and by exploring the use of rene\\'able energy sources. While the
United States is currently enjoying relief from escalating oil prices,
this situation can only realistically be viewed as temporary. As OPEC
nations experience changes in economic or political condi tions, the
situation could once again change radically. In addition to thiS, the
long term reality is ttmt of dwindling oil supplies. Indeed, those in
Hawaii would be foolish to be lulled by the current low energy
prices. Alternate energy sources, such as solar, wind, OTEC, biomass,
garbage to energy, hydropower, conservation and geothermal, have
potential in the future to be utilized, in concert, to provide Hawaii
4wi th much of the ene rgy it demands.
Electrical Power in Hawaii
The subsidiaries of Hawaiian Electric Industries (HEI), a holding
company established in 1984, include Hawaiian Electric COmpany (HECO)
which services Oahu, Hawaii Electric Light Company (HELCO) which
services the Big Island, and Maui Electric Company (MECO) which
provides service to the Islands of Maui and Lanai. The other islands,
Kauai and Molokai, have independent utility companies to serve them.
Most U. S. utili ties are connected to a large electrical grid
system through which power from various sources is constantly routed
and rerouted to the locations of demand. Hawaii's utilities are
unique, however, in that they are each electrically independent and,
therefore, must produce all of the power to meet their demand.
Currently, on all of the islands the bulk of the power is
plOvided by oil, coal and biomass. All of these are considered
base-load. (Base-load power supplies that portion of demand on an
electrical grid that remains constant over time.) Other alternate
forms of energy available for development in Hawaii are varied in
their characteristics and in their potential for large scale
utilization.· Some are limited because of their site specific nature
while others are only useful under certain conditions. Some alternate
sources of energy depend on certain weather conditions. These
intermittent sources cannot be predicted with sufficient accuracy for
the degree of reliability required for a utility's load management
structure. ~~st electrical power utilities, including HECG are
s tructured , to prov ide power to any customer
'.
5whenever and in whatever amount it is demanded. In keeping with this
philosophy, State and utility electrical energy planners are focusing
on new energy sources that will provide the same flexibility as tile
current oil-based energy system. This system, based upon the type of
generating unit rather than the source of fuel, does not lend itself
well to the integration of intermittent sources of energy. Such new
sources are not constant enough to be used as base load power. Often
peak production does not correspond with peak demand. One solution
could be found in energy storage technologies, but currently these are
expensive and inadequate. Lack of storage capability inhibits
extensive use of intermittent sources (DPED, 1981).
Electrical utilities use generating units that can meet the needs
of several categories of power demand. These categories include
base-load, intermediate-load, and peak-load power. Base-load power
plants prOVide power to meet the minimum demand on the system. To
provide this power, the generating units must operate continuously at
a high capacity and at a relatively low cost (liPED, 1981). These
plants are usually very efficient but expensive to build (Morris,
1583).
Intermittent loads are usually met with cycling units which tend
to be fired by oil. These are generally less efficient ttmn baseload
units but cheaper to build (Morris, 1983).
Peak load units are the least expensive to build but the most
expensive to run (Morris, 1983). To provide power at peak periods,
HECO uses jet engine type generating units which can be fired up in
moments upon demand.
6Hawaii's Energy Demand
Nearly two thirds of the energy used in Hawaii is fer
transportation purposes (mostly jet fuel) an area of ccncern beyond
the scope of this research. The other third is used primarily in the
form of electricity. The State Department of Planning and Economic
Development projects an increase in demand from 5. B billion KWh in
1977 to 14.3 billion KWh in 2005. This demand figure could be
significantly lowered if there is more efficient use of energy due to
high prices (DPED, 1981).
Renewable sources of energy can contribute to produc ing energy
for integration into the electrical grid or to reQLcing the demand for
utility distributed power.
Big Island Energy
Hawaii Electric Light Company (HELCO) currently distributes
around 100 megawatts of power. Close to half of that is produced by
sugar companies using bagasse, wood chips, municipal rtause, oil and
coal. Some power is also produced by the HGP-A geothermal plant and
by wind generators. The balance is provided by HELCO's own generation
of power from coal and oil.
Hawaii County's energy policy is similar to the State's. Based
on the County's vulnerable dependence on imported oil and its abundant
natural energy resources, the policy encourages the research and
development of those resources.
It is estimated that the Big Island will need 20 to 50 megawatts
of new power by the turn of the century due to an increase in
7demand and possible decrease in current supply. The amount that will
be required depends on the number of new resort hotel developments,
whether the Puna Biomass energy facility continues to supply energy
into the grid system, and the price of energy to the consumer, among
other factors.
An Alternate Energy Option for Hawaii --Geothermal
While there are a number of renewable energy supply options
available to the State of Hawaii, geothermal energy development has
represented the key to electrical energy self-sufficiency for the
state and some utilities. It has the potential for providing hundreds
of megawatts of pow-er and can be developed in the near-term using
existing technologies and drawing on the experience gained through the
operation and maintenance of the HGP-A research well on the Big Island
of Hawaii. Numerous research prcjects analyzing corrosion, by-product
reclamation and utilization, and fluid chemistry, for example, have
been carried out to prepare for larger scale development of the
geothermal industry (HEI, 1984). DPED's Lesperance calls geothermal
Hawaii's only significant technologically mature baseload indigenous
energy resource (Lesperance, personal communication, 1986).
The direct benefits of the geothermal resource to the people of
Oahu depend on the development of an interisland electrical
transmission cable. The feasibility of such transmission is under
study. Some of the technical problems have been solved, but questions
still remain regarding economic, financial, regulatory, and technical
aspects of the transmission system.
Utilities see geothermal as a continuous, reliable source of
power which makes it suitable for integrating into an interisland
8cable system or an island's independent electrical grid system as
base-load power. Indeed, both Hawaiian Electric Industries and the
State Department of Planning and Economic Development view geothermal
as a "state\.1ide resource", i.e. the major energy source for the
population center of Oahu. Little attention has been given to
geothermal as an energy source and a resource for local community
development on the Big Island although this is changing.
Future Power Supply ITojections
The State of Hawaii's Department of Planning and Economic
Development has developed three plans for Hawaii's energy future. The
three futures vary according to the anticipated increase in oil prices
and end use efficiency, but all are based on the construction of a
submarine cable and generation of geothermal energy (DPED, 1980).
Hawaiian Electric Industries (HEr) report that there is
reasonable hope of significantly decreasing dependence on fuel oil on
~~ui and the Big Island but suggest that the outlook is less
optimistic for Oahu. HECO is, therefore, researching the
possibilities of converting its current oil burning facilities to
operate on other fuels (HEl, 1984).
alternative fuel being considered,
Currently, coal is the primary
yet coal brings its own
environmental problems. Indeed, air quality standards for hydrogen
sulfide (HZS) , Which were expected to be adopted to apply to
geothermal development, were temporarily withdrawn so that sulfer
dioxide (SOZ) standards for coal emissions could be ipcluded in the
package.
HEI bases its energy plans for Oahu on two scenarios. Both of
9these scenarios include municipal sol id waste, OTEe, wind, bagasse,
and fossil fuels. The difference between these two scenarios is
whether the balance of 52% comes from geothermal or more fossil fuels
such as coal or oil (HEI, 1984) (See Table 1.)
TABLE 1
Hawaiian Electric Industries: :&1ergy Scenarios For the Year 2000
Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Municipal Solid Waste 7.0 7.0
OTEe 5.0 5.0
Wind 6.0 6.0
Bagasse 0.1 0.1
Fossil fuels 82.0 30.0
Geothermal 0.0 52.0
Haw~ii's Geothermal Development Planning and Regulatory History
In 1976, HGP-A, one of the hottest (3580 C) hydrothermal wells
in the world, was drilled in the Puna district on the Big Island of
Hawaii. By mid-198l, the HGP-A geothermal wellhead geherator plant
was on line generating 2.5 net megawatts of electricity. Soon
thereafter, the U.S. Congress appropriated $1. 5 million to study the
feasibility of an inter-island cable system to allow the transmission
of this power to Oahu where the greatest demand exists. By this time
it was clear that the geothermal resource had the potential for
contributing greatly to the State's goal of electrical energy
10
sel f-sufficiency. The interest in geothermal exploration and
development increased. Another factor which encouraged the growth of
thi s new industry was the 1978 Congressional enactment of the Public
Utility Regulatory Power Act (PURPA), designed to encourage production
of electricity from renewable sources of energy by requiring utilities
to purchase power generated by alternate sources. Soon thereafter tax
benefi ts for cogeneration and renewable energy development were also
created, which further stimulated the geothermal industry. (It should
be noted that according to some people geothermal is a "renewable"
resource because extracted heat is constantly regenerated.
Technically, the term "renewable" however, should not be used for
large-scale geothermal development because the amount of heat
extracted typically exceeds the regenerative capacity of the
reservoir. )
In 1980, Hawaii Electric Light Company (HELro) issued a Request
for Proposals for a facility to produce 25 megawatts of power by
1 £88. This encouraged some developers to explore, forced government
officials to consider policies to address tile issues related to
development, and sparked both communi ty and environmental groups to
actively consider the implications of the actions being taktn around
them.
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CHAPTER II.
THE POWER OF PUNA
A CASE STUDY
TUE EN VIRONMENT
The Physical Environment
The Big Island of Hawaii, the only island ;n the Hawaiian chain
with currently active volcanos, takes its shape from two huge shield
volcanos and three smaller volcanic systems. To the north, Kohala,
the oldest, is considered extinct and Mauna Kea, the next oldest, is
classified donnant. Hualalai, Mauna Loa and Kilauea, all of which
have erupted during the past two centuries, are active (OPED, 1901).
(See Map 1)
The most active, and one of the most studied volcanos in the
world, is Kilauea. Much of this volcanic system falls within the
Hawaii Volcanos National Park which borders the Puna and Kalu
districts. Vents along a seven mile fissure on the upper east rift
zone spew lava periodically. Beginning in January 1983 Pu'u 10'0,
located in the Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, has been the principal
source of eruptive activity, sending lava flowing through land owned
by Campbell Estate, the State of Uawai;, and
~,1AP 1
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Adapted From
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the Middle
East Rift Zone. True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Developers.
December 1985.
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res; dents of subdi vi si ons. The upper and mi dd1e east ri ft zones have
built up considerably more than the lower east rift zone in recent
time.
Tapping the earth's heat is a promising possibility in a geologic
envi rOl1l1ent such as Kilauea I s. These extremely acti ve volcanic areas
also pose potential problems for geothermal development because of the
high degrees of heat which must be contended with. In 1976 one of the
hottest hydrothermal \'Jells in the world was drilled on the lower east
ri ft zone (OPED, 1982).
Life in Puna
The Big Island's Puna District is composed of a wide range of
envi rOl1l1ents from the steami ng Kil auea c rater to the 1ush forests of
lower Puna, from black sand beaches to plantation homes.
The 16,500 people who populate Puna, too, are varied. The
community of Ka1apana is home to many native Hawaiians. The Volcano
conununity is home to artists, geologists, biologists, among others, as
well as professionals who have relocated from Honolulu and the
mai nland. Lower Puna has many mai nland people in search of a new
lifestyle in an island paradise. According to SMS Research's Puna
COIIUTIunity Survey, 47% of Puna's residents have lived there five years
or less. Three quarters of these newcomers live near Pahoa, Kapoho,
or Kalapana. Only 21% of the Puna resi dents had 1i ved there for more
than 20 years (DPED, February, 1983).
Ethnically, Puna has proportionately more Caucasians, 4n
(TrueMid Pacific. 1985), and fewer Japanese than the Big Island as a
whole. especially in the lower Puna area (OPED. February. 1983). Puna
L__ _ _
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also has a large population of native tlawaiians.
Thirty percent of the working people who live in the Puna
District are engaged in agriculture, but there are also many who have
urban-oriented employment in the stores, offices and schools of Pahoa
and Kea'au, as well as those who commute to jobs in Hilo. Puna is
increasingly becoming a bedroOOl community for Hilo (True/Mid Pacific,
1985). Although many visitors pass though and enjoy the natural and
cultural beauty of Puna, they rarely spend much money in the area. As
a result there are few tourist oriented jobs in the district other
than those associated with the National Park (OPED, February, 1982).
The Puna di strict is considered economically depressed. A major
employer, Puna Sugar Company, a division of AMFAC, closed its mill
recently leaving several hundred people unemployed. However, many of
Puna's people live and choose to live partially self-sufficient
lifestyles, producing goods and services for themselves and others
that are not counted in the gross state product. There is a1 so a
significant "underground economy" based on the cultivation of
"paka1010" (i .e. marijuana). For these reasons life in the Puna
District is not exactly as the official economic statistics portray.
A 1983 Hawaii County housing survey indicated that a clear
maj ori ty of Puna resi dents do not favor heavy industry (Hawaii an
Opinion Inc., 1983), but the creation of more jobs through direct use
of geothenna1 heat is desired by 'the community (Canan, 1980). The
Puna Community Survey, undertaken by SMS Research for OPED, also
indicated an enthusiasm for jobs in agriculture including
agriculturally-related light industry. There was, however, much less
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consensus about othe r fonns of economi c development (OPED, Februa ry
1902).
Many of the people of Puna choose to live there because of the
slow pace of life. When asked to name the IIbest things ll about life in
Puna, almost half of those surveyed described the rural undeveloped
nature of the di strict. The next most frequent response (4~)
concerned the weather, the scenic beauty, and the lack of pollution.
Thi rty-three percent of the people thought the best thi ng about li fe
in Puna was related to social or lifestyle factors (OPED, February
1982) •
The survey was taken at about the time the Puna Sugar Mill closed
so, not surpri si ngly, the primary problem expressed by 44% of the
people was lack of jobs. The lack of services and facilities,
especially roads, water and police service, was considered a major
problem by 27% of the respondents. Social problems, development
concerns and popul ati on growth were the next most frequent responses
(OPEO, February 1983).
The development of geothermal energy in Puna may help stimulate
the economy of the area according to some proponents.
The Geothermal Technology
Geothermal resources can be classified into three primary groups
hydrothermal, geopressurized or hot dry rock. The most common, and
that which characterizes Hawaii's HGP-A well, is a water-dominated
hydrothermal system. The Geysers in California is an example of the
geopressurized vapor-dominated resource. Hot dry rocks, though the
least COllll1on, have been uncovered on Hawaii's Kilauea east r'jft zone,
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but the technology needed to develop this type is still in the
experimental stages.
Once a well is drilled, the geothermal steam is used to turn a
turbine, located at the well head, or a near by power plant, which
creates electricity. The geothennal fluids are then cooled and used
for other purposes or reinjected into an unused, inactive well. (See
Appendix B: HGP-A Djagram)
The geothermal operations create by-products, in addition to
heat, ,,,hi ch are released into the atmosphere and the ground. These
pollutants or by-products vary because the chemistry of wells vary.
The ultimate emissions also depend on the use of pollution/emission
control equipment. Geothenna1 wells can emit large amounts of
particulates, hydrogen sulfide (H2S), and sulfur dioxide (S02) into
the air. The fluid brines can contain large amounts of silica which
are not consi dered toxic under present federal standards. A1though
many of these pollutants can be dangerous at certain levels, H2S, one
of the more significant ones, is not covered by ambient air quallty or
emission standards at this time. (H2S and air quality standards are
discussed in later sections.)
HGP-A AND LOWER PUNA
Geothermal History (See Appendix C: Chronology)
Seri ous geothennal exp1 orati on and research began in the early
1960 I s ,'!hen Hawai i Thermal Power Company dri lled four
privatel.y-financed, exploratory wells into Kilauea's East Rift Zone.
None of these shall o\'1 wells yielded high enough temperatures to make
them economically exploitable so the wells were capped and abandoned
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(OPED, June 1983).
In 197~, the University of Hawaii's Center for Engineering
Research submitted a proposal for "Project Pe1e," a multi-disciplinary
undertaking including geophysics, engineering, and socioeconomic
research. The Center recei ved fundi ng for thi s project from the state
and county governments, but addi ti ona1 funds were not easily obtai ned
because it was solely a research effort (Goodman et.!l., 1980).
Instead, the National Science Foundation (NSF) funded a Colorado
School of Mines project in Hawaii. This project met with opposition
from the Congress of the Hawaiian People, a group representhg the
interests of many native Hawaiians. The concern was that the drilling
might violate religious and spiritual beliefs of the Hawaiian people.
The Congress argued that the Hawaiian people should have been
consulted before the drilling was approved because it would take place
on sacred ground. They further argued that an EIS, which would have
revealed the site's religious and historical value, should have been
prepared. They also claimed that if a profit was made, it should go
to the Hawaiian people hecause the state constitution declared that
i ndi genous natural resources shou1 d be used for the betterment of the
nati ve Hawaii an pe op1e (Gooanan et.!!., 1980).
Project sponsors met wi th the Congress and assured them that the
area was not of historic or religious significance and that no profit
would be made on National Park land. The project went ahead and
gathered the desired research data, but this conflict was just a
foreshadow of conf1 i c ts to cane (Goodman et!.!., 1980).
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The Hawaii Geothermal Project
The IIProject Pe1e ll proposal was later reorganized to include an
electrical conversion phase. It was resubmitted to NSF as the Hawaii
Geothermal Project and subsequently funded by NSF.
In August 1973, John Shupe, the overall project coordinator, set
up an Hawaii Advisory Committee. This 17 member committee, composed
of goverrment, industry, political, and cOlJlllunity leaders, met
semi-annually. The community leaders included Alma Cooper of the
Congress of /-lawai ian People and Sophie Aoki of Li fe of the land, an
organization dedicated to envirormenta1 protection. The Committee
1ater became the Governor l s Advi sory Commi ttee on Alternate Energy
Deve1oprnent.
In 1976, the HGP-A Well (Hawaii Geothermal Project-Abbott --named
after Dr. Agatin Abbott, the chair of the site selection committee)
\'/as drilled. It was identified as the hottest well in the U. S.,
reachi n9 temperatures of up to 358 degrees centi grade (OPED, June
1982).
On October 29, 1975, a Preliminary Environmental Report was
issued by the Hawaii Geothermal Project, a consortium of public
agencies and private developers. The next year the Department of
Energy (DOE) prepared an Envi rormenta1 Assessment for the flow testi ng
program. The intent of thi s document was to determi ne whether the
project wou1 d have a si gnificant impact on the hLlllan envi rorment,
therehy requiring the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement
(Puna Speaks vs. Hodel). The DOE determined that an EIS would not be
necessary.
In June 1979, the DOE completed an Environmental Assessment,
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address; ng the potenti a1 impacts of the constructi on and operati on of
a generating plant at the HGP-A well-head. It again concluded that an
EIS would not he required because the project would not have a
significant impact on the human environment.
According to OOE, they forwarded a letter to a Honolulu-based DOE
employee indicating its "Finding of No Significant Impact" (FONS!).
There is no i ndicati on, however, whether thi s assessment and the
letter indicating a FONSI was ever made accessible to the public (Puna
Speaks Vs. Hodel, March 1933).
The De ve lope rs
In addition to the HGP-A project, two geothermal developers have
drilled geothermal exploration wells in the Puna District: Puna
Geothermal Venture and Barnwell Industries. Puna Geothermal Venture
is compri sed of Thermal Power Company, formerly a subsi di ary of
Natomas of San Franci sco and now of the Dallas-based Di amond Shamrock
Corporation, and AMFAC Energy Inc. Dillingham Geothermal Inc. was a
partner untn September 1906 when Oi amond Shamrock bought out thei r
25 % interest. Its project has been on Bishop Estate owned
agricultural land in lower Puna. Barnwell Industries, formally
Barnwell Geothermal Developers of Tennessee, acqui red the Geothermal
Exploration and Development Corporation (GEDCO) run by the Craddick
brothers of Honolulu (The Iionolulu Advertiser, July 1, 1931; The
Hawaii Tribune-Herald, September 16, 1936). Barnwell has drilled
several dry wells in lower Puna. In 1935 Barnwell announced that they
"are monitoring developments in the geothermal area but do not intend
to make additional significant geothermal investments in the near
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future ll (Barnwell, 1965).
TrueIMid Pacific Geothermal Venture is a consortium of two
Casper, Wyomi ng fi rms; True Geothermal Energy Company and Mi d Pad fic
Geothermal, Inc. This joint venture has been planning to explore and
develop geothermal energy on Campbell Estate land in upper Puna and on
the Ul upal akua Ranch on Maui' s southwest ri ft zone. The company has
had envi ronnental impact statements approved and has fi led
Conservation District Use Applications (CDUA) with the Department of
Land and Natural Resources (DLNR), but they have not as yet obtai ned
all of the required permits to proceed with their proposed geothermal
development activities.
The Price of Oil and the Avoided Cost
The econanics of geothermal power depend largely on the price a
developer receives for producing power. This price is directly
related to the price of oil under PURPA, the Public Utility Regulatory
Power Act. PURPA requires utilities to buy power from Qualifying
Facilities (QFs) and pay those producers the amount they avoid by not
producing the power themselves. This is referred to as the avoided
cost.
These avoi ded costs can be broken down into 'avoi ded energy
costs' and 'avoi ded capaci ty costs'. The' avoi ded energy costs' are
primarily the fuel costs which the util i ty does not have to bear
itself when it buys power from a QF. 'Avoided capacity costs' refer
to the costs of building new generating capacity which is avoided by
the purchase of qualifying power (Knecht, 1985)
The avoided cost also depends on whether the power is supplied to
the uti 1i ty duri ng on-peak or off-peak hours. Because peak demand is
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short term, utilities do not invest in equipment that requires a long
start-up time and a large ntmlber of employees to operate. Often this
means that investments are made in jet engi ne type generators which
are expensi ve to fuel and the resul ti ng power commands a hi gher
price. Off peak po~r, usually generated by more efficient units, is
less expensive to produce. Thus, a utility will pay a QF a higher
pri ce for power produced duri ng on-peak peri ods then duri ng off-peak
periods.
In the 1ate-1970's, when most interest in alternate energy
development began, the price of oil was close to $40 per barrel. This
meant that the avoi ded cost was substanti ally hi ghe r then that based
on the $20 per barrel price paid by Hawaiian Electric Industries as of
January 21, 1986. Subsequently, the price paid developers should come
down substanti ally. However, when projects are approved, floor prices
are established to protect the developer from losing all revenue
should oil prices drop below their cost of producing alternate energy.
organi zed Groups
The HGP-A well is located at Pohoiki near Pahoa on the lower east
rift zone of the Puna District of Hawaii. The development and
operation of this well stimulated the people of Puna to pay more
attention to what was happening around them; it made them more aware
of the need to be informed. By 1900, two community organizations were
interested in the HGP-A ~ll and the proposed generati ng pl ant at the
well, namely the Puna Hui ·Ohana and the Leilani Estates Community
Assodation (Canan, 1900). Later, a community group called Puna
Speaks also became involved (See Map 2).
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Puna Hui 'Ohana
The Puna Hui 'Ohana represents a group of native Hawaiians in the
Puna area. In May 1979, members of the group expressed their position
regarding geothenna1 energy development in thei r cormnuni ty at a
workshop sponsored by researchers from the Geothenna1 Overview
Project. These people were concerned about the future of thei r
community. They were interested in maintaining the rural lifestyle
they were accustomed to and were concerned about partici pati ng ina
development which wou1 d change the peaceful, gentle way of 1i fe in
thei r communi ty. They expressed thei r opposi ti on to power generati on
in their cormnunity which would supply distant communities. They also
desi red to be i nfonned and to parti ci pate meani ngfully in detenni ni ng
hOl'J their community developed (Canan, 1980).
Referring to the Puna Hui 'Ohana, First Hawaiian Bank Vice
Presi dent of Marketi ng Hi rozawa stated that the growi ng Hawai i an
acti vi st movement is an important issue as it relates to economic
development. He believes that the Puna Hui 'Ohana is basically
interested in a reasonable livelihood for Hawaiians in the Puna area
(Fi rst Hawaii an Bank, 1984).
The Leilani Estates Community Organization
Across the street from the HGP-A well is the Leilani Estates
subdivision. The Leilani Estates Community Organization stated in
September, 1978, that it was pro-geothenna1 development "as long as it
does not interfere with our envirorvnent or our lifestyle" (Leilani
Estates Newsletter, September 1978). Leilani Estates resident David
Hess has served as a member of the Geothenna1 Advi sory Commi ttee for
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several years. He has also djscussed the possibjHty of acting as a
private consul tant to I-IGP-A personnel on engi neeri ng related matters.
Puna Speaks
Puna Speaks has 150 members of whom 25 are active. According to
the organization's Vice President, Barbara Bell, the goals are to
protect the Puna Communi ty from " ••• rampant, unplanned development.
We support responsible, managed development through legitimate
judicial and legislative channels" (Hawaii Tribune-Herald, June 12,
19(3) •
HGP-A's Noise and Smell
During the drilling operations in 1976 very high temperatures
were discovered. This encouraged the researchers to begin testing.
The first well venting was planned for July 22,1977. It was to be a
publ ic di spl ay of .. hll11an controlled geothenna1 energy" (Goodman et
~., 19(0). No silencers \'Jere used which allowed noise levels to
exceed 122 decibels, the sound of a 747 at takeoff. Because of the
excruciating noise level, a silencer was constructed. Later that year
more tests were run, but the silencer t/as only partially effective.
Still more efforts were made to reduce the noise level later, but it
remained a considerable nuisance during the flow test (Goodman et ~.,
19(0).
After these tests, project personnel decided that the well should
be tested for 90 days wi th the di scha rge 1i ne fully open. Thi s
resulted in an obnoxious odor from the release of hydrogen sulfide,
the prima ry poll utant associ ated wi th geothenna1 power pl ants. Thi s
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gas is known to be lethal at high levels (700-1000 ppm), hO\*!ver,
there is less consensus as to the effects of long-term low-level
exposure. At very low levels, 3 ppb, (a part per billion (ppb) is
one-one thousandth of a parts per million (ppm», the rotten egg smell
can be detected by humans. Hydrogen sulfide is also emitted naturally
at low levels through volcanic vents in the area.
Hydrogen sulfi de can be converted to sulfer di oxi de by usi ng an
incineration abatement system. Sulfer dioxide is also naturally
produced at relatively high levels during volcanic eruptions and as a
result of the combustion of fossil fuels (DOH, Houck, 1985)
A Conflict is Born
The headlines of the April 12, 1977, Honolulu Advertiser read
"Puna Man Says 40 Stricken By Fumes from Geothermal Well". Bill
Rei ch, a resi dent of Pahoa, a communi ty located near the HGP-A
demonstration well, charged both the state and the county with l!Jross
negligence' for allOWing geothermal testing without a hydrogen sulfide
abatement system. He and Dr. Willi am Palmer claimed that the fumes
have made as many as 40 people sick. He said that the HGP-A research
well should be shut down. He criticized (then) State district health
director, Dr. Andrew Sackett, for not taking quicker action to
investigate the problem, but Sackett said that his department was not
notified by the State and County when they decided to run the 3 to 4
month test. Sackett sai d al though he does regard the fumes as a
nuisance, there is no evidence to prove that the fumes constitute any
health threat which would support the case against the HGP-A project.
He noted the absence of ambient air quality standards prevented
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the Depar'tment from forci ng HGP to comply wi th any 1aWe "We have no
case to take to the Attorney General. •• Bad odor won't hold up in
court," Sackett said. Reich said "No one is paying any attention to
us ••• They're just passing the buck" (The Honolulu Advertiser, April
12, 1977).
After further protests the project di rector met wi th Lei 1ani
Estates Community Association. He emphasized that scrubbers would be
installed to eliminate odors. He acknowledged the nuisance factor and
agreed that if there was "any indication of a health hazard he would
stop the tests immedi ate1y" (Goodman et .!!., 1980). I n response, the
residents complained of many health problems and indicated that
because they use rai n catchment as thei r primary water supply, any
flJlles in the air were likely to pollute their water. Project
personnel subsequently decided to shorten the test period (Goodman et
2.! ., 1980).
Native Hawaiian Concerns
Ronald Toms, Pacific Regional Program Manager for the Department
of Energy's Geothermal Division, said funds for the Hawaii Geothermal
Project would be cut off if concerns of native Hawaiians were not
taken into considerat"jon. Kahala Ann Trask Gibson, attorney for the
Hawaiian Coalition of Native Claims, a non-profit native Ha\'1aiian
corporation, reiterated that Hawaiians have a special claim to
geothermal resources based on the Constitution of Hawaii which
declared that indigenous natural resources should be used for the
betterment of the conditions of the native Hawaiians (The Honolulu
Star-Bulleti n, July 28, 1978).
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At an April lD. 1970. public hearing before the Big Island
Pl anni ng Commi ssi on. representati ves of nati ve Hat/aii an groups
testified that the project would have an impact on their aboriginal
rights and that the power which would be tapped and sold is a physical
manifestation of the Hawaiian religion (The Honolulu Star-Bulletin.
July 28. 1978).
A member of the 'Ohana, Everett (Sonny) Kinney, who currently
si ts on OPED I S Geothermal Advi sory Commi ttee. and who was funded by
the U. S. Department of Energy to study the effects of geothermal
energy on native Hawaiians, said that "Madame Pele is willing to ~hare
her geothermal power ••• but only if it is used wisely, without greed,
and not used to hurt anyone. II If any of these conditi ons are
violated, Pele \'li11 take care of it and that will be the end of
geothermal. Ki nney stressed the need for consi derati on of sod al,
cultural, environmental values in planning for development of
alternate energy. He recommended that a committee composed of state.
county, community. and industrial representatives be set up so that
"planning will be orderly and meaningful." Kinney also said that due
to the development of the HGP-A well. the community has split into
fac ti ons. family di sputes have developed. rumors have ci rcul ated. and
health problems. ei ther real or perceived, have cropped up (The
Honolulu Advertiser, November 10, 1979).
The "0 ve rvi ew" Proj ec t
Dr. Barbara Siegel, a University of Hawaii professor in the
Pacific Biomedical Research Center and then Director of the University
Office of Research Admi ni strati on, recei ved a grant from the U.S.
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Department of Energy through the Lawrence Li vennore Laboratories of
the University of California to research the impact of geothenna1
energy development in the State of Hawaii. In a 1979 article Dr.
Siegel said that in some studies, to save money lithe first things to
throw out are the environmental, social, and legal concerns ••• It
usually takes lawsuits to get them back in," (The Honolulu Advertiser,
November 10, 1979). She attempted to remedy this problem in her seven
volume study. The overview addressed noise, geology and hydrology,
the ecosystem and its environmental detenninants, air and water
quality impacts, social and economic impacts, and property rights
(Siegel, June 1980).
As a part of thi s project, Dr. Siegel conducted two workshops.
The first workshop was held in March 1979, at the East-West Center in
Honolulu, with more than 50 people in attendance. These people
expressed envi ronmenta1 heal th concerns about hydrogen sul fi de and
heavy metal pollutants. Many community representatives believed that
the technology was available to keep the geothenna1 operation within
enVironmentally acceptable standards if industry felt sufficient
pressure from the community to do so (Siegel, June 1980). This was an
indication of suspicion and mistrust of industry on the part of the
cOlJ1llunity. Noise was also a major concern.
The second workshop was a two-day event held in May 1979 at
University of Hawaii at Hila. Over 75 people attended including high
school students, interested citizens and technically trained
individuals (Siegel, June 1980). One speaker, Jeremy Harris, a
Constitutional Convention delegate from Kauai, suggested that the
development of technology often precedes the need for it. II Geothenna1
energy could be used to prOO1ote growth and the introduction of large
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pollutjng jndustrjes jnto rural cOll1l1unities" (Canan, 1979).
Another speaker, Peter Hauani 0, Chai r of the Puna Hui Ohana,
sLlll11arized the jndustria1 revolution's impact on local lifestyles and
pointed toward the need to consider the socjal and economic impacts of
projects prior to their development (Canan, 1979).
Cheap Electicity?
On December 18, 1980, the Hawaii County Council's Committee on
Economic Development held a mini-symposium on geothermal development.
At the Hil 0 sessi on nati onal geothenna1 consul tant Sam Ei senstate
announced that Barnwell Geothennal Corporati on j ntended to provi de
electricity at a rate less than that specHied under PURPA. HELCO
presjdent Fred Johnson said that the utflity would always negotiate
for the lowest cost possible (The Honolulu Advertiser, December 19,
1980). A similar comment was made by Hawaiian Electric Co. president
Carl Williams earlier in the year. "We don't think the people of
hawaii should have the price of energy [tied to artHicially set OPEC
prices]" (The Honolulu Advertiser, June 10, 1983).
Puna Community Survey
The Puna Communi ty Survey was completed by SMS Research in April
1982, before some of the publicity arose concerning the negative
effects of geothennal development. Thi s survey, conducted for OPED
and the County of Hawai i I S Department of Pl anni ng, reported community
opinions relating to geothennal development in Puna. The purpose was
to obtafn infonnation about the residents and their opjnions,
perceptions, and atti tudes toward future development of
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their district with a focus on geothennal energy. SMS Research said
that the survey can II he 1p guarantee adequate communi cati on wi th Puna
residents whose district has been undergoing some of the most profound
changes faced by any rural Ha\'Jaii area in the 1970's and 1980's ll
(OPED, February 1982).
Half of the resi dents who were surveyed sai d that usi ng steam
wells to make electricity without any other accompanying industrial
development would be a good idea for Puna. More people supported
light, agricultually-related industry compared to a very fe,'" who
wanted to see heavy industrial development in their district. These
findings might be expected due to the general incompatability of rural
values and heavy industrialization. This is a classic dilemma of
rural residents. Part of what they love, lack of development, is part
and parcel of their major source of unhappiness, lack of jobs and
faci 1i ti es. IIThey want to sol ve economic problems wi thout changi ng
the val ued rura 1 characteri stic s of the di stri ct ll (OPED, February
19(2) •
Supporters of geothennal electricity development based their
position on the expectation that electricity would be cheaper and that
it would create more jobs. On the other hand, opponents of geothennal
electricity development based thei r positi on on envi romental grounds
and that the benefits would either not materialize or accrue to people
outside of Puna (OPED, February 1982).
The most commonly reported impacts related to geothennal
development were smell, followed by noi se and then health impacts.
The likelihood of having experienced any impact decreased with
distance from the Kapoho--Kalapana area. Those who did feel their
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health was in jeopardy \\ere very concerned (OPED. February 1932).
lIealth Complaints Arise Again
The resi dents of the lower Puna Di stri ct near the HGP-A we 11
became annoyed by the smell that wafted through their community. They
felt that the hydrogen sulfide emissions. which cause the smell. were
also causing respiratory and ear infections.
On April 15. 1932. 200 residents of Lower Puna crowded into Pahoa
School audi tori um for a meeti ng. sponsored by the County of Hawai i
Pl anni ng Department. focusi ng on heal th concerns. One resi dent after
another rose to air a variety of personal health complaints which they
believed were caused by geothermal emissions (The Honolulu
Star-Bulletin. June 16. 1982). They complained. among other things.
that the hydrogen sulfide emissions were causing respiratory problems
and ear infections. Monitors apparently recorded figures well below
toxicity levels. yet various problems with the monitoring system led
to skepticism in accepting the reported data.
According to the recollection of the well's geochemist. Don
Thomas of the University of Hawaii's Institute of Geophysics. the well
operators had had some problems with emissions early on. but most of
them had a1 ready been worked out by the time of the 1982 heari ng
(Thomas presentation. April 2. 1934).
In response to the heal th concerns rai sed. a three-person study
team was assembled to look into the complaints. The panel. consisting
of OPED Di rector Hi deto Kono. John Shupe of the Hawaii Natural Energy
Institute. and Hawaii County's Department of Research and Development
Di rector Stuart Kearns, determi ned that the comp1 ai nts of the Puna
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resi dents were not supported by facts. The panel conc1 uded that the
respi ratory and pulmonary a11ergi c reacti ons reported by resi dents
mi ght be from the hi gh pollen, mol d and fungus counts characteri stic
of the Puna environment (The Honolulu Advertiser, May 29, 1982).
According to Nelson Ho of the Sierra Club, they made this
determination without doing any medical studies or community
i nvesti gati on. The community comp1 ai ned of a government whi tewash (Ho,
1985). In a 1etter to the edi tor, Wayne Westlake stated that Il even
industry representati ves have qui et1y confi ded that the report is a
'disgrace ' " (The Honolulu Star-Bulletin, June 16, 1982).
A 1984 DOH survey found that Puna had a higher rate of chronic
respi ratory problems than reported for ei ther /lawai i County or the
rest of the state in 1983. The report said this could be due in part
to seasonal fluctuations, demographic features or envirol'll1ental
factors (DOH, 1984).
The noise complaints were investigated by the panel as well.
They found that noise levels would have to be 1 1/2 times as loud as
they are now to be classified as a nuisance by the EPA (The Honolulu
Advertiser, May 29,1982).
The panel recommended three measures to address the communi ty
concems: 1) install a 24 hour answering devise to record complaints,
2) bui 1d a 17 foot hood and stack to keep fumes above the road; and
J) move the emission monitoring equipment closer to the residential
areas (The Honolulu Advertiser, May 29, 1982).
lIawaii County Planning Director, Sydney Fuke, directed to prepare
geothermal regulations, admitted that it would not be an easy task.
"There are no national or local standards for hydrogen sulfide,
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mercury, or carbon dioxide emissions, regulations for noise control,
or requi rements for power plant certi fi cat; on other than those of the
State Public Utilities COll1l1ission whose regulations may not apply to
geothermal p1ants ll (The Honolulu Advertiser, June 30, 1902).
Leg;slator Opens Access To Information
Meanwhile, the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics, which had been
monitoring the HGP-A well, had not allowed public access to its
accunu1ated data. Thi s policy led to pub1 ic suspici on. Community
residents living near the HGP-A facility needed information to support
their position that they were being poisoned by the geothermal well
emissions. They believed this to be true, but they lacked the data to
prove or disprove it. State Representative Andy Levin helped make
that information available to the public. He said it would contribute
to "ra ti ona1 ded si ons and alleviate some of the pressure of the
geothermal controversy" (The Honolulu Advertiser, July 3, 1982). But
the question of whose information could be trusted still remained.
Air Advisory Committee Convened
In August 1981 the Air Advisory Committee (AAC) was formed by the
State Department of Health (DOH) to review the State's existing air
quality standards and air pollution control rules. As pressure on the
DOH to develop hydrogen su1 fi de standards inc reased, the staff drafted
rules to address geothermal air pollution control. In February 1902,
the committee recommended a hydrogen sulfide (H2S) ambient air quality
standard of 5 ppb for one hour, which represents the median threshold
for odor percepti on (Morrow, personal cOll1Tlunicati on, 1983) •
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Since the major health effects on the general public were anticipated
to be the psychological response to the " rotten egg" smell, the
standard was based on the nui sance level. Thi s standard was 6 times
more stringent than the California standard of 0.03 ppm (30 ppb) which
was based on physical health effects (Stetser, 1985).
Later that year Kent Kei th, OPED Deputy Di rector, who was Chai r
of the Geothermal Advisory Committee, questioned the committee's
recommendation. He felt that the highly restrictive level would hurt
Hawaii's geothermal industry. He suggested that the California
standard be adopted i ni ti ally and used as a basi s for di scussi on.
(Keith, September 20, 1982). He saw a need for a standard which
all owed some f1 exi bil i ty for short-term or i ntermi ttent nui sances. He
also recommended that standards be site-specific due to variability in
odor levels associated with the volcanic area.
On September 22, Geothenna1 Advisory Committee members were
i nvi ted to attend the AAC meeti ng. At that meeti ng they expressed
great concern about the stri ngency of the draft standard. HECO I s
Richard 0'Conne11, suggested that an increment approach similar to the
Federal Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) rules be
considered. Karl How of the Sugar Planters Association and Jim Morrow
of the American Lung Associ ati on concurred. Morrow a1 so recol11t1ended
the adoption of a "ce iling va1ue" standard that would be directly
related to the protec~on of public health (Morrow, personal
communi cati on, 1986).
The AAC adopted the Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
concept of an increment value which could be added to tne measured
ambient levels and the concept of a ceiling value. They also chose to
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regulate abatement rather than emissions which forces the developer to
use the (BACT) Best Available Control Technology rather than meet a
designated standard (Morrow, personal communication, 1986).
Shortly thereafter OPED contracted wi th an Oregon fi nn, NEA, Inc.
for a baseline study of air quality in the Puna District. HGP-A
continued their operations during this time, however, which led people
to question the validity of the baseline study (Stetser, 1985).
In January 1983, the MC submitted its recommendations which
called for all facilities to install Best Available Control Technology
(BACT) using 95% abatement as a minimum control (Morrow, 1983). The
tenn BACT is slightly misleading in that it is detennined by not only
the best technology but also considers the economics of that
technology.
In May 1984, a package of revised standards went to public
hearing, but the geothenna1 rules were not included. The Depar1ment
of Health decided to separate the geothenna1 standards from the coal
standards for several reasons. They thought that people ,,,ou1d be
confused by the di fferent proposed standards. They a1 so thought that
there would be more opposition to the geothenna1 standards and did not
want that to shadow the other standards (Spieri n9, personal
communication, 1986).
Due to certain stringent provisions regarding the newly proposed
coal-burning sugar mills, the Department of Health decided to recall
the enti re package of ru1 es and have ttl! AAC reeva1uate them. The
geothenna1 rules were also sent back for reevaluation in the spring of
1985 (Morrow, personal communi cati on, 1986).
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Confrontation Inevitable
A Volcano cOllll1uni ty resi dent, Wayne Westlake, offered hi s
analysis of the situation in a letter to the editor.
"What we have developing here is a classic
confrontation between the will of the people and the will
of the state government-industrial complex. Both sides
feel the other side is unaware or insensitive to their
needs. The people want a clean and healthy environment
whi 1e goverl1l1ent-i ndustry wants energy se1 f-sufficiency and
increased profits. The people want a moratoritJll on further
geothenna1 development whi 1e the government-i ndustri a1
complex wants to proceed post-haste with
c OOIIle rei ali za ti on •••
Both sides hope to resolve the issue peacefully.
Goverl1l1ent and industry have qui et1y proposed negoti ati ons
whi le the people of Puna retai ned several attorneys to
represent them.
Opposition to geothermal development is clearly
organized and growing. Where this movement will lead is a
matter of conjecture but in light of the goverl1l1ent
cover-up of health problems associated with geothennal
emi ssi ons, the re is a growi ng fee li ng among resi dents he re
on the Big Island that a showdown is inevitable ll (Westlake,
The Honolulu Star-Bulletin, June 16,1982).
Puna Speaks Resorts to the Courts
Apparently unsati sfi ed wi th the acti ons taken by government in
addressing their health concerns, Puna Speaks voted to enlist the
assistance of Attorney Jack Schweigert in June 1982. With
Schweigert's guidance, Puna Speaks sought a court injunction in August
1982 against the U.S. Department of Energy, the Department of Planning
and Economic Development, the Research Corporati on of the University
of Hawaii, Hawaii County Department of Planning, the Hawaiian Electric
Company, the Board of Land and Natural Resources, the State Land Use
Commission, the Barnwell Corporation, and the Puna Geothenna1 Venture,
seeking to have the HGP-A well closed down (Puna Speaks vs. Ed\'/ards,
1982). They claimed that the hydrogen sulfide emissions were making
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them sick and asked that no further di scharges from the HGP-A or any
other well, planned or in the development process, be permitted in the
area until all federal, state, and county regulations have been
complied with {The Honolulu Advertiser, August 21, 1932}.
IIAn affidavit submitted by Attorney Jack Schweigert says that Dr.
Richard Williams of Hi10 has advised some of the people [who he
believes are suffering from exposure to hydrogen sulfide, sulfur
dioxide and mercury] to move" to avoid further exposure {The Honolulu
Advertiser, August ~1, 1932}.
The Judge Rules
In September 1932, Judge Harold Fong denied the request for a
preliminary injunction for lack of evidence. In his Findings of Fact
and Conclusions of Law, Judge Fong listed the various environmental
studi es which had been performed and concluded that adequate
assessments had been conducted for the purposes of NEPA, therefore no
EIS was requi red to be fi led. He a1 so di scounted the testimony of Dr.
Williams because of his lack of experience in the field and the lack
of quantitative evidence. The claims of the other witnesses were
found difficult to associate with the operation of the well {Puna
Speaks vs. Edwards, 1982}. For instance, the days that residents
complained about the emissions did not correspond with the days when
high emissions were recorded by the monitors.
On December 20, 1982, JUdge Fong deni ed a request for a court
injunction pending appeal. Attorney Jack Schweigert did appeal this
decision to the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco,
chargi ng that the envi ronmenta1 impacts had not been properly
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addressed (Puna Speaks vs. Hodel, December 21,1932). This suit was
dismissed in July 1983 (Puna Speaks Vs. Hodel, 1983).
Puna Speaks Goals
Specific goals for the Puna Speaks group were: (1) a long tenn
study of geothenna1 air pollutants; (2) official community
representatives to view the various developments periodically; (3)
more monitoring stations; (4) agreed upon methods of testing and open
venting procedures; (5) established emission standards; (6) a 24
hour telephone hotline for canplaints; (7) a baseline study of flora
and fauna and the possible repercussions of development on these; (8)
possihle monetary relief to those persons who are directly effected by
the entire operation; and (9) a development-free buffer zone between
residential land and geothennal projects (Bell, Hawaii Tribune-Herald,
1903).
Mediators Become Involved
As the case went to tri a1, it became apparent that Puna Speaks
stood strong in its position. In November, Susan Cook, Attorney for
the U. S. Department of Energy, suggested to Schweigert that mediation
was an alternative to litigation and recommended Gerald Connick,
Director of Seattle's Institute for Environmental Mediation as a
possible mediator. Schweigert took Cook's suggestion and invited
Connick to become involved. According to Schweigert the defendants
did not think a mediator was necessary but they were willing to have
one as a good-will gesture because of Connick's connections with the
Federal Department of Justice and Susan Cook. Connick assi sted wi th
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subsequent di scussi ons among the attorneys and the stakehol ders "to
assist•• in dealing with the emotionality of these particular
plaintiffs" (Cook, November 1982).
Cook thought that "wi th ali ttl e educati on [Puna Speak s mi ghtJ
become more reasonable in thei r demands". She al so noted in her
letter to the Office of General Counsel at the Department of Energy
that "these people, although incorrect in their beliefs, are sincere,
and some sort of reimbursement [for travel to court or to meet wi th
Schweigert in HonoluluJ would go a long way towards insuring good [and
therefore non-litigativeJ future relations with the community" (Cook,
November 1982).
Almost simultaneously a mutual friend and co-worker brought
Sc hwe i ge rt toge the r wi th Pete r Ad1e r, Exec uti ve Di rec tor 0f the
Neighborhood Justice Center of 1I0nolulu. Schweigert believed that it
woul d be advantageous to have someone from Hawai i to assi st wi th the
medi ati on. The two medi ators then worked j oi ntly to medi ate the
di spute.
The Medi ati on
The medi ati on progressed in several stages over a ten month
period. Initially the basic issues of concern were defined. This
process brought out the di fferences between the posi ti onal stances
people were taking and their real interests. One of the larger
concerns that surfaced was that the pl ai nti ffs di d not have funds to
hire expert consultants to gain technical information that they
trusted.
Later the medi ati on process focused on getti ng the stakehol ders
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to look at the best and worst positions they could be in. This set
the stage for the exchange of offers via a "single negotiating text".
Using this process, each party would read and consider each new draft
put forth by the other party. They would subsequently modify it to
address thei r concerns, and return it to the other party, vi a Adler
and Cormick, for review.
The negoti ati ng was primari ly bei ng ca rri ed out by the attorneys
for both sides, Jack Schweigert for Puna Speaks, and Bill Tam, State
Deputy Attorney General, and Susan Cook for the Defendants.
Assi stance was al so provi ded by Don Thomas of the Hawai i Insti tute of
Geophysics and others representing HGP-A as well as Puna Speaks
officers Barbara Bell and Dennis Stout.
The first settlement outline was drafted in February 1983. After
signif;cant drafting and redrafting by the parties and just before the
case was to go to trial, in the Fall of 1983, the Memorandum of
Understanding almost ga;ned acceptance by both parties (Adler,
personal communication, 1985).
The Memorandum of Understanding
Th;s Memorandum of Understanding addressed multiple points.
First of all, it acknowledged the stakeholders "desire to enter into
effective methods of future communication and to take every possible
step to avoi d future di sagreements" over geothermal development. The
intent was to discourage further litigation but not preclude it.
The stakeholders tentatively agreed to: (1) organize a working
group, the Puna Geothermal Advi sory Commi ttee (PGAC); (2) arrange for
tours and access to the HGP-A pl ant and set up a 24-hour hotH ne for
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complaints and inquiries about geothennal operations; (3) set an
interim standard for hydrogen sulfide emissions until the State
Department of Health sets official standards; (4) develop
recommendations for noise levels; (5) establish and site additional
air monitoring stations; (6) apply the Best Available Control
Technology to venti ng and operati ng facil i ti es wi th a mi nimum of 48
hours notice given to the cOllll1unity; (7) develop a small research
grant process for experiments on various direct use applications; (8)
conduct more research on the effects of long and short term hydrogen
sulfide exposure; (9) landscape facilities so as to minimize visual
and noise impacts and provide 24-hour security; and nO} petition the
Geothennal Advi sory COllll1i ttee for more representati on. Wi th regard to
Future Relations--
1I ••• Both parties agree that they wish to avoid future
di sputes and conflicts whenever possi ble. Both parti es
acknowledge that the key to this is close collaboration,
communication, and joint planning wherever possible.
Should future disputes develop, however, it is agreed that
the PGAC will make itself available to try to resolve such
disputes before they escalate into more serious problems.
The committee agrees to request the assistance of the
Neighborhood Justice Center or any other reputable andjoi ntly agreed to medi ator••• II
Both sides had made adjustments in the "single negotiating
text ll • Thi s fi nal versi on was taken to the defendants the ni ght
before the tri ale Unfortunately the defendants thought it was too
late, they were ready to go to trial. They had made considerable
investments in preparation, and, according to Adler, they probably
wanted public vindication after all of the accusations made by Puna
Speaks (Adler, personal communication, 1985). Had they settled out of
court, it might have looked as though they had something to hide.
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The Case Goes to Trial
According to Barbara Bell, Puna Speaks Vice President, the
purpose of the lawsuit "is to judicially require the developers to
maintain the environment in the same condition it was prior to
drilling" HGP-A.
More specifically, Puna Speaks maintained that: 1) the State
and County of Uawai i had both failed to respond to heal th camp1 ai nts
from resi dents; 2) the State fai led to respond to the resu1 ts of the
SMS-administered Puna Community Survey which reported that 3&'% of
those affected by geothermal development suffered geothenna1 related
health problems; 3) the State mi srepresented the level at which
hydrogen sulfide gas had been released, particularly during the
testing phases; 4) officials responsible for the Federal
Environmental Assessment of 1979 upon which the Finding of No
Significant Impact was based had underestimated the dangers of
exposure to hydrogen sulfi de; 5) HGP-A offi ci a1 s failed to provi de
adequate monitoring of hydrogen sulfide; 6) UGP-A officials failed
to provide a 24 hour monitoring and a1ann system to guard against
accidental releases of hydrogen sulfide gas; and 7) developers
failed to protect residents from the results of catastrophic events on
a geothenna1 development project (Puna Speaks, Ma1ama Ka'Aina, n.d.).
Post-trial Mediation?
After the trial but prior to the decision by Judge Harold Fong,
Peter Adler sent a letter to Puna Speaks and (some of) the defendants
in the case (kno\'m as the HGP-A Development Group). This letter
..
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acknowledged that both sides had approached him during the trial
suggesti ng that the ideas put forth in the Memorandum of
Understanding, which might be lost in litigation, were worth
pursuing. Adler expressed his fear that many potential joint gains
might be left behind. "1 believe that the court decision cannot, in
and of itself, achieve what both sides have told me they really want.
For HGP-A, 1 believe thi s to be an end to what is percei ved as
frivolous harassment and unnecessary complaints. For Puna Speaks, it
is access to i nfonnati on and assurances that thei r COl11l1uni ty concerns
were heard and acted upon" (Adl er, October 1903).
Adler suggested a series of meetings to identify current issues
and concerns, generate alternatives, and finally to select the best
set of sol uti ons. Al though consi derable interest had been expressed
duri ng the tri a1, no one responded to the suggesti on. The reason,
according to Adler, was that Puna Speaks was "blown out of court" and
therefore the defendants had no i ncenti ve to conti nue negoti ati ons
(Adler, personal communication, November, 1905).
Fong's Facts
JUdge Fong concluded in his Findings of Fact that "the only role
of the judiciary, in respect to plaintiffs' NEPA claims, is to ensure
that the DOE took the requisite hard look at the forseeable
envi rorrnental consequences." The court found that the DOE di din good
faith identify and discuss all of the reasonably foreseeable future
envi rorrnenta1 consequences of the acti on and consi dered the possi b1e
impacts of hydrogen sulfide (Fong, 1903).
Next, the court addressed whether DOE shoul d have prepared an
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Envirorrnenta1 Impact Statement. NEPA requires an EIS when an action
will "significantly affect the quality of the human envirorrnent••• and
the degree to which must be controversi a1. •• The term 'controversi a l'
refers to cases where a substantial dispute exists as to the size,
nature, or effect of the major federal action, rather than to the
existence of opposition to use." The JUdge found that if the
controversy had occurred duri ng the DOE deci si on mak ~ ng process, it
mi ght have been re 1evant but that it was not four years
after-the-fact. "A deci si on may be overturned only if it was
arbitrary, capricious or an abuse of discretion." This JUdge Fong did
not find and so ruled that the requirements of NEPA were satisfied in
full (Fong, 1983).
JUdge Fong also pointed out in response to charges made against
Sydney Fuke, Oi rec tor of P1 anni ng for the County of Hawai i, that
"generally government officials ••• are ill111une fran liability ••• as long
as thei r conduc t does not clearly vi 01 ate statutory or consti tuti ona1
rights." JUdge Fong ruled tn favor of the defendants (Fong, 1983).
Puna Speaks and Schweigert Run Dry
After Fong's decision, Schweigert and Puna Speaks decided to give
up. The organization did not have any money and Schweigert had
a1 ready put in consi derab1e time wi thout pay (Schwei gert, 1935).
Win-Lose or Win-Win: Reflections on the Mediation
Successes
Although
const dered a
the case went to trial, the mediation
partial success for several reasons.
could
Since
be
the
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discussions. several of the points outlined in the ~'lemorandum of
Understanding have been or are being implemented. There is a hotline
for complaints at the HGP-A well (and is being considered for
implementation by Campbell Estate and their project developers).
standards for geothermal emi ssi ons are in the process of bei ng set,
developers gi ve notice when they plan to vent a well, a grant program
has been accepted for funding to allow small grants to be awarded to
cOl11nuni ty resi dents to research appl icati ons which make use of the
di rect heat from the geothermal reservoi r, and there are now community
representatives on OPED's Geothermal Advisory Committee.
Involvement Means Ownership
Puna Speaks spent numerous months in active opposition to the
HGP-A project and in developing a settlement which would be acceptable
to both their organization and government agencies. Though this
agreement was never concl uded and si gned, Vice Presi dent Barbara Bell
is proud of the contributions her organization made. "Puna Speaks was
instrlll1ental in establishing noise guidelines for our county. Before
this time, no effort was made on the part of the developers to
determine safe. comfortable levels for the drilling and venting
processes. II She also credits Puna Speaks with establishing that water
catchment is vulnerable to airborne contaminants and establishing
legislative concern with the new development to address the present
and future concerns of the resource (Bell, ~Iawaii Tribune-Herald,
1983) •
Through this mediation process. Bell saw a clearer picture of the
issues related to this development. She gained a sense of empowerment
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and ownership in the product by seeing results from her involvement.
Although the case went to trial anyway, and Puna Speaks lost, they did
achieve some ground through the communications established.
Why No Settlement? Another Analysis
The medi ati on took place primarily among the attorneys.
According to an analysis by law student Kim ~1iller the parties never
addressed values, which she described as the heart of the dispute.
It appears that although this was a mediated effort, the
negotiating parties were the attorneys retained by their clients. The
attorneys conti nued to act in the manner of thei r professi on. Those
negoti ati ng were not 1ooki ng at the case wi th j oi nt gai ns in mi nd;
rather they were negoti ati ng from ali ti gi ous frame of reference
(Miller, 1984). Rod Moss, the Kahaua1e'a developer, concurred.
"Attorneys cannot be involved ina conflict reso1 uti on process because
you can't get a free exchange of information" (Moss, personal
communicati on) •
Throughout the mediation the clients involved vacillated in their
desire to settle through negotiation. This was the case up to the end
of the process. A mediated settlement was not agreed upon so the case
went to tri al.
Potential Gains Left On The Table
Even though there were a number of successes, the essence of the
Memorandum of Understandi ng, however, was for a group to be set up,
the Puna Geothermal Advisory Committee, to jointly make decisions
about geothermal development in Puna. This committee still does not
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exist. The people of Puna have started the Puna Community Forum ",hich
meets periodically to address issues which effect the people of Puna.
This is not a decision-making body which includes members of the
community, goverl'1l1ent and private industry, which was what the Puna
Geothe nna1 Advi sory Commi ttee was intended to be.
HIE KAHAUALE' A DISPUTE
Conflict Erupts Up-Rift
Meanwhile further up the rift zone, near Hawaii's Volcano
National Park, is an area of land known as Kahauale'a. This land,
owned by Campbell Estate, was the si te of a proposed geothermal
development by the True/Mi d-Pacific Geothermal Venture and the center
of another controversy. (See Map 3)
In the spring of 1981, True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal developers and
Campbell Estate unveiled their proposal to develop 250 megawatts of
power at Kahaualela on land \'rithin the Conservation land use
district. "TM!nty-five megawatts? Nobody would get into the business
for that, II accordi ng to Campbell Estate Trustee fred Trotter (The
Honolulu Star-Bulletin, July 3, 1981). Then in October 1981, Campbell
Estate filed an envi rOl'1l1ental impact statement preparati on notice on
behalf of its developer. This consortia was one of three groups which
responded to HELCO's Request for Proposals for developing 25 megawatts
of electricity by 1988. Their proposal stated that the objective was
to generate 25 megawatts of electricity per HELCO IS request, but that
additional development might be sought as the market demand increases
(The Honolulu Star-Bulletin, October 20, 1901).
i"1AP 3
Kahauale'a
From Hawaii's Thousand Friends Newsletter. "A Point of View on
!<ahaualc'a". Xenneth R. Kupc:,,,k. October 1994.
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The Upper Puna Opposition
Opposi ti on to the project by the Volcano Communi ty Associ ati on
(VCA), the Puna Geothennal COIJ1I1ittee (PGC), the Hawaii Audubon
Society, The HawaIi Volcanoes National Park and the Sierra Club was
strong.
The Volcano Community Association represents, at least partially,
the sentiments of the residents of Volcano Village. They have been
the first of many parties listed on contesting documents (Volcano
Communi ty Associ ati on et .!!.) and therefore have rece; ved the most
press coverage even though they are not the most active of the project
opponents. While claiming to be supportive of the concept of
geothermal development in Hawaii, the Volcano COI11I1unity Association
has opposed the development of geothennal power at nearby Kahauale I a
and in the Middle East Rift Zone when the Kahauale'a project was
relocated as a result of the land exchange. Their concerns include:
the lack of standards for ambient air quality; the danger associated
with development; negative economic impacts; development in a
Conservation district next to Volcanoes National Park; noise; traffic;
and the disruption of their rural lifestyle (VCA, 1932).
The Sierra Club has also been very active in the Kahauale'a
dispute. In their newsletter Nelson Ho, Chair of the Ent=rgy Committee
and also an active member of the Puna Geothennal Committee, suggested
that governnent offici al s have three scenari os for geothennal
development•••
1) the development of 500 mw of electricity for export
from the Bi g Isl and ll of Hawaii (where the resource is) to
Oahu (where 90% (sic) of the population and 32% of the
electrical consunption is) via an as yet technologically
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un~roven undersea cable. (It must wi thstand [the pressures
of] 7,000 foot depths, while the deepest cables are now
deployed at 1,800 feet; and its length could be stra.ng out
from 127 to 263 miles, while the world record is 78 miles.
2) If the cable proves infeasible then induce massive
industrialization of the Big Island to absorb the energy
and provide a new economic base for Hawaii.
3) A mix of cable to Oahu with unspecified amounts of
industrialization on the Big Island (Sierra Club, 1985) •.
The Puna Geothermal Committee is a small group of individuals who
are very concerned wi th geothermal development, primari ly in Upper
Puna. Most of these people are members of the Volcano Communi ty
Association, the Audubon Society, or the Sierra Club in addition to
their involvement with PGC. They are the driving force in the
Kahaualela dispute. PGC is an ad hoc group with no 1I 0 fficial ll
structure. IIWhoever shows up sets the agenda for that meeti ng ll
(Warshauer, personal communication, 1985).
Is Geothermal a Conservation District Use?
Until 1983, the primary regulatory permit for a potential
geothermal developer to obtain was a mining lease because a 1974
statute declared geothermal resources II minerals ll (Kamins, 1979).
Therefore, geothermal exploration required a Board of Land and Natural
Resources (BLNR) mining lease which could, theoretically, be issued
for any land use district: agricultural, rural, conservation, or
urban. At this time Hawaii IS land use law did not recognize
geothermal development as a permitted or restricted use anywhere. So,
the development consortia planned the Kahaualela project and obtained
the mining lease IIbut no one really raised the issue of whether we
could or could not develop on conservation land ll at the time (Moss,
personal communication, 1986).
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On March 4, 19G2, Campbell Estate fi led a Conservati on Di strict
Use Application (CDUA) with the Department of Land and Natural
Resources requesting conditional use of the Kahaua1e ' a site. This
request was for both exploration and development rights, the first
request of its k; nd in the state. Pri or requests by other developers
in the Kilauea Lower East Rift Zone were for exploration only.
Those opposed to the project contended that Campbell Estate
shou1 d have gone through the 1engthy process of app1yi ng to the Land
Use Commission for a land use district designation change from
conservation to urban. The State of Hawaii's Land Use COOlmission
classifies land into four major categories; Urban, Rural,
Agricultural, and Conservation. The purpose of this land use
classification is to provide a guide for the development of Hawaii.
The land designated as Conservation is divided into four subzones by
BLNR: Protective, Limited, Resource, or General Open Space.
II Protecti veil areas are restricted watersheds, plant and animal
sanctuaries, or contain significant historical and geographical
features. An area is designated as "Limited" when natural conditions
"suggest" constraints on human activities. "Resource" areas are for
the sustai ned use of natural resources such as timber to be harvested
and for future park1ands. The final classification is II General Open
Space" which covers areas where development would be premature
(Callies, 1934).
Due to volcanic activity, Kahaua1e ' a was classified "Limited".
What is or is not pennitted within these various zones is detennined
by the BLNR which has the discretion, within its rules and statutory
mandate, to grant or deny individual applications (Callies, 1984).
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Campbell Estate maintains that geothermal development within the
Limi ted subzone shoul d be permi tted because the reason for the II LII
designation was due to volcanic activity and all geothermal activity
in Hawaii is going to be located in volcanic rift zones of active or
dormant vol canoes. They a1 so stated that "conservati on encompasses
the wise use of our natural resources" (R. M. Towill, 1982).
The prospect of geothermal development on conservation land drew
great opposition from various segments of the public including those
involved in the lawsuit, planners, academics and legislators.
Industrial use of conservation land according to these critics,
contradicts the ori gi nal purpose of that zoni ng desi gnati on. Howard
Chapman, Regfonal Director of the National Park Service, stated in a
letter to Susumu Ono, Chair of the Board of Land and Natural
Resources, that "when it can be stated that economic benefi t can
outwei gh any impac t on the Conservati on Di stric t then Conservati on
zoning has little significance" (Chapman, 1984).
There has been conflict over appropriate uses of conservation
land ever since the land use law was created. " ••• there are those who
think that lands in conservation districts cannot be developed or
'used' ••• and that the BLNR is far too permissive and developer
oriented in its granting of applications for uses in Conservation
districts" (Eckbo et ~., 1969). " ••• the permissiveness with which
use applicati ons have been granted strains the meani ng of the term
Conservati on" (Lowry, 1976).
The implementation of this law has also been a source of conflict
between the State's BLNR, which has sole jurisdiction over uses of
land zoned conservation, and the county governments, which have
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minimal power in determining use of these lands in their county. The
County as well as other organizations or individuals, can only submit
testimony related to a specific proposal.
No Factories in the Forest
In May 1982, the OLNR held public hearings on the proposed COUA
to allow geothermal development at Kahaua1e ' a. These hearings were
held at the Volcanoes National Park and the Uilo High School. More
than 100 people attended at the Park and more than 500 came to the
~Iilo hearing carrying signs putting forth such messages as "No
Factories in the Forest". Indeed, most of these people were opposed
to development, many staying well past midnight to give testimony.
Paci fi c Area Nati ona 1 Pa rk Servi ce Oi rec tor Bryan Ha rry submi tted
written testimony opposing this type of industrial undertaking so
close to the park. He suggested that Campbell Estate seek commercial
zoning for the project. One Volcano cOllll1unity member felt that the
proposed development would mine the geothermal reservoir as though it
were a non-renewable resource, i.e. "make the bucks and get out. II
OLNR staff, on the other hand, supported Campbell's proposal calling
it "appropriate, and in the interests of the state" (The Honolulu
Adve rti se r, May £1, 1982).
EnVironmental Impact Statement Accepted for Kahaua1e ' a
In June, 1982, an Environmental Impact Statement was submitted by
True/Mid-Pacific geothermal developers for Kahaua1e'a. This doclll1ent
was required because Kahaua1e'a was located in a Conservation
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District. Later, in July 1982, a revised version was accepted.
Volcano Attacks and the Court Battles Begin
On September 27, 1982, the Volcano Community Association (VCA)
peti ti oned the BLNR to rejec t the request by Campbell Estate for
approval of a conditional use pennit to develop geothennal power in
the Conservation District.
The next day, September 2£1, 1982, the VCA and six individuals
filed suit in 3rd Circuit Court in Hilo against True-Mid Pacific
Geothennal Developers, Campbell Estate, the Board of Land and Natural
Resources, and the State Environmental Quality Commission in an
attempt to halt state approval of development. They charged that
Campbell's EIS was inadequate because it failed to disclose the full
extent of negative impacts and that BLNR should not grant a
conditional use pennit for drilling in a conservation zone (The
Honolulu Star-Bulletin, September 29, 1982). They claimed that the
EIS was deficient in addressing health, socio-economic, archeological,
and native Hawaiian issues, and lacked adequate baseline
meteorological data and infonnation on the environmental impacts on
the forest and the adjoining National Park lands downwind.
The Volcano sui t al so noted that True/ Mi d Paci fi chad decl ared
that its intention was to develop 250 MW over a 20 year period;
however, the EIS indicated that as many as 410 MW might be developed
(The Honolulu Star-Bulletin, September 29, 19l32).
The VCA et.!.!. also charged that geothennal development did flot
qualify for a special use pennit in a conservation district. They
based this position partially on a statement they said BLNR made in
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another case in which it approved a CDUA in an area "where the use
desired would not change the essential character of the district" (The
Honolulu Advertiser, September 29, 198~).
VCA asked the court to throw out the EIS, declare that the BLNR
had no juri sdicti on, and pennanent1y prohi bi t Campbell Estate and its
partners fran goi ng ahead wi th the project. The Volcano peti ti on
further suggested that a more appropri ate avenue woul d be for the
developer to seek a change by the Land Use Commission to a designation
other than conservation. This process would take much longer than the
special use pennit process (The Honolulu Advertiser, September 29,
1982). It is questionable whether an urban designation would have
been considered acceptable for Kahaua1e'a.
Contested Case Heari ng Rules
The Board of Land and Natural Resources had never held a
contested case hearing, but had defined such procedures in June 19m,
namely "a contested case means a proceeding in which the legal rights,
duties, or privileges of specific parties are required by law to be
detennined after an opportunity for an agency hearing" (BLNR, Title
13). Before they could hear arguments regarding the Kahauale'a
development, procedural rules had to be drafted and promulgated. By
August 27, 1902, these rules were in place (BLNR, Title 13), and the
Board set the hearing for October 25, 1982.
The Kapoho 1 Incident
In early October, a geothenna1 well in lower Puna developed a
valve leak which blew uncontrollably and unabated for a day and a
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half. Thennal Power Company, the developer of the Kapoho 1 well,
claimed that the leak was not their fault. "We have not ruled out
sabotage, there is no reason why thi s shoul d have happened" (The
Honolulu Advertiser, October 4, 5, 1982). The escalating conflict
between the community and those promoting geothennal development
became even more apparent when some Bi g I sl and resi dents charged that
the tampering claim was a "front" to avoid responsibility for
negligence by the developer (The Honolulu Advertiser, October 8,
1982). Other Big Island residents pointed out that this "blowout", or
uncontrolled release of geothennal fluids, was indicative of the
unplanned but very real risks associated with geothennal development,
especially in a geologically hazardous area. (Warshauer, personal
communication, 1986).
At a community meeting held by developer Jere Denton several days
after the incident, a retired Leilani Estates resident called
geothennal development a "godsend" and charged that resident health
complaints were not based in fact. He also claimed that he had heard
three cars racing away from the damaged well site five minutes after
the "explosion" (The Uonolulu Advertiser, October 5,1982).
Several days later a telephone threat was made to Hawaiian
Electric Light Company (HELCO) against the HGP-A well. "We l ll stop
you one 'flay or another, II the caller said (The Honolulu Advertiser,
October 8, 1902).
Contested Case Hearings
The first contested case hearing on Kahauale'a took place from
Oc tober through December, 1902. The lengthy process generated 13
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vo1tJ1'1es of transcribed testimony with over 300 exhibits, and was
estimated to cost the state $90,000 (The Honolulu Star-Bulletin,
January 14, 1983). "Thi s process was the most comprehensi ve forum on
geothenna1 development held up to that time in the State.
Unfortunately fe\'1 governnent officials took advantage of the free
service" (Finley, personal communication, 1985).
Part of the case presented by Attorney Ken Kupchak was that
alternative sites to Kahaua1e'a had not been considered. He told the
BLNR that they must fi rst detenni ne that areas outsi de Conservati on
land cannot meet energy needs before allowing the development of
Kahaua1e ' a on Conservation land. BLNR does not have the author;ty to
undennine a Conservation district use, according to the lawyer.
Kupchak a1 so predicted that many issues wou1 d eventually have to be
reso1 ved by the Supreme Court (The Bawai i Tribune-Hera1 d, February 11,
1983).
BLNR Reopens Contested Case Hearing
Kilaeua Volcano erupted on January 3, 1983, spewing lava over the
site which had been in contest before the BLNR just weeks before.
Then, on January 11th, the lava flow covered some of the sites
proposed in the EIS for development. As a result the VCA requested
the heari ngs be reopened to hear testimony based on the new
i nfonnati on.
At the end of this hearing Kupchak questioned \',hy Campbell had
not considered a land exchange to move the project from Kahauale'a to
adjoining State land consisting of the Puna Forest Reserve and the Wao
Ke1e Natural Area Reserve. Benjamin Matsubara, Campbell's attorney,
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admi tted that taki ng current i nformati on into consi derati on, a 1and
exchange might be the best alternative. (The Honolulu Star-Bulletin,
January 14, 1983).
Days later the newspaper reported that Campbell Estate and the
State had begun to discuss exchanging Kahaua1e ' a for a site which
wou1 d not be as hotly contested (The Hono1 u1 u Star-Bulleti n, January
31, 1983). Developer Rod Moss recalled that they chose not to
i ni ti ate a 1and exchange at that time because they thought they wou1 d
just receive the same opposition in the new area (Moss, personal
communication, 1986).
Campbell Gets Conditional and Final Approval
On February 4, 1983, the Board of Land and Natural Resources
released a draft document which gave Campbell the approval to proceed
with their Kahaua1e ' a project. The permit had nearly 40 conditions
attached to it. The most si gni ficant was that it granted Campbell
pennission "to conduct baseline and exploratory activities for the
purpose of measuri ng, moni tori ng, and observi ng potenti a1 geotherma 1
resources ••• [but the] permission shall not be construed as vesting any
right nor creating any expectation of approval to develop geothermal
resources for commercial purposes" (The Honolulu Star-Bulletin,
February 5, 1983).
Other conditions included access, geologic safeguards, operations
management, environmental monitoring, noise limits and monitoring,
socio-economic and archaeological evaluation, clearing and access
cond; ti ons, endangered plants management program, constructi on
guidelines, litter cleanup, use of BACT, water pollution, air quality,
•
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and contingency plans (The Honolulu Star-Bulletin, February 5, 1903).
Even with these conditions, however, neither Kupchak, lng, nor
their clients were satisfied. Exploration would still result in roads
and drilling. If a successful well were drilled, it would be
difficult to imagine that the developer would be restricted from
generating power from that well. liThe issue of industrialization of a
Conservati on di strict appears desti ned for the Supreme Court, II Kupchak
responded. lie again suggested that Campbell apply to the Land Use
Commi ssi on for a change of 1and use desi gnati on and exchange the
Kahauale'a site for the Puna Forest Reserve and the Wao Kele Natural
Area Reserve (The Honolulu Star-Bulletin, February 5, 1903).
Big Island Attorney Wendell Ing did not consider the ruling a
victory for the Volcano cClI1111unity either. He maintained his position
that there should not be any drilling in a conservation zone (The
Honolulu Advertiser, February 6, 1983).
On February 25, 1903 DLNR issued a preliminary IIFinding of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Decision and Orderll , on 1I 0ne of the most
sensitive issues facing the Board in recent times" according to BLNR
Chair Susumu Ono (The Honolulu Advertiser, February 26, 1903). The
Department requi red that Campbell Estate conduct numerous baseli ne
investigations after the issuance of the permit. Because
'f nvesti gati ons woul d be carri ed out after the issuance of the permi t,
VCA et al. claimed the timing II would thereby deprive the VCA of its
opportuni ty and due process rf ght to confront the resu1 ts of suc h
investigationsll (VCA vs. BLNR, 1903). Later that week Hawaiian
Electric Co. President C. Dudley Pratt, suggested that IItimes change
and the land classification system in Hawaii should be re-evaluatedll
(The Honolulu Star-Bulletin, February 27, 1983).
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After BLNR's February decision, Pe1e, the Hawaiian Goddess of the
Volcano, called by some as the hearing's "fina1 witness", erupted, and
sent lava flowing over half of the area the BLNR had just designated
for exploratory drilling (Finley, The Hawaii Tribune-Herald, April 17,
1984).
BLNR's Decision Triggers Round Two
On April 12, 1983, the Volcano Community Association, Mauna Loa
Estates COO1TIunity Association, the Audubon Society, the Sierra Club,
and several individuals appealed BLNR's February 25th decision to
grant a CDUA for exploration at Kahaua1e'a. Many of the major points
addressed in the appeal centered on the elements of uncertainty in the
project. The size ''las unspecified, the end uses unclear, and the
total duration of continuous drilling unspecified. They also charged
that the application lacked a plan of action in case of volcanic or
seismic activity, and did not include sufficient concern for
endangered species, noise, ambient air quality, and geologic hazards.
In mid-July this appeal was rejected by Big Island Circuit Court JUdge
Ernest Kubota.
Meanwhile, Campbell Estate appealed BLNR's decision to allow only
exploration to the Circuit Court. BLNR's decision specifically stated
that although Campbell-True/Mid-Pacific obtained exploratory rights,
the consortium should not expect approval for commercial development
(The Honolulu Star-Bulletin, February 5, 1983). The uncertainty of
drilling ~lls that cost on the average of $2 million dollars each
without assurance of commercialization and therefore a potential
return on investment, did not make good business sense. On March 4,
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Campbell Estate filed for a CDUA for long tenn extensi ve dri 11 i ng,
mining, construction, and industrial development at Kahauale'a (VCA et
!.!. vs. BLNR, 1983). (At thfs writing, the appeal is still in the
courts because the project at Kahauale'a is on hold.)
Negotiated Geothennal Development Strategy Proposed
Meanwhile Peter Adler, and his colleagues at the Neighborhood
Justice Center, began to develop a proposal for a roundtable specially
convened to discuss geothennal at the policy level. This discussion
was intended to identify and air relevant issues and anticipate, avoid
or resolve conflicts. The end product was to be a strategy which
could be used to address these issues and conflicts (Adler, March 11,
19D3). They circulated this proposal quietly among the
stakehol ders--deve lope rs, landowners, governmental representati ves and
community groups. Although they received some positive feedback for
thei r ; deas, no one ina pos; t; on of author; ty fo 11 owed up on the
proposal.
A Geothennal Special Fund
A bill was introduced in the State legislature to establish a
speci al fund .. to remedy the effects of any catastrophe or acci dent or
mitigate adverse effects due to geothennal exploration or
development." The fund woul d be admi ni stered by an advi sory board
composed of the Director of the Department of Heath, County Mayor,
Director of State Civil Defense, and the Director of Civil Defense of
the County. Funding would come from revenues and royalities of the
state and the lessee. A1though thi s bi 11 , introduced by
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Matsuura and Apo could have helped alleviate fear of an accident, it
never made it past early readi ngs.
Campbell Estate's Approach to Planning
Before planning the Kahauale'a project, Russell Alger, Campbell
Estate's busi ness analyst, toured the Geysers geothenna1 operati ons
and talked with that project's planner. A1gers who thought that
Geysers was very pretty, said that Campbell Estate was also careful to
plan a good project (Alger, 1905).
Campbell Estate elected to apply for a geothermal mining lease on
the Kahaua1e'a site and to assign those mining rights to
True/Mid-Pacific Geothennal Developers. Under the agreement, Campbell
Estate would assist the Wyoming companies by helping them through the
permitting process. Campbell apparently felt that their position in
the community would help facilitate the process. This is a decision
which Campbell's business expert says they would not make again, but
they're "stuck with it" now (Alger, personal conununication, 1905).
Campbell Estate and True/Mid Pacific made a decision early on
that they \'JOu1d be "open, up front, and tell it all" with regard to
their Kahaua1e'a development project. They wanted to plan the project
as a \oJhole, not "say that we'd drill one hole and drill another and
another••• but maybe that would have been a better approach," Alger
sai d. He went on to say that they probably wou1 d do it the same way
problem has been defending
Some of the opposi ti on reallythemselves against "wild accusations."
agai n because "i n the long run it's bette r to approach it that way II
(Alger, personal communicat-jon, 1905).
According to Campbell a major
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believes that geothermal will hurt the environnent, others don't want
to change their lifestyle, while others are making their living off
the land ••. pakalolo patches are allover the area, and there are lots
of other reasons. II Alger sai d that it is easy for people to make
those accusations, IIbut then Campbell Estate has to pay experts
$50,000 to prove them wrong. Should 100 people opposing it, stop it,
while 100,000 are for it but won't leave their TV sets long enough to
attend a public hearing?1I (Alger, personal communication, 19B5). A
Hawaii Tribune-Herald editorial concurred ••• ll lt is so unfair that a
handful of professi onal protesters can stall worthy projects 1ike
geothermal developmentll (Hawaii Tribune-Herald, June 27, 19B2).
Alger also appeared to be concerned about the image that is be';ng
projected to the community at large. liThe newspaper headlines should
read 'Geothermal Project on Campbell Estate Lands', not 'Campbell
Estate Geothermal Project'. He does not thi nk that it makes sense for
Campbell Estate to be on the front page, "after all Bishop Estate
isn't on the front page [and they have a similar arrangement]. We're
not developers and big risk-takers ll (Alger, personal communications,
1985).
End Use Issues
A major element of uncertainty for everyone involved is the
questi on of what the geothermal energy wi 11 be used for. Three
possi ble scenari os have been characteri zed: (l) export of geothermal
power via inter-island cable; (2) development of geothermal power for
industrial development on the Big Island; or (3) development of the
power to serve the electrical needs of the Big Island and as a local
community development tool.
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The Submarine Cable
In order to facilitate the maximum statewide benefit fran the
geothermal resource, the State OPED has been promoting the development
of an inter-island cable system to transmit power fran the Big Island
to Oahu. The Hawaii Deep Water Cable (HDWC) Program, initiated in
October 1981, was designed to research the technical, scientific and
economic issues. Funding for this research has come from the U.S.
Department of Energy and the State of Hawaii.
The "cable system" may be two to four self-contained, oil-filled
cables. One cable can transmit 250 MW of direct current electricity.
A spare wi 11 be needed because repai rs wou1 d take along time
(Lesperance, personal cOll1llunication, 1986). A return cable
independent of the transmitting cables may also be needed. The system
must transverse the A1enuihaha Channel between the Big Island and Maui
and therefore must be desi gned to wi thstand pressures at depths of
6,300 feet and span 150 miles. Currently the longest underwater
cable, which connects Norway and Denmark, is only 78 miles long and
reaches a maximum depth of 1800 feet (OPED, 1985).
The feasibility of this project depends on many factors. One is
the timing of its construction with the availability of the
development of the power source. (The converse is also true. Without
a market for geothermal energy, the cable development would not be a
good investment.)
Another factor to be considered is the financing of such a system
and the assurance that sufficient revenues could be generated. The
assumpti on whi ch has gui ded the research by OPED and its consul tant
..
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Prudential Bache, has been that
The development of the renewable energy resources
(particularly the geothennal resources) and power plants
will coincide ,'lith the development and cOlTDllencement of
operation of a cable system such that electric energy will
be available for transmission through the cable at the
cable's full capacity, once it has been installed and is
ready for operation. To the extent that this assumption is
not fulfilled, there may be important implications and
additional complexities for the financability of a cable
system (OPED, April 1984).
OPED is studying the timing of cable construction with
consideration of oil prices using input-output analysis. To date
about 5 million dollars have been spent on researching the currently
projected one-thi rd to one-hal f billi on doll ar cable project (Bonnet,
1985). Should the cable project be constructed it will be the biggest
project Hawaii has ever undertaken (OPED, SlII1ida, 1984). One
community member actively opposing the Kahauale'a project has another
perspec ti ve: "The cable is going to be the WPPSS of Hawaii"
(Warshauer, personal communication, 1985). [The Washington Public
Power Supply System overestimated power demand for the Paci fi c
Northwest and attempted to build 5 nuclear power plants].
In July 1986 researchers i denti fied an acceptable under water
pathway and slope for the cable off the Big Island. The technical
feasibility of the cable system is expected to be known by 1989
(Lesperance, personal canrnunication, 1986).
Fi nand a1 Issues
Many financial issues also raise concerns about the proposed
submarine cable system. These include the method of financing such a
system, the ultimate cost of providing power to consumers on Oahu, and
- -- -- --------~-------~-~
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the resulting electrical rates.
How much will cable transmitted electricity cost consumers on
Oahu? Volcano resi dent, Bonni e Goodell be 1i eves that Oahu consumers
will have to pay for the cable (Goodell, 1984). Others think State
taxpayers wi 11 eventually pay.
The reliability of the cable is another issue. Goodell questions
why Oahu wou1 d want II ••• to be dependent on a 150 mi 1e extensi on cord
to the most active rift zone in the wor1d?" (Goodell, 1984). She
maintains that " ••• the potential for earthquakes, hurricanes, cane
fi res, or simple sabotage, and the prospects for cabled geothermal
electricity being off-line for days, or more likely months or years at
a time, approach near certainty" (Goodell, 1984).
DPED's Lesperance believes that the cable will be economical
someday. The cost of oil has to go up as the world's supply
decreases. The question is when will the cable be feasible.
Lesperance believes sometime in the 1990's.
End Use for Industrial Development
Some people believe that the inter-island cable will prove to be
too expensive to develop. If this is the case, another scenario is
possible. Depending on the level of development activity up to this
poi nt, there may be si gnifi cant geothermal power capaci ty 100ki ng for
a use, or at least plenty of untapped energy which could be
developed. Various suggestions, including aluminum smelting or
manganese nodule processi ng, have been made as to how to use thi s
power should the cable prove infeasible.
Some people believe that industrial development could be one
------------------------
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answer to the closure of Puna Sugar Co. and the scores of local
youngsters who regularly leave the area (also known as the "brain
drain") for Honolulu where job opportunities are greater.
Other people are concerned with what effect this development will
have on the peaceful rural character of Puna. These people chose Puna
as a home not for the job opportunities (except, perhaps, the pakalo10
growers) but for the quality of life. One Volcano community resident
said that "peop1e who live in the volcano area have made a moral
choice to li ve di fferent1y[ ••• She] resents the urbani zati on she left
on Oahu, encroaching on her Volcano lifestyle" (The Honolulu
Advertiser, July 7,1982).
Economic Development Big Island Style
Another scenario paints a much different picture of geothennal
development. This is one where power is developed as the Big Island
demands it without heavy industrial development.
Cascading uses of direct heat could provide for a variety of
agriculturally related businesses such as fruit drying and processing,
and papaya dipping. Bonnie Goodell states that:
Geothenna1 opponents in Puna have long advocated small
scale renewal rate geothennal development tied to direct
heat industries whfch use the waste heat left after
electrical generation•••. The small scale decentralized
approach to energy producti on wou1 d actually del i ver the
advantages falsely claimed for the centralized, large
seal e geothenna1 scheme: re 1iabil i ty renewabil i ty,
self-sufficiency, keeping dollars in Hawaii, diversified,
statewide economic stimulation, local control, lower
energy bills for conSlJl1ers, and lower taxpayer subsidy of
infrastructure and hidden costs" (Goodell, 19G4).
Penelope Canan, a social researcher who has followed Hawaii's
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geothenna 1 hi story for many years, suggested ina paper wri tten for
the International Geothennal Symposium in Kona, Hawaii, that
geothennal development and community development can be very
hannonious concepts. "Island scaled development, directed by local
resi dents woul d reverse the rel ati onshi p between energy and community
that has proven adverse in the pastil (Canan, 1935).
The concern about industrialization and the argunent for the
development of energy for the Big Island is captured in this statement
by Rick Warshauer:
Seri ous concerns by many Puna people relate to
II surp1 us" geothenna1 energy bei ng developed before a
local demand or before the technological and economic
feasibility of the cable is established successfully,
will be used to draw in cobalt manganese processing in
Puna or somewhere else on the Big Island. This would
be far more polluting and socially disrupting than
geothennal development. The concern of many is to
prevent such an industrialization scenerio of Puna by
limiting geothenna1 development to the non-industrial
local demand. Any additional production and export of
energy wou1 d need to foll ow the development of the
means to export it (the cable being one option) not
precede it (Warshauer, personal communication, 1936)-.-
Hawai i Natural Energy Insti tute' s Efforts
Puna Geothennal Research Fac; lity
Hawaii Natural Energy Institute's Director Dr. Patrick Takahashi
and OPED's Andrea Gill-Beck developed a proposal to set up a program
for research into direct uses of the geothenna1 resource. This was to
include community-based and -initiated projects which would serve to
broaden the pe rcepti on of the geothermal resource. They recehed a
$75,000 grant from the U. S. Department of Energy to estab1 ish the
program at the HGP-A facility. People with innovative ideas of how to
use geothennal steam and brine could be awarded up to SlO,OOO to
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pursue thei r research efforts wi th the assi stance of Uni versi ty of
Ilawaii staff. This program was modeled after the 1ate-1970 and
ear1y-1980 National Center for Appropriate Techno10gy's (NCAT) Small
Grants Program. The program would also facilitate technology transfer
among Pacific Basin nations (HNEI, Winter 1985).
Lessons from Lovins
In the fall of 1903, the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute and DPED
sponsored a series of presentations by Amory and Hunter Lovins. The
Lovins', well known and respected energy analysts, subscribe to a
philosophy which looks at the energy situation in a way that utilities
and governments generally have not.
They suggest that first one look at the actual needs that exist,
and the end uses of the energy, and then match the source to the end
use, rather than create energy for which you must find a use. This is
the argument that many Oig Island activists are using.
OPED Requested to Devise a Strategy
At the 1982 legislative session Big Island Representative Andy
Levi n offered a reso1 uti on "requesti ng the Department of P1 anni ng and
Economic Development to devi se a strategy for overseei ng the effects
of geothermal development on the resi dents of the Puna Di strict. II
This resolution stated that, because of the need for alternate energy
sources for the state, the industia1 activity that this new energy
source wi 11 draw, and the concern expressed by the people of Puna,
" ••• a specific strategy ;s needed for dealing with the social and
envi ronmenta 1 consequences of geothermal development in order to
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fad 1Hate long range pl anni ng and management. II The resol uti on asked
OPED to prepare II ••• a report detail i ng the State strategy fot assuri ng
that the people of Puna will be provided an opportunity to be
meaningful partners in the decision making process regarding the
development of geothermal energy and all of its associated uses within
their district ll (House Resolution 143, 1982).
This resolution was adopted. In 1903, OPED prepared a report
which outlined the concerns of the Puna community which included
environmental, health, employment, population growth, and citizen
opinion and involvement in planning (OPED, February 1983).
To address environmental concerns, the
environmental baseline survey was cited, along
with environmental monitoring of the HGP-A plant
site. A telephone hot1ine was also set up at the
HGP-A site to handle complaints and answer
questions. Due to the lack of standards for air
pollutants, the Depar1ment of Health's Air
Advi sory Commi ttee was asked to recommend
emission standards that could be applied to the
geothermal industry.
To address health concerns, OPED contracted
with the Depar1ment of Health for a health survey
of residents near the HGP-A facility.
To address employment opportuni ti es a OPED
report, II An Ana1ysi s of Infrastructure and
COllll1uni ty Services Requi rements, II estimated the
effect that geothermal development would have on
employment.
To address citizen opinion and involvement
in p1anni ng, the Puna Communi ty Survey, sponsored
by OPED and the County of Hawaii and conducted by
SMS Research, was cited. Various public
meetings, Environmental Impact Statements and
other publications were cited as well as the
exi stence of OPED IS Geothe rma 1 Advi sory COOlmi ttee
(DPED, February 1983).
DPED concluded that "the mechanism exists for participation by
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ci ti zens in the p1 anni ng process for the development of geothenna1
energy" COPED, February 1983). These claims, according to Nelson Ho,
are just another "whitewash by the government" (Ho, personal
communi cati on, 1985).
The Sharing of Information
Throughout the geothermal development process vari ous meeti ngs,
hearings, and seminars have been held, as doclDllented by OPEO's 1983
publication refered to in the previous section. However, these
"presentations have been labeled 'slick', inadequate, not factual, and
irrelevant, by various opposition groups. According to a report by
OPEO's consul tant, Ouk Hee Murabayashi, II A11 too often nei the r the
public agency nor private group spokespersons can satisfactorily
answer questions due to the lack of both technical and non-technical
know1edge ••• this lack of knowledge or education causes people to be
concerned that somethi ng dreadful or harmful is goi ng to happen. The
lack of ••• know1 edge and i nformati on further causes an anti -deve1opment
mentality to be developed or reinforced" (OPEO, OHM, 1985).
Residents have also complained of the lack of opportunity for
Idia10gue". Most of the meetings held to date have been viewed as
Imono1ogues" in which the developers' experts, agency staff or a
public in opposition to current plans expressed their views (OPED,
OHM, 1985).
A History of the Geothermal Subzone Act
In early 1983, in response to the legal problems surrounding the
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proposed development of geothermal energy, the legislature saw a
fl urry of bi 11 s introduced addressi ng vari ous aspec ts of geothenna1
development. The 1983 House bill 1042, introduced by Sen. Matsuura,
amended Chapter 183-41 by including geothennal as a pennitted use
wi thi n any forest and water reserve zone on Conservati on 1and. Rep.
Tan Okamura says that Matsuura and others planned on pushi n9 the bi 11
through so he gathered the support of many of the freshman and
Republican legislators who worked for the inclusion of various
conditions. Although Matsuura's bill died early on, the conditions
were eventually added to a similar bill, SB 903, which was introduced
by Senate President Richard Wong.
Wong's bill called for the inclusion of geothenna1 energy
production as a pennitted use in forest and water reserve zones and on
agricultural lands. The bill amended section 41 of Chapter 183
rel at; n9 to Forest Reservati ons (Ti tle 12, Conservati on and Resources)
and the Land Use Commission section of Chapter 205, Districting and
Classification of Lands. The bill also amended a sectlon relating to
the reservation and disposition of government mineral rights and
mlning on state lands (182-4) so as to help protect the monetary
investment made by a person who di scovered geothermal resouces at a
particular spot.
Accordi ng to Rep. Ron Menor, primary author of the most of the
later drafts, the origoina1 intent of the bill was to accelerate
geothermal development in Conservati on areas. The passi ng of such
legislation would and did interrupt the litigative proceedures between
the Campbell Estate and geothermal developers on the one hand and
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environmental and community groups on the other (Menor, personal
cOllll1unication, 1986).
Senate Draft 1
The Senate Canmittee on Econanic Development, with the assistance
of Attorney Kupchak, chose to modi fy the ori gi nal bill by drafti ng a
new chapter" Appropri ate Geothermal Resource Areas" (AGRA) rather than
arne nd the LUC sec ti on. The desi gnati on of these AGRA I S was
accompl i shed by a rank order process facil i tated by the Board of Land
and Natural Resources. Each geothermal resource area would be ranked
as high, medium, or low in each of the following categories:
1) Potential for the production of geothermal energy
2) Potential for utilization of geothermal energy
3) Geologic hazard; and
4) Envirormental impact
"Only those areas of high potential for the production and
utilization of geothermal energy which are ranked low in both geologic
hazard and environmental impact may be designated as AGRA's" according
to the bill. In addition to this, the BLNR would conduct at least two
public hearings in each county in which a GRA is being considered.
Should any potential AGRA fall within a conservation district,
the boa rd shall peti ti on the Land Use COO1IIi ssi on for a spec i a1
designation of the AGRA within the conservation district. Before
the LUC desi gnates a subzone for an AGRA, the conani ssi on must
find that
1) the State's twenty-year alternate energy needs cannot be
satisified from other alternative energy sources;
2) The alternative energy needs to be satisified fran geothermal
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sources cannot be sati sfied from areas not ina conservati on
di strict;
3) The minimlll1 amount of land, regardless of ownership or lot
boundiries, necessary to satisfy the balance of the State's
i1ternite energy needs from geothermal sources, is being
requested for reclassification as a AGRA; and
4) The lind in question is qualified as an AGRA.
5) No other less val uab1e conservati on 1and, as set forth in
sections 103-41 and 205-2, can qualify as an AGRA.
The COIIIIlittee on Economic Development's standing cOlIll1ittee report
was attached. Thi s report stated that the intent was to II all ow the
initii1 explorer to be awarded the mining lease, even if he is not the
highest bidder, if his bid plus his exploration costs are reasonably
equivalent or reasonably comparable to the highest bid at public
auc ti on. II The bi 11, on the othe r hand, read that if the one who
discovered the resource is unsuccessful in obtaining the mining lease,
that IIthat person shall be reimbursed by the person submi tti ng the
highest bid at public auction •••• 11
House Draft 1
The Committees on Water, Land Use, Development and Hawaiian
Affairs and Energy, Ecology and Envirol'1l1enta1 Protection (and
especi ally Rep. Ron Menor) drafted the fi rst house versi on. They
chose to amend Chapter 205 of the Land Use Commission by establishing
geothermal resource subzones. The criteria read:
b. 1) An assessment of the area's potential for the
producti on of geothermal energy
2) An assessment of the potenti al for util i zati on of
geothermal energy
3) An assessment of the geologic hazards
•
,--------------------~ -- -~
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4) An assessment of the social and environmental
impacts
5) An assessment of the potential negative impacts of
geothermal development on surrounding land uses; and
6) An assessment of the potential development of
related industries
c. 1I ••• the board shall designate only those areas where
the probabilities indicate good potential for the
utili zati on and producti on of geothermal energy, and
where the negati ve envi ronmenta1 and sod a1 impacts
and the disruption to surrounding land uses appear to
be the 1east. I
The bi 11 went on to say that the methods of assessment wou1 d be
1I1eft to the di sc reti on of the Board and may be based on currently
available public information ll and that at least one public hearing was
to be held in areas considered to have good geothermal potential.
Once the assessment is complete, the Board would designate the
subzones lI on1y upon a preponderance of evi dence that the areas meet
the criteria" as listed above. Furthermore, the bill stated that no
area be designated until the Board completes at least one is1andwide
assessment of potential geothermal resource subzone areas in the
affected county.
The Standing Committee Report prepared by the Committees on
Water, Land Use, Development and Hawaiian Affairs and Energy, Ecology,
and Environmental Protection criticized the Senate draft by noting
that "any ranking system of geothermal resource areas as high, medilJil,
or low in terms of their potential for the production and utilization
of geothermal energy is almost impossible." The Committee also saw no
need for the involvement of the Land Use Commission. They also noted
that the review should be IIbased on currently available public
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infonnation and conducted, in part, as at least one public hearing in
each area of the county wherein an AC:P-A is being considered".
House Draft 2
The second House Draft was much like the fi rst except the
following section was deleted:
In assessi ng the appropri ateness of an area as a geothermal
resource subzone, the board shall designate only those areas
where the probabilities indicate good potential for the
utilization and production of geothennal energy, and where the
negative environmental and social impacts and the disruption to
surrounding uses appear to be the least.
The Fi nance Commi ttee report stated that the "The Board of Land
and Natural Resources wi 11 systematically revi ew all potenti al as well
as the possible effects on the surrounding environment. 1I They went on
to note that the Board would have difficulty in determining the extent
of negative environmental and social impacts, and where these
disruptions to surrounding land uses would be the least without having
the essential infonnation concerning location, size, scope, and
operating conditions. In addition, mitigative measures incorporated
by a project developer would requi re analysis. The detailed
investigation of these areas would be covered in the Envirorrnental
Impact Statements.
The thi rd readi ng of thi s draft passed the House 46 - 5.
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The Conference Committee Report
The bi 11 went to conference because the House amen<inents were not
acceptable to the Senate. The conference committee, appoi nted by the
Presi dent of the Senate and the Speaker of the House, was charged wi th
the task of worki ng out the di fferences between the houses. The
decisions reached by this cOlllT1ittee were outlined in their report
(LRB, July 1936).
The report was written by Representative Say and Senator Matsuura
at the Capitol. According to Say, they tried to report what the
conference commi ttee had agreed upon. He saw the bil 1 as very broad
and wanted to help make it less IItedious ll for the DLNR to implement by
clarifying the 1egis1ative;ntent. He said that many reop1e were
upset wi th him and the report. They charged that he tried to redi rect
the intent of the bill (Say, personal communication, 1936).
Conference Committee Report vs. the Bill
The final bill states that the BU~R shall examine lithe prospects
for the utilization of geothenna1 energy in the area,1I and II shall
compare all areas showing geothenna1 potential within each county, and
shall propose areas for potential designation as geothenna1 resource
subzones based upon a prelimi nary fi ndi ng that the areas are those
sites which best demonstrate an acceptable balance between the factors
set forth in subsection (b).11 The bill did not state that one factor
be given priority over another.
The conference commi ttee report stated that lithe 1and board is to
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review the likelihood of potential geothermal subzone to be developed
should the area actually be designated as a subzone. The land board
woul d thus be requi red to gi ve hi gher pri ori ty to desi gnate a reas as
subzones which have a high likelihood of development by the landowner
than those areas which are likely to remain undeveloped. 1I
The conference corrmittee report also stated that lI a subzone could
be designated after the potential impacts have been assessed and where
it is found that it is important to develop the geothermal energy
potential of the area. 1I The bill does not contain any language to
support designation of a specific area due to its importance.
Rep. Kiyabu-Saball a, a member of the conference cOlmli ttee tried
to clarify what she thought IIprospects for the utilization of
geothenna1 energy in the area ll meant. liThe intent behi nd thi s
criterion is to require that the Board designate only enough land
areas to meet the energy needs of people that can be sati sfied from
geothermal sources in light of existing technology. Therefore the
I30ard would not designate areas that are not necessary to satisfy
prospecti ve or reasonah1y foreseeable geothermal energy needs ll (House
Journal, 1983).
Reflections on the Process
The report was extreme ly controversi a1 and generated consi derab le
discussion on the House floor. The bil1's principal author, Rep. Ron
Menor voted against the bill's passage on principle because ••• [of the]
attempts by the drafters of the conference report to I rewri te' the
legislation by misinterpreting its key provisions ll (House Journal,
1983) •
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Menor wanted to separate the Conference Commi ttee Repot t from the
bill. He said that "Conference Committee reports have a great deal of
~ight for interpretation and effect the intent and effect of a
particular statutory provision. The Conference Committee report,
unlike regular standing committee reports, are given much higher
ranking ••• [and therefore] is critical in tenns of the guidance that it
furnishes to the people who try to interpret, abide by and enforce the
very provisions of this statute II (House Journal, 1983). Rep. Andrew
Levi n a1 so wanted to separate the Report from the bill because it was
the report, not the bill that was "s0 devastating" (House Journal,
1903).
Representati ves Tan Okamura, Co-Chai r of the Confe rence
Committee, and Virginia Isbell, a member of the committee voted
agai nst the bill yet signed the camm; ttee report. Accordi ng to both
Isbell and Okamura, thi s was because the conference committee report
had been brought to them moments before the mi dni ght deadl i ne. Thi s
did not allow them time to review the report prior to signing (Isbell,
personal communication, 1986; Okamura, personal communication, 1986).
Rep. Isbell sai d that she di d quickly review the bi 11 to be sure that
no changes had been made "behind closed doors II and found only minor
revisions (Isbell, personal communication, 1906). Later, after she
read the report, she testifi ed on the House floor that it II simp1y does
not reflect the bill, and in some instances, is in direct conflict
wi th ; til (lfouse Journal, 1903).
The signatures of two other committee members, Menor and
Kiyabu-Sabal1a, were missing from the committee report. Freshman
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1egi sl ator Menor di d not si gn the report because because he was not
informed when it would be completed and available, however he
attributes this problem to his newness to the legislative process.
According to Representative Calvin Say, legislators signed the
conference comm; ttee report because it \'/as a compromi se. "No one was
happy with it." In retrospect he does not believe that the criticisms
he received on the Ilouse Floor were warrented because of how slowly
development has progressed to date (Say, personal communication,
1986) •
The time constrai nts, pressure, debate, 1arge number of 1obbyi ng
interest groups and business organizations all helped to heighten the
debate and and add to the confrontati ona1 atti tudes. Accordi ng to
Menor, supporters of development wanted 1egi sl ati on passed regardless
of whether or not; t was still rough around the edges whereas others
wanted clear, carefully drafted legislation or none at all. The bill
and the attached conference commi ttee report fi nally di d pass the
House 27 to 25. Governor Ariyoshi si gned the Ac t into 1aw in June
1983.
The drafting of this legislation was called a "compromise" by the
medi a and others but was not consi dered so by everyone. Accordi ng to
then-legislative researcher Rick Warshauer, the bill was by far the
most controversial measure of the 1933 legislature. lilt was nearly
killed in the House by a coalition of Republicans ahd new member
representati ves resenti ng the [po1i tical pressure] comi ng from the
administration. Campbell got what it wanted. Any compromise
positions were deleted or subverted in the last wash" (Warshauer,
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personal communicati on, 1986). "House leaders used every means to
push the geothermal bill through," accord;ng to one House
Representat;ve (The Honolulu Star-Bulletin, May 16, 1983).
Russell Kokubun, spokesperson for the VCA, said that the group
planned to contest the validity of the law, but at the time its
energies were absorbed by the BLNR's decision to allO\'1 Cahlpbell Estate
to drill experimental wells within the conservation lands of
Kahauale'a. The Puna Geothermal Committee also prom;sed a court fight
over the broad delegation of powers and vague wording of the law (The
Honolulu Star-Bulletin, June 17, 1983).
The Grandfather Clause
A year later the Hawaii State Legislature passed and the Governor
signed Act 151 which automatically subzoned land under current
geothermal drill;ng leases from the BLNR or any area under special use
penmit by the county for geothermal development activities. The
purpose of thi s Act was to protect deve lopers who had already made
consi derable investments in geothermal projec ts from the del ays which
might occur in the geothermal subzoning process.
The bill further specified that if the permit had not been issued
that the appropri ate county authori ty woul d be requi red to conduc t a
public hearing and, upon appropriate request, a contested case
hearing. Geothermal activities proposed within a conservation
district would still be required to obtain a Conservation District Use
Permit from the BLNR.
As a result of thi s Act, Puna Geothermal Venture and Barnwell
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Geothermal Corporation were allowed to proceed with their geothenna1
deve 10pment projects on agri cu1 tura1 1and in lower Puna. Campbell
Estate, whose project is on Conservation land, was excluded from the
"grandfather" provisions.
The Subzoning Process
DLNR I S Approach
The State Department of Land and Natural Resources, the agency
responsible for performing the assessment mandated by the legislature,
established a four-phase approach for designating subzones:
Phase 1. Geotechnical information
Phase II. Social, Economic, Environmental, and Hazard Impact analysis.
Phase III. Public Participation and Information
Phase IV. Subzone designation by the BLNR.
The first subzoning process was initiated in 1933. By May 1984,
the Public Participation and Information phase began. DLNR held a
series of "informational meetings" and public hearings. The first two
meetings, one held on the Big Island and one on Maui, were designed to
address hazard assessment and resource potenti ale Then publ ic
hearings were held simultaneously on the four major islands to solicit
advice on the rules for the designation of the subzones.
The Da1ance of Cri teri a
Act 296 states that DLNR is to base its deci si on on areas to be
subzoned by balancing criteria. These criteria include:
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1) The area's potential for the production of geothermal
energy;
2) The prospects for the utilization of geothermal energy
in the area;
3) The geologic hazards that the potential projects would
encounter;
4) The social and environmental impacts;
5) The compatibnity of geothennal development with
present uses of surrounding land and those pennitted under
the general plan or land use policies of the county in
whi ch the area is located;
6) The potential econanic benefits to be derived fran
geothennal development and potentially related industries;
and
7) The compatibility of geothermal development and
potential related industries with the uses permitted under
sections 183-41 and 205-2, when the area falls within a
conservation district.
Act 296 also states that it is up to the Board to determine the
process by which these criteria are considered.
The Second Series of Meetings
The second series of public meetings were held on May 29th and
30th. These meetings were intended to address social, environmental
and econanic impacts of geothennal development.
The May 29th Hilo meeting was attended by 30-35 people.
Confusing publicity for this event appeared in the local newspaper,
the Hawaii Tribune-Herald. One community member, frustrated ~(th the
publicity, took it upon herself to publicize the meeting over local
radio stations.
Concerns were expressed about the socio-econanic analysis which
had been done using only existing infonnation. The impacts which DLNR
was projecting were based on existing infonnation, including that
which had been gathered by SMS Research in their Puna Community Survey
and by Penelope Canan in association with Darbara Siegel in
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preparation of the "Geothenna1 Overview" series of doclll1ents. These
works were researched with 25 megawatts of development in mind,
one-tenth the Campbell Estate proposed development (Ho testimony, May
29, 1984).
Another criticism, expressed by Nelson Ho was that the impacts
\'Jere based on fi ve yea r projecti ons rather than on, say, a 20-year
period (Ho testimony, May 29, 1984). Ho saw this meeting as a
foreshadow of another seri es of contested case heari ngs. He thought
that primary evaluative criteria used by the DLNR in designating
subzones was the ex i stance of interest by a developer (Ho, personal
communication, 1935).
Although there ,."as some interaction at these meetings, it seemed
to this observer that OLNR was defending its proposal, rather than
1ooki ng for more i nfonnati on. The heari ngs offi cer responded to a
plea for more community involvement in the planning process with his
thoughts on public representation: "Aren't we glad we live in America
where we can elect our pub1 ic offici a1 s to represent us" (Robert Chuck
comments, May 29, 1984).
Maui 's Public Infonnation Meeting
Maui's public infonnation meeting drew about 35 people. Since
little active consideration had been given to development on Maui at
that time, much of the i nfonnati on presented appeared to be new to
those in attendance. Because there is no literature available on the
social or economic impacts of geothenna1 development on Maui, DLNR had
used existing Big Island studies to detennine the potential effect on
Maui.
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The Maui audience seemed surpri sed at the potenti al sod al and
economi c impacts. Thi s react; on contrasted sharply wi th the charges
of inadequate information brought forth by their well-informed (Jig
Island counterparts. A variety of concerns about geothermal
development were aired including expressions of concern about drilling
geothermal wells into Maui's breast.
The Final Round of Public Hearings
OLNR, apparently confi dent about the i nformati on they had
gathered at the public hearings and community meetings, scheduled the
final set of public hearings for September.
The Big Island hearings were held in Pahoa, Hi10, and Volcano.
The Pahoa meeting, held in the school cafeteria was attended by about
30 people. A vari ety of concerns were brought before the Board
rangi ng from a recommendati on to i ncl ude more areas for subzoni ng to
suggestions that since Pahoa does not need the power, development
should not occur there. Puna Speaks spokesperson, Barbara Bell,
expressed concern about air quality, noise, and s('fety (Bell,
testimony, September 1985). She suggested that the community assist
with a monitoring program. Greg Owen, a writer and fishennan,
expressed concern about the way that government agencies were handling
the geothermal development process. ItSe1ective enforcement breeds
discontent. It Owen, who reads by candlelight, expressed h·;s desire to
preserve the simple, peaceful lifestyle. He is concerned that
geothermal development will allow the area to be invaded by people who
have different values (Owen testimony, September 1985). Another
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resident, Diane Holmes, recommended to BLNR that the Board Members
"take the time to consider with your spirit, not your bank accounts"
(Holmes testimony, September 1985).
Nel son 110, an ac ti ve member of the Puna Geothermal Commi ttee and
the Sierra Club, asked DLNR's Joe Kubacki if everyone could get
together for a di scussi on over coffee the next afternoon. Many of the
people who would normally attend the hearing were working on fellow
PGC member Russell Kokubun's campaign for County Council. This seemed
to be a request for di scussi on outsi de of the fonna1 arena of the
public hearing. Kubacki suggested that Ho present his idea at the
hearing, but he did not.
The next morning another hearing was held at UH Hilo. Over 30
people testified with many more in attendance. These ;ncluded Hilo
business people, developers, homeO\'mers, utility representatives, and
Nelson Ho of the Sierra Club. Thirty out of thirty-one people
testified in favor of the subzones.
The Proposal is Contested
The Sierra Club has gone on record in support of subzones because
of their policy of supporting renewable energy resource. They
strenuously objected, however, to the subzoni ng of conservati on 1and.
This land "includes category 1 forests classified as exceptional
native forests, closed canopy, over 90% native cover. The proposal
admits 25% of this forest would suffer significant faunal and floral
impact" (Ho, Hawaii Tribune-Herald, September 1984).
Ho challenged the subzoning of Kahaua1e ' a. He noted that DLNR's
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proposal had
cited six public informational meetings as proof of citizen
participation. However, the proposal does not reflect the
comments nor the concerns of the majority of the people who
spoke about Kahaua1e ' a. There is no opportunity in the
designation process for the public to scrutinize or
challenge the adequacy of the information included in the
proposal. •• Sierra Club challenges the notion that a 2000
foot buffer zone would be sufficient to preserve the
wilderness quality of Hawaii Volcanoes National Park ••• we
feel that a contested case hearing is in order (Ho, August
21, 1984).
That evening another hearing was held at the Volcano National
Park Vi si tor Center. Concern was expressed by the Hawai i County
Planning Department about the lack of weights assigned to the criteria
for subzone selection. Planner Tong also suggested that the southwest
rift zone be included as a subzone (Tong testimony, September 12,
1984) •
Rick Warshauer, a Puna Geothermal Canmittee member and Audubon
Soci ety Board member, was concerned about the eval uative criteri a and
questioned why potential for development was considered more important
than destructi on of uni que bi 01 ogi ca1 envi ronments (Warshauer
testimony, September 12, 19G4). Mae Mull, a Volcano resident claimed
that the information presented \-las general. She too criticized the
lack of weights assigned to the criteria and requestec1 a contested
case hearing (Mull testimony, September 12,1984). Pele did not go
unrepresented ei ther. One woman expressed concern about how the
goddess would be abused by geothermal development.
After the series of hearings, several community members privately
expressed concern about the presence of one man who testi fied at all
three of the 8i g Isl and heari ngs. They thought that he may have been
- - -----.-------------
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pai d by the projec t proponent to go to the heari ngs and testi fy in
support of development as a resident \"ho lives near the proposed
subzone.
Maui E1ectric's Strategy
Maui Electric (MECO) and its President Arden Henderson have had
the opportunity to watch and reflect on what has happened on the Big
Island. The key areas of importance in planning for geothermal
development they observed were: 1) Do a good job of informing all
segments of the public and government before activities be9in; 2)
Gai n the support of key people in each si gni ficant category of the
population; and 3) Be open, honest, and sincere in all forms of
communicati on regardi ng the project (Henderson, personal
communication, 1984).
After issuing their Request For Proposals, MEeO offered to
present programs to explain geothermal development and its potential
benefits to Maui. The central part of MEeQ's program was a l5-minute
video tape which included prominent citizens (Maui's Mayor, County
Council chair, Executive Director of Maui Chamber of Commerce,
President of Maui Economic Development Board, Governor of Hawaii,
Di rector of OPED, a property owner, Presi dent of the State Farm
Bureau, Provost of Maui Community College, Director of the Office of
Hawaiian Affairs, a regent of the University of Hawaii, Business Agent
of ILWU, Director of the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics, and the
developer) telling \.,rhy they support geothermal development on Maui
(Henderson,1984). They gave this presentation to over 50 groups
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including community, environmental, professional, and ethnic
associations as well as county government officials and employees
(Henderson, personal communicati on, 1984).
Haleakala Subzoning Responses
At the Maui public hearing, residents of the Kanaio community and
representati ves of the Sei bu resort expressed concern about the
subzoning of the southwest rift zone of Haleakala Crater. Their
concern was based primarily on the antici pati on of noi se and odor.
The Sei bu representati ve suggested a mi ti gati ng strategy of restricted
nighttime venting. Support for the geothermal development was
expressed by John Bose of the Sierra Club and Hugo Huntzinger of
Haleakala National Park (The Honolulu Advertiser, September 11,1984).
Will Mauians Support Geothermal?
Although several meetings on ~1aui have drawn large crowds, there
does not appear to be heavy opposi ti on. One reason for thi s mi ght be
that Maui ans have never been confronted wi th the prospect of heavy
;ndustrialization. It is only the develo~ent of the geothennal
resource and the associated transmission system that is planned. Ned
Goodness, the Maui Community Representative on the Geothennal Advi sory
COII1l1ittee, showed some acceptance when he publicly praised developer
Rod Moss for his pos;tive attitude (Goodness testimony, 1985).
MECO appears to have done a good job of going into the crnnmunity
to explain geothermal development on Maui well in advance of
development. They have not yet, however, involved the community in
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the planning process.
Development on Non-Conservation Lands
Ken Kupchak, writing for Hawaii's Thousand Friends, stated that
the 5i erra Cl ub and other appell ants have produced evi dence that
sufficient and safer geothermal resources exist outside of the
conservati on zones than wi thi n and that these sources coul d sati sfy
Hawaii's needs. Presently the geothermal exploration by Puna
Geotherma 1 Venture has successfully located a produci ble geothermal
resource in agricultural land in lower Puna. According to Kupchak,
this source can satisfy Hawaii's current needs for geothermal energy
safely and efficiently as well as allow for expansion. The higher
tax rate on non-conservati on lands woul d enable the county to better
cope with the impacts of the projects (Hawaii's Thousand Friends,
Kupchak, 1984).
Meanwhile, the Lava Flows
By April 1984 lava flows from 1983 and 1984 eruptions had overrun
well over half of the land Campbell Estate had designated as
prospecti ve si tes for geothermal development. When questi oned about
what. to do about this, Campbell's Attorney Benjamin Matsubara said "I
believe we can drill in the permitted areas once the lava has cooled"
(The Honolulu Advertiser, April 13, 1984). Kupchak, the Volcano
Community's Attorney said that "If the wells were inundated, both the
community and the habitat would suffer. If plants had to be shut down
because of encroaching lava, the community would have to bear the cost
of back up sources of power" (The Honolulu Advertiser, April 13, 1984).
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Everything Except Kahauale'a Subzoned
In early December 1984, the BLNR designated all of the subzones
which DLNR recommended on the Big Island and Maui with the exception
of Kallauale'a which, at the last set of public hearings, was strongly
objected to and contested by the Volcano Community Association, the
Sierra Club, and several individuals.
Later that month the Board of Land and Natural Resources heard
the opposition's case (scheduled to last one and one-half days) with
more than 30 subpoenaed witnesses and lasting five days. Attorney
Wendell lng representing the VCA, reflected on the current phase of
lava flows over Kahauale'a. He said that "if Campbell's project had
been on line two years ago 96 of its well sites would have been buried
by lava, one of its proposed five power plants would have been
obli terated by a 60 foot thick bed of lava and two of the remaining
plants would have been shut down" most of the time (TILe Honolulu
~dvertiser, December 13, 1984).
One of the major concerns raised by the opposition was that
BLNR's primary criterion for subzone designation was interest
expressed by a developer rather than the social, economic, or
environmental impacts, compatibility of development with nearby
existing land uses, or geologic hazards, which were the unweighted
criteria supposedly used by the DlNR in their decision-making (DLNR,
April 1984).
Also repeatedly raised was the prospect of environmental disaster
should a major eruption severely damage a developed site (such as
- - -- --------------------
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\'iOuld have occurred had the proposed development been in place prior
to the current eruptive phase.) Guestions relatiI~ to such a scenario
in this volcanically active upper and middle east rift zone, liability
for damages, and possible inability of developers to clean up the
mess, much less rebuild, went unanswered throughout the proceeding.
Rod Moss, representing True/Mid-Pacific geothermal developers,
said that he could not promise Volcano residents that they would never
smell hydrogen sulfide, but he added that "our commitment is that we
do not want to create a nuisance in the cOfiUIlunity." (Moss, December
20, 1984).
According to one of the appellants, the "BLNR asked 5 minutes of
questions the whole week and most of those were procedural."
(Warshauer, personal communication, January, 1985). BLNR's efforts to
lay the groundwork for geothermal development were being delayed once
again through the contested case hearing process.
The Land Exchange
BLNR Recommends a Land Exchange
After the contested case hearings in December 1984, BLNR issued a
Decision and Order which requested Campbell Estate to look into state
lands for exchange. (See Map 4) This action would involve the
exchange of Kahauale' a for the F\.ma Forest Reserve and the Natural
Area Reserve. Once this exchange was made, Tract 22, the parcel of
land adjacent to the ~ational Park would be offered to the lnterior
Department for acquision to the Volcanoes National Park.
1he Board also ordered DLNR's Division of Hater and Land
" ,
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Adapted From
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement to the
Environmental Impact Statement for the Kahauale'a
Geothermal Project. True/Mid-Pacific. July 1985.
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Development to assess the Kilaeua Middle East Rift 2<-ne "adjacent to
the ~atural Area Reserve ... " This concept of exchanging Kallauale t a
for the adjoining state land reported to be less environmentally
cri tical, was first brought up at the contested case hearing in the
Fall of 1982. Although the concept surfaced occasionally, no active
public consideration occurred until the BLNR recommendation.
BLNR' s resolution stated that the Puna Forest Reserve and the Wao
Kele 0 Puna Natural Area Reserve, rather than the controversial
Kahauale I a parcel of land, be actively considered as an alternative
site for a subzone.
Natural Area Reserves are set aside according to state law,
because they possess "unique natural resources many of which occur
nowhere else in the world and are highly vulnerable to loss by the
growth of population and technology. lhese unique natural assets
should be protected and preserved both for the enjoyment of future
generations, and to provide baselines against which changes which are
being made in the environments of Hawaii can be measured." The law
specifies that these lands are to be preserved in perpetuity (Hawaii
Revised Statutes, Chapter 195).
The Puna Forest Reserve, though possibly less environmentally
fragile and unique than Kahauale'a, is still a forest reserve. Areas
designated in thi s manner were also intended to be "preserved in
perpetuity' (Piiar.ia, personal communication, 1985).
BLNR's Decision and Order went on to state that if this area was
not found sui table for subzoning for some reason, or if significant
opposition was raised, the subzone designation of Kahauale'a would
automatically take place (BLNR, Dec. 1984).
•
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The Dispute Continues
Kupchak was pleased that BLNR was considering a land exchange.
"It shows that things are moving in the right direction. Maybe
they've given some credence to us after all of these years" (Kupchak,
personal communication, April 1985). But the decision was not quite
what Kupchak. and his clients \vanted. So, in January, the Volcano
Community Association et ala appealed DLNR's stipulation that if the
land exchange was not successful the subzone would revert back to
Kahauale' a. Appellent Warshauer, thought the appeal has expected
(Warshauer, personal communication, 1986), but according to developer
Moss, it was not (Moss, personal communication, 1986).
Legislation SUpports Land Exchange
House Concurrent Resolution 63, introduced in the 1985
legislature by Representative Calvin Say, requested that,
the Board of Land and Natural Resources proceed
expedi tiously with all required actions to consummate, if
feasible, a land exchange between Campbell Estate Lands at
Kahauale'a with the adjacent state-owned lands for the
purpose of facilitating the development of geothermal
resources on the exchanged state lands.
This resolution, according to Russell Algers, Campbell E~tates
business analyst, was necessary to assure them that t~here was
legislative support for such an exchange (Algers, personal
commuriication, 1985).
Testimony submitted by Oswald Stender, representing the trustees
of the Campbell Estate, outlined the factors which effected the land
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exchange from the Estate's perspective. Firstly, the Kahauale'a
ploject was initiated in 1981 and many of the permitting and judicial
processes, such as an approved EIS, had been accompli shed. The
addi tional time, delay and costs that could occur in c<..nsummating a
land exchange were considered prohibitive. In adoi tion there would
not be any assurance that the same issues and challenges would not be
raised about the Puna Forest Reserve (Stender testimony, 1985).
Campbell was concerned with how the proposed exchange would
effect work already completed. If most of the previously submitted
tedmical and environmental data could be accepted in support of the
permit application for the Puna Forest Reselve, and if the anticipated
costs would be consistent with those anticipated to be necessary to
continue the development at Kahauale' a, the land exchange would be
feasible. This conclusion was also based on the assumption of a
Subzone designation and a conservation district use permit (Stender
testimony, March 14, 1985).
"If a subzone is not designated, a CDU permit not issued, there
is a lack of agreement on what constitutes 'value for v21ue', or if
there is no legislative support, Campbell intends to continue efforts
to develop geothermal resources at I\ahauale' a" (Stender testimony,
March 14, 1985).
The Sierra Club's Lola ~lench testified against the "blanket
approval" proposed by the resolution which only addresses the benefits
to the state of the proposed exchange. She noted that the areas
proposed for exchange, the Puna Forest Reserve and Wao Kele O'Puna
t\atural Area Reserve, were also valuable and should not be hastily
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considered as sites for geothermal subzones (Mench testimony, March
19, 1985).
Board of Land and Natural Resources Chair Susumu Ono noted in his
cOlJIIIents that Campbell Estate, National Park Service, the Volcano
Communi ty Association, the Natural Area Reserve Commission, and the
County of Hawaii had all indicated that a land exchange should be
investigated (Ono comments, ~'mrch 19, 1985).
The Legislature adopted the proposal.
How Can DPED Expedite Development?
Senate Resolution 140, requesting DPED to look into ways to
expedite geothermal development, was adopted by the 1985 Legislature.
DPED enlisted the assistance of DHM Planners Inc. to prepare a'
report. Duk Hee M.Jrabayashi, the firm's prirlcipa1, recommended
several changes for DPED and ultimately the Legislature to consider.
Related to regulatory/permitting programs, Murabayashi
recommended eliminating the contested case hearing provision from the
subzone designation and CDUA permit/County geothermal resource permit
processes because of the delays caused by these provisions. She
recommended instead that LPED consider the possibility of requiring an
EIS for the Cotmty geothermal resource permit (DPED, DHM, 1985). This
statement, however, conflicts wi th the views of Hawa ii tounty flaMing
Director Albert Lono Lyman who stated, before a meetIng of tte
American Planning Association, that Hawaii County planners can
anticipate problems associated wi th some kinds of developments so
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EIS's should not always be required (Lyman speech, November 15, 1985).
Currently, there are provisions for a contested case hearing for
any geothermal subzone designation or when tl.e designation of a
conservation district use permit or the issuance of a geothermal
resource permit is at stake. lhere may also be other opportunities
for contested case hearings related to permits associated with
construction or operation (tPED, D~M, 1985).
House Bill 949
House Bill 949, which became Act 226 (Sessions Laws Hawaii 1985),
also aimed at expediting geothermal development. It specified that
all appeals in contested case proceedings related to the geothermal
subzone process bypass the circui t courts and go directly to the
Supreme Court for final decision.
TIle purpose of this law is to eliminate the uncertainty which
remains until a decision is rendered by the ultimate authority.
Having appeals go first to the circui t court "resulted in costly
delays and prolonged periods of wlCertainty for both the aggrieved
party and the developer" (Standing Committee Report 446, March 8,
1985).
Peter Adler, Director of the Office of Alternative Dispute
Resolution of the State Judiciary, suggested that this legislation
might be instrumental in facilitating attempts to settle or at least
discuss matters outside of court (Adler, 1985).
- - -------------------.,
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Electricity Tax Credit for Residents?
Representative Andy Levin sponsored a bi 11 which would provide
tax credits to residents living near geothermal resource
developments. According to this bill, a person living within one mile
of a geothermal mining site would be allowed a tax credit equal to sot
of hislher annual electric bill. Levin thought that this proposal
"might help ease resistance by residents to developments near their
communitie s" • The bill passed the House Planning, Energy , and
Environmental Protection Commi ttee but did not make it further (Tte
Honolulu Advertiser, Malch 1, 1985).
Land Exchange Offers Negotiation Opportunity
After DLNR's decision and the VCA/PGC objection to that decision,
it became clear that those involved in the geothermal dispute did not
fUlly comprehend all of the dimensions of the dispute. A DPED
representative asked in amazement when he learned of VCA!PGC objection
to ELNR's decision, "You mean they contested it again?" Days later,
geothermal developer Rod Moss said at a Geothermal Advisory Committee
meeting that they were going into the middle east rift zone, 'W~~ther
we're in somebody else's backyard or not." The VCA/PGC began to talk
more about what a good land exchange would look 1ike. I t seemed as
though there was potential for negotiation.
Peter Adler, who saw tllis potential, began to encourage
discussions in the Spring of 1985. The VCA/PGC, Campbell Estate, and
the CO\D1ty of Hawaii were willing to talk. however, due to the
VCA/PGC contesting the decision, liLNR did not believe it could join
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such talks. Some thought that was just an excuse not to participate.
Discussions took place that summer without DLNR, which proceeded with
tl.e assessment process.
DLNR's Process
TIle land exchange process required an assessment of the area to
be exchanged on the middle east rift zone. This was necessary to
determine whether or not the area would be suitable for subzoning. As
a part of this process DLNR held an informational meeting and a public
hearing. The next step was for Campbell Estate and the Board of Land
and Natural Resources to negotiate an exchange considering the "value
for value" stipulation outlined in the Board's decision. This was
aided by an appraisal completed by Stellmacher and Sadoyama , Ltd. in
September 1985.
Perceptions of the Land Exchange
A View from the Estate
Russell Alger, Campbell Estate's business analyst, expressed
concern about the State's energy situation. "liawaii' s dependence on
oil will place the state in a very precarious position where we can be
ntanipu1ated, deprived of energy••• or held for 'ransom'" (Alger,
personal communication, 1985). For these reasons he wanted to see
alternative sources of energy developed.
He saw the land exchange as an accommodation to the State and the
cOlrulluni ty. He believed that Campbell Estate needed to know that the
legislature supported the concept of a land exchange. Senate
,
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Concurrent Resolution 63, passed in 1985, showed such legislative
support (Alger, personal communication, 1985).
"I'd prefer to keep things the way they are [that is, develop
Kahauale 'a], but we owe it to the communi ty to swap if it's what
everyone wants. We just want it to happen quickly! The Land Board
wants it quickly too. There has been so much delay and expense, if
it's not quick, it doesn't make sense ... but the support of the
opposition is critical." He feared that if the opposition did not
support the land exchange that Campbell Estate would wind up back in
court with the comnnmity opposing it again. One real difficulty, he
said, was how to determine whether the opposi tion would support an
exchange (Alger, personal communication, 1985).
Value for Value
The decision by the BLNR stated that the land exchange be based
on "value for value". Campbell Estate's Alger said that his guess was
that "value for value" meant "acre for acre".
Kupchak also questioned how the equivalent of "value for value"
could be determined. "Campbell Estate believes that they have the
right to develop geothermal. They've said that they only want what
they have now... to be in the 'same position'." Kupchak said his
greatest fear was that "Campbell Estate will get more than they have
now" (Kupchak, personal communication, 1985).
A Community and Environmental Group Perspective
I\.upchak, representing 26 clients, prepared the proposal outlined
,------------------_._-- -
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below. Although he said that he represented 26 clients, he was not
confident that his proposal would truly address the desires of each
one of them.
His proposal called for Kahauale'a to be exchanged for 4000 acres
of the Puna Forest Reserve, and 1200 acres of agricultural land which
is encompassed by the already designated Kamaili geothermal resource
subzone. There were several reasons why Kupchak and his clients felt
their proposal would benefit Campbell Estate. These included an
average of 1250 feet lower elevation of the well head, and therefore
considerably less drilling expense to reach the reservoir, and five
potential access roads compared with the Kahauale'a site which allowed
only one access road. "That road could be overrun by lava ...Madame
Pele can lock them in." Part of the area is already subzoned and
wi thin the 90% probabi Ii ty resource zone as designated by the Hawaii
Insti tute of Geophysics and part is zoned agricultural, which would
allOlv the opportunity to use waste heat and develop an agricultural
park (Kupchak, personal communication, 1985).
Kupchak recognized that campbell "anted to begin their project as
soon as possible. ~e saw his proposal as helping to facilitate that.
he thought that Campbell could begin almost immediately on the already
subzoned agricultural site. Meanwhile, they could begin the CDUA
process on the Puna Forest Reserve Area. By the time they had fUlly
developed the Kamailli subzoned site, they would have completed the
CDUA process (Kupchak, personal communication, 1985).
One strongly held community desire is for more local control,
according to Kupchak. If all of the land which is exchanged is
r
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conservation land, it would continue to lock the county government out
of the process. But, if agricultural land is included, the county
would not only be involved, but would also get tax revenues from the
development (Kupchak, personal communication, 1985).
Fears and Concerns
Kupchak said that the biggest problem he perceived concerning
negotiations was trust. '~o one knows if they can trust the
other .•.. the issues and reasons for the land exchange carry their own
weight." I\.ma Geothermal Committee member Warshauer worried about
what he perceived as Campbell's greed.
Kupcllak saw a variety of alignments around certain issues.
Hawaii County, Campbell Estate and community/environmental groups
could band together in certain instances, the State and
conununity/environmental groups on others, and still on others the
community/environmental groups would stand alone.
Kupchak expressed interest in negotiating a settlement as long as
it was done in good faith. He stressed the importance of not
negotiating decisions away from the table, but feared that others may
attempt to do that. ~ was also concerned whether or not everyone
could come out of a negotiation feeling that they were treated
fairly.
Negotiations
Direct negotiations did occur between the community and the
developer at the Hawaii volcanos l-iational Park during the summer of
lC4
1985. The VCA and various members of the Puna Geothermal Committee
met on June 11, 1985 to discuss the VCA's history and position on the
land exchange. Developer Rod Moss informed them that he was
interested in negotiating with them and wanted the VCA to decide what
they want and then take a position in favor of the land exchange.
Several of the current VeA. Board menbers, however, had either just
moved back to the community or had not previously been involved and,
tllerefore, were not familiar Witll the issues. VCA's geothermal
steering committee, the Puna Geothermal (.onlffii ttee, was invited to
educate them on geothermal issues (Finley, personal communication,
1986; from VeA. minutes, June 11, 1985).
The group met with Moss on June 21, 1985 but, upon advice from
their attorney Ken Kupchak., did not reach an agreement or take a
position. They informed Moss that their decision would be forthcoming
and would be communicated through counsel (Kupchak or Ing).
On July 9, 1985, Benjamin Matsubara sent a letter to Ken
Kupchak. This letter suggested that a joint statement of support for
the land exchange would be useful for the DLNR which was charged with
expeditiously consumating a land exchange (Matsubara, letter to
Kupchak, July 9, 1985). In a later correspondance he clarified his
request to be a general statement of support for the exchange because
tile details of the exchange should only include the owners of the
parcels (Matsubara, letter to Kupchak, August 1, 1985). Kupchak has
notified him that that his clients were ready to talk about acreage,
access, and requirements (Kupchak, letter to Matsubara, August 1,
1985 ).
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Meanwhile, at their regularly scheduled July Board meeting, the
VCA appointed Mary Miho Finley to be the geothermal liason and
requested that she work with Kupchak to determine the VCA position.
Finley, Moss, Oswald Stender of Campbell Estate, Nelson Ho of the
Sierra Club, and Attorneys Allen Kuwada, Ben Matsubara, Kupchak,
Wendle lng, and later Stephanie Rezents met through early October.
Ground rules included no tape recordings of the sessions and limited
notetaking. They primarily used maps stamped "for negotiation
purposes only" as the focal points for discussion (Finley, personal
communication, 1986).
They discussed and agreed on points relating to access, drilling
sites, geologic hazards, and the preparation of a Conservation Plan by
the Nature Conservancy or another agreed upon consultant, but never
reached agreement on the number of megawatts. According to Finley,
although Moss had said early on that that was a non-negotiable issue,
she thought that since negotiations continued it ,,:as negotiable. When
Campbell Estate Attorney Stephanie Rezents entered the negotiations
she stated firmly that their 100 megawatts position was not open for
discussion. ''We got down to only one point when negotiatj ons broke
down" (Kupchak, cOlJIIJents, February 1986).
Subzoning for the Land Swap
In September, 1985, the BLNR held two hearings on the subzoning
of Kilauea's middle east rift zone in the Puna District and southwest
rift zone in the Ka IU District on the Big Island. The subzoning of
the Middle East Rift Zone was essential to open up the area for the
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proposed land swap referred to in the hLNR' s Decision and Order. A
large portion of this area is now zoned conservation and protected as
the Puna Forest Reserve.
Volcanoes National Park Superintendent David Ames voiced his
support for the subzoning of the middle east rift because it would
move geothermal development away from the park. He called this a
~in-win situation (The Honolulu Advertiser, September 27, 1985).
According to various sources, Park Service personnel had been active
behind the scenes throughout this dispute promoting the land exchange,
but they were not authorized to speak out directly against the
geotllermal project.
The residents who live near the newly proposed subzone opposed
its designation. Those people said that the state is merely
transferring the controversy from the Volcano area to their backyard.
Some Volcano residents, who opposed the original proposal by the
Campbell Estate and were among the first to suggest the land swap,
opposed the BLNR proposed subzone designation of the Middle East Rift
Zone. They felt that the amount of land the state is proposing for
the subzone, 11,745 acres, is "inordinately large" in light of the
fact tllat Campbell Estate would only be able to develop 5,300 acres at
the Kahaua1e'a site (lhe Honolulu Advertiser, September 27, 1985).
Others expressed concern about any geothermal development on the
Big Island because it is an affront to the I-awaiian religion and the
goddess of the volcano, Pe1e. Pa1ikapu-o-Kamohoali'i Dedman, an
activist from the South Point area who claims to be a direct line
descendant from Pe1e, complained that the BLNR had not consulted with
•
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t~waiian scholars or historians before developing their proposal which
he said "desecrates the Hawaiian religion" (The Honolulu Advertiser,
September 27, 1985).
Several people requested a contested case hearing on the
proposal. (The Honolulu Advertiser, September 27, 1985).
BLNR Approves the Land Exchange
The BlNR approved a proposal on Oc tober 25, 1985, to exchange
27,644 acres of State-owned land for 25,461 acres of campbell
Estate-owned land. Tlle decision was made even though there were still
specifics which needed to be addressed (The Honolulu Advertiser,
October 26, 1985). The document stated that the issue of "value for
value" wi 11 be based on independent appraisal subject to review and
acceptance by the Chair. Conditions included were that other terms as
prescribed by the Chair be carried out and that the decision could
change if the Legislature disapproved (BLNR, October, 1985).
Middle East Rift Subzone Contested
TIle 1LNR convened a contested case hearing in Hilo on November
13, 1985. This hearing lasted three days. According to BLNR Attorney
General Bill Tarn, each contested case hearing focuses on a different
issue. One of the prirr.ary issues put forth at this hearing was
concern for the practices of the Pele Fracti tioners. Another point
was the apparently faulty calculation of "value for value". One of
the areas to be subzoned and subsequently included in ttt land
exchange has been identified as much more valuable than BLNR had
Hi8
previously declared.
Another major question concerned how DLNR arrived at their
decisions using the criteria which had been outlined in Act 296.
Manabu Tagamori, Director of the DLNR's Division of Water and Land
Development which is charged with handling the subzone process, "''as
questioned extensively on the DLNR's evaluative process by both
Kupchak and BLNR chair Susumu Ono. Tagamori admitted that DLNR had
not assigned any weights to the criteria, but did not reveal how the
criteria were balanced (BLNR transcripts, 1985).
A Community View
For Rick Warshauer, one of the plaintiffs, the contested case
hearing on the subzones had five main focii: (1) Preservation of the
unique ecology of the "successful mosaic ecosystenl " along the Kilaeua
east rift zone, the bulk of which is located in the Wao Kelo 0 Puna
Natural Area Reserve; (2) Accommodation of a "new affected group of
people--those in the Raohe ~bmestead Area--in their legitimate bid to
be spared some of the adverse effects of geothermal development by
means of a one mile buffer; (3) Concern for the beliefs of native
Hawaiian people who feel that geothermal development is not only a
violation of Pele but a concept which is foreign to their histOlY;
(4) The vast acreage proposed to be subzoned wi thin the Natural Area
Reserve, an area whidl was intended to be preserved in perpetuity.
(''The terrible precedent, much less the legality of the arbitrary
deauthorization of the Natural Area Reserve for political favors, is
significant and deserves more coverage than the State or Campbell
..
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Estate is \dlling to allow); and (5) 1he forecasted growth in enelgy
demand by HELCO which has dropped from 25 megawatts to 8.5 megawatts
for the next 5 years. Warshauer believes that existing subzones can
meet this forecasted demand and more" (Warshauer, personal
communication, January 1986).
BLNR's Findings of Fact, expected in early December, were finally
released in late April.
The Board Addresses Pele
Some native Hawaiians who actively worship Pele, the goddess of
the volcano, call themselves "Pele Practitioners". They believe that
Pele is a living god who is present in alternate body forms such as
certain ferns, shrubs, trees, and land forms. 1hey also believe that
her presence is manifested in volcanic eruptions. As a result, some
individuals believe that the area of active volcanism is, in fact,
Pele's body and therefore any exploration and development would remove
her energy. This, in turn, would threaten the continuation of ritual
practices and therefore inhibi t the training of young hawai ians in
traditional practices and beliefs (Alluli and Dedman testimony, 1985;
in BLNR, April 9, 1986).
One native Hawaiian testified that he feels his "ancesters would
be proud to knON that we are trying to use our natural resources in
the best way possible. The HaKaiian of times past, with his astute
knowledge of all things and through the proper observances of
established laws, used all of the natural resources available in their
limited way to do the most good fer the most people" (Jenkins
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testimony, 1985; in ELNR, April 9, lS86).
An author of Hawaiian history, Don Mitchell, does not believe
that the ancient Hawaiian beliefs were specifically against the use of
steam. He believes that the lava and steam are closely related with
Pele, but that the steam was not referred to in the early discussions
of the goddess (Tagomori testimony, 1985; in BLNR April 9, 1986).
The Board, therefore, concluded that not all Hawaiians share the
beliefs of the Pele Practitioners but that their beliefs deserve
respect. The Board also noted that the identification of an area as a
subzone would not prohibit the exercise of religious practices lBLNR,
April S, 1986).
Informing Procedures
According to the transcripts the DLNR Staff felt as though haVing
an informational meeting, when only a public h~aring was required by
law, was a significant improvement. Other important steps were left
out, however, such as informing the abutting landowners of the
proposed change (a process required in other DLNR processes according
to ELNR O1air Susumu Ono) and announcing the hearings in the required
fashion, one month prior to the event, in the local newspaper (BLNR
transcripts, 1985).
According tc Oswald Stender, Campbell Estate rep Iesentat ives
blocked on deors and described their proposed project in the Middle
bast Rift Zone to the people who live there. They also sent out 7000
personally addressed six-page information sheets to people in the area
(Stender and Moss, personal communications, 1986).
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Final Arguments
In Kupchak's closing statement to the BLNR at the September 1985
contested case hearting, he claimed that there was "no rational
decision-making process" used by DLNR' s Division of Water and Land
Development (OO~'ALD). lhroogh his direct and cross examination of
Manabu Tagamori it was clear to him that OOWALD did not use any
analysis whatsoever (BLNR transcripts, 1985).
Benjamin Matsubara, speaking for Campbell Estate, said that they
"recognize that these hearings merely constitute the first step of a
multiple stage planning process which we must go through before any
actual operations on the land are conducted" (BLNR Transcripts, 1985).
Supplemental EIS
In July 1985 True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal developers filed a draft
supplemental EIS for the portion of lands being considered for
exchange. This Supplemental EIS describes and documents the changes
in the proposed project location and specifies any changes in th~
environmental impacts or in the mitigation measures at this new site.
The finished version was released in December 1985. Several months
later Kupchak and his clients charged that the EIS was inadequate.
Some Problems with the Environmental Impact Statement
The purpose of an environmental impact statement is to reveal the
potential impacts of a particular project. In Hawaii, as in many
places, the preparer is chosen and paid by the project developer,
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tllerefore, EIS's are often perceived by some as justification
documents for a project. This makes them a prime target for the
opposition. Charges of inadequate environmental impact statements are
very common in environmental disputes.
Lake County, California, another site of geothermal development,
handles problems regarding lIS credibility and objectivity in the
following fashion, according to Alex Hinds, the County flanning
Director:
First the scope of an environmental document is determined
by the Planning Department. Next a request for proposals
is sent out to qualified firms on our approved list. Once
proposals are received they are reviewed by our consultant
selection board and rated according to a prescribed point
system. 1hen, the Consultant Selection Board selects the
pIeferred firm and recommends that the firm be hired by the
Board of Supervisors. Finally an agreement is reached
between the County and the applicant to pay for preparation
of the environmental document. These funds are put into a
special account from which the county will pay the
environmental consultant. Simultaneously, the CoWlty
enters into a separate agreement with the environmental
consultant for actual preparation of the document.
Admittedly this .••adds approxin~tely two months to the
process; however [it] helps to insure greater objectivity
and credibility•.. (Hinds, 1985).
(J)UA Contested Case Hearing
As expected, a contested case hearing was also requested in
relation to Campbell Estates Conservation District Use Application
(CDUA) to conduct geothermal operations on the state lands to be
exchanged. This hearing took place in Hilo from February 18 - 22,
1 S86, wi th closing statements heard on March 14, 1986.
Campbell Estate Attorney Ben Matsubara, said that although Iia\oiaii
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is an island State it should be viewed as one State. The Big Island
is one part of that State and its resources should be used to benefit
the State as a whole. J-e stressed the fact that Campbell Estate was
no longer requesting development of 250 megawatts as they had
originally. As a concession to the community they were only
requesting development of 100 megawatts (~iatsubara statement, 1£86).
hawaii County, which earlier took an exploration only position,
revealed in their closing statement that they approved of both
exploration and development of 25 megawatts. The c.ounty' s posi tion
was based on local energy needs in addition to the need to test the
resource.
Ken Kupchak, Attorney for the VCA, the Sierra Club, and the
Audobon Society, and several individuals, opposed the granting of a
CDUA. He based his position on the lack of adequate rules to regulate
geothermal development, an inadequate EIS, and questionable use of a
"Protected" Conservation District (Kupchak statement, 1986).
New Mexico Attorney Leubon opposed the proposed development on
behalf of his clients, native Hawaiian Pele Practitioners. He claimed
that geothermal development wi 11 destroy the fele religion (Leubon
statement, 19S6).
Other individuals, who represented themselves, questioned the
scale of development in relation to the needs of the Big Island,
\J1ether Campbell Estate's irresponsible ohia chipping was indicative
of the way they will handle geothermal development, asking how one can
support geothermal development and remain "one wi th the earth".
The parties submitted their "Findings of Fact" to BLNR on March
21, 1986.
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lnforming the Public
Government agencies are frequently mandated to inform the public
of proposed developments. Sometimes the method of notifying people
and the type of event itself is left to the agency's discretion, the
minimum being newspaper notification and public hearing. 1his has
been DLNR's approach, as evidenced by its rules for geothermal
subzoning:
...when the Board or a landowner proposes an area for
designation as a geothermal resource subzone, the board
shall hold a public hearing in reasonably close proximity
to the proposed area and publish a notice of the public
hearing .•. Publication of the notice of public hearing shall
be considered sufficient notice to all landowners and
persons who might be affected by the proposed designation"
(DLNR, April 1984).
Contrast this wording with that published by the Oregon Alternate
fnergy Development Task force and the City of Uamath Falls with
regard to geothermal development.
1he public needs accurate and reliable information to
assess energy related trade-effs. General information on
geothermal technologies, existing geothermal operations
both in Oregon and worldwide, and comparative environmental
effects of geothermal development should be made available
to the public through all media sources." ... "Development in
sensitive areas must be preceded by careful consultation
wi th the public to develop consensus on acceptable sites
and levels of development ... even in areas \Jlich are not
extremely sensi tive, it is important to keep the public,
and especially local citizens involved at all stages of
development. 1houghtful and effective measures to assure
involvement wi 11 help avoid uninformed opposition. Fublic
involvement will also help assure protection of the
environment, and will serve to monitor effects on the local
communi ty (OAI:DC, 1979).
---_._--------------,
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The Ci ty of Klamath Falls, Oregon uses geothermal heat
extensively. When there is any change:
"Existing users should be completely informed; if
necessary, by personally delivering letters ... Public
hearings do not suffice in that the turn out of
existing users does not develop until they feel
threatened. Prom the City of Klamath Falls
experience, once the existing users feel threatened,
they cannot believe the data given to them by the
Reservoir Er,gineer." (Derrah, n.d.)
The Klamath Falls Assistant (j ty Manager w'ent on to say t'u.t
possible ~ays of disseminating information include a newsletter which
provides information on the project, neighborhood meetings with hand
delivered invitations, and personal and public presentations on an
on-going basis (Derrah, n.d.).
Rule 12: Geothermal Resource Permits
The History
The Hawaii County Planning Department has worked on drafting Rule
12 to regulate geothermal development in agricultural, rural, and
urban land use districts in Hawaii County SInce the late 1970's. On
July 25, 1986 a version of regulations went before the Flanning
Commission and was adopted. Meanwhile, Hawaii County Council Member
Russell ~okubun introduced an ordinance to regulate geothermal
development in agricultural, rural and urban land lise districts on the
Big Island. This ordinance,' if passed, would supercede any rules the
Planning Commission might adopt. In addition, an application for a
permit under the ordinance would require three public readings as
opposed to the Planning Commission Process of one meeting. Kokubun
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~as also concerned that the Hawaii County Planning Director, who wwjd
have the last \o,ord on Rule 12, might have a conflict of interest. He
and his family own the land leased by the Puna Geothermal Venture and
he had signed signed the agreement with the developer. He had since
resigned his position as an officer in the Kapoho Land Company.
Although Kokubun' s ordinance was not supported by his fellow
council members, the Planning Commission chose to adopt some of it as
a "oon-binding appendix" to Rule 12. Later, Corporation Counsel
Ronald Ibarra advised the commission that the appendix would have to
have legal status and that because its inclusion represented a
significant change in the rule, another hearing would have to take
place. As a result, the Commission recindec the July passage and a
hearing was held on September 11, 1986. Those testifying against the
appendix included Hawaii County Mayor Dante Carpenter and
representatives of the business community. Others questioned why the
appendix, which requires compliance with existing laws among other
things, was controvel-sial. 1he commission finally voted to exclude
the appendix. The substance of Rule 12 and the Appendix are discussed
in the next session.
Rule 12
Rule 12 applies to anyone who wants to do research, exploration,
or development of geothermal resources on agricultural, rural, or
urban land llse districts on the Big Island. The permit application
requires such items as: a written description of the methods for
disposing of well effluent and other wastes; a geologist's report on
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hazards; pre-exploration ambient air quality and noise level
measurements and potential impact analysis models; a wTi tten
description of the measures proposed to be taken for the protection of
the environment and for the prevention and control of hazards,
emissions, contamination, and other impacts; a statement of proposed
mitigating measures; and a plan of action for e~ergency situaticns.
Rule 12 also establishes provisions for a public hearing and,
upon request, a contested case hearing. Unless there is mutual
agreement among the Planning Director, the applicant and any
intervenors to extend the process, the Planning Commission would take
action on a properly filed application within six months. Their
decision would be based on the applicant demonstrating that the
proposed project: a) would not have unreasonable aClverse health,
environmental, or socio-economic effects on residents or surrounding
property; b) would not unreasonably burden public agencies to provide
roads and streets, sewers, water, drainage, school improvements, and
police and fire protection; and c) includes measures to mitigate
unreasonable adverse effects or burdens (Hawaii County Planning
Commission, August 1986).
TI.e Appendix
Many of the items in the appendix stated that the applicant must
meet Federal, State, and County guidelines and regulations with regard
to: air and water quality; noise; construction, clearing, erosion,
and drainage; outdoor lighting; re-injection of geothermal brines;
disposal of wastes; operations reports; and other applicable Federal,
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State and County laws. The appendix also included a discussion
related to archaeological and biological resources, security,
emergencies, aesthetics, wells, inspection, information and
complaints, indemnification, insurance, bond, and Best Available
Control Technology (BACT).
Council Member Kokubun is expected to hold a council conunittee
hearing to pursure the matter.
The Land Exchange is a Reality
The Hawai i Revised Statues read that "any exchange of public land
for private land shall be subject to disapproval by the
legislature... in any regular or special session next following the
date of exchange" (Hawaii Revised Statues 171-50). Although a
resolution opposing the exchange, drafted plimarily by Volcano
resident Rick Warshauer and introduced by then Senator Neil
Abercrombie, the legislature took no action against tile exchange.
lhe next step was to the U. S. Congress where Senators Daniel
Inouye and Spark Matsunaga introduced a bill to allow the acquision of
1ract 22. In June 1986 at a hearing before the Senate Committee on
Land and Natural Resources the Park Service spoke out against the bill
in accordance with Reagan Mministration policy. The Administration
is more interested in selling surplus federal lands than in aquiring
new parcels.
The Hawaii Volcanoes National Park had considered the parcel
knm.m as Tract 22 a priority aquisi tion and had been among the first
to recommend the exchange. Such an exchange would allow them to
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protect the area near the Thurston Lava 'fube and acquire over 5000
acres of ecologically sensitive land.
In October 1986, ITesident Reagan signed legislation which
allowed the exchange of Tract 22 for surplus federal lands elsewhere
in Hawaii.
NON-ADVERSARIAL EVENTS
A number of events have taken place relating to the geothermal
dispute which have been generally non-adversarial. 1hese events have
involved the use of a range of participatory techniques:
--The general advisory committee;
--General government-sponsored seminars;
--Neutral third-party organized / foundation funded workshops;
--Community organized / government funded seminar;
--Advisory Committee--specific agendas; and
--Government / neutral third-party sponsored seminar;
Geothermal Advisory Committee
The Geothermal Advisory Committee, which ini tially met monthly,
was established by the Department of Planning and Economic Development
to advise the DPED Director/Energy Resource Coordinator. At first it
was an advocacy committee composed of government and industry
representatives. In 1982, at Representative Andy Levin's request, the
GAC was broadened to include members of the conmuni ty. Volcano
resident Russell Kokubun, Leilani estates resident David hess, and
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Puna Hui 'Chana member Everett (Sonny) Kinney were appointed. Both
Kokubun and Hess attended regularly. Kinney, on the other hand, did
not, apparently because of a misunderstanding about funding of air
travel. \'Jhen Kokubun became immersed in his campaign for County
Council, Mary Miho Finley replaced him as the alternate VCA
Representative. Then, in early 1985, Jim Moulds, Kalapana Community
Organization's geothermal liaison, and later Ned Goodness of Maui were
appointed to the Committee when it became apparent that proposed
geothermal development might effect their communities.
Wi th the change in membership, the purpose of the committee
changed from advocacy to information exchange. The committee
currently includes developers, utility officials, residents, and
government administrators, and is a fairly representative body.
Recently the well-attended "monthly" meetings have been held two to
two and a half months apart.
Sierra Club's Nelson Ho does not believe that the GAC advises or
coordinates anything though "its advocacy bent has been somewhat
altered by community concerns." He does, however, recognize the GAC' s
underutilized potential as a channel of communication (110, personal
communications, 1985).
At the JUly 1986 meeting of the GAC there was considerable
discussion about the future of that committee. Several people
recommended disbanding the group. Mary Miho Finley objected to this
in a letter to Takeshi Yoshihara, Director of IPED' s Energy Division
and Chair of the Geothermal Advisory Committee. She was especially
concerned that the committee not be done away with because it
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pelformed "important information and community relations functions."
She went on to say that the "interpersonal relations among members
with conflicting interests have improved ... [and that the] positive
steps made in the GAC would eventually lead to cooperative planning
efforts that would include residents of development areas helping to
make planning decisions, not just reacting to what government in
consultat ion wi th industry has decided. The GAC has been a step in
this positive direction."
At numerous meetings in the past few years, Big Islanders have
requested that more meetings be held on their island and that more
community representatives be included. DPED is currently deciding
What to do. They cannot afford to continue tc appoint more community
members and fly them to oahu periodically. According to DPED's
Lesperance, geothermal has moved from planning to an implementation
stage now. He thinks that it might be more appropriate for subsequent
meetings to be held on the Big Island, but has not as yet identified
an appropriate agency to handle the Committee. A Ncvernber 1986 GAC
meeting is scheduled to discuss the conurJ ttee' s future.
Energy A\\'8reness Week--Geotherma1 seminars -- October 1984
The U.S. Department of Fnergy's Annual Energy Awareness Week was
celebrated in 1984 with the theme, "Partners for an Energy Efficient
Tomorrow". DPED contributed by organizing a series of seminars.
Geothermal, just one of the energy sources examined, was the topic of
two day-long seminars on Oahu and a condensed version on both the Big
Island and MauL In planning the event, DPED chose to "stick to the
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facts" and only allow "experts" to be speakers. No conmunity concerns
were to be addressed, but it was promised that another session could
take place to consider community issues. The purpose of the sessions
was to present information that everyone could u~e.
A letter to DPED Director Kent M. Keith from GAC community
representative Mary Miho Finley addressed the decision by DPED to
exclude cOllllluni ty representatives from the fnergy Awareness Week
panel. "Including community reps on the panel of experts was offered
as one way to support lthat] dialogue and was viewed as a positive
step by the community. To now reverse that decision is going to add
to alienation. Because geothermal development directly impacts
surrounding residents, a fair and judicious treatment of the facts
requires including residents' viewpoints" (Finley, 1984).
The Oahu sessions, "Overview" and "Applications" were highly
advertised events which took place at the regional Ala Moana Shopping
Center. At the "0 vervi ew" sessi en, speeches were given about the need
for geothermal development for Hawaii, the history of the development
plocess in Hawaii, the geological and political constraints Which lmve
hindered development, and a sketch of worldwide geothermal
development. Alva Nakamura, a HELCC representative, cited several
Lalriers to development and construction including the
"not - in -my-backyard" syndrome.
AIl environmental panel, consisting of experts in botan) , air
quali ty, public health, and planning, was available to respond to
questions. Organizer Jackie Miller, of the Ur..iversi ty of Hawaii's
Environmental Center, inserted a card in each program so people could
l~3
submit questions for the environmental panel to address. 1he card had
an optional signature space. The written question technique assured
that no questions would go unanswered due to time constraints.
Unfortunately the answers to the questions were not prepared and
released until six months later and, due to complaints about the
accuracy and comprehensiveness of the answers, the final revised
version was not released for several more months.
These seminars were useful in creating an "awareness" of the
geothermal technology and some of the issues surrounding its
development. The speeches were informative in terms of development,
but not in addressing community concerns.
IS 11IFRE A BE11"m WAY?? -- November 1984
In October, 1984, the Neighborhood Justice center began to
actively prepare for a workshop to introduce methods of conflict
resolution to those involved in the geothermal dispute. Then
Executive Director Peter Adler and then Conflict Management Program
Director David Matteson obtained funding from the Atherton Foundation
for the workshop. They enlisted the assistance of two Neigbborhood
Justice Center Associates, Irofessor Kern loWlY from the Department of
Urban and Regional Planning and Jeff Melrose, a local planner. This
author also assisted with the workshop.
Although this was not intended to be an actual mediation, Adler
and Matteson took great care in choosing the participants. The
question of who represents the community has plagued mediators and has
created considerable concern for government and business. In a
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california case, described by Clark University's Dermis Ducsik, a
utility company asked the presidents of two environmental groups to
participate in discussions. After considerable dialogue a decision
was reached. Members of the environmental groups, unhappy with the
decision, then claimed that their presidents did not represent their
interests. Adler and Matteson attempted to avoid this situation by
asking community groups to choose and send their own representatives.
On Friday, November 30, 1984, the participants gathered at Queen
Emma's Summer Palace in l~nolulu, a comfortable setting not on
anyone's turf. Adler and Matteson, introduced the session and defined
the purpose of the day which 'Was to focus on long-term issues. They
stressed the utility of looking ahead rather than focusing on current
areas of concern.
Adler discussed styles of communication and how they play a part
in creating conflict. Government publications tend to focus on
regulatory and bureaucratic systems, private business publishes
information which is required by government regulations, while
cowmunity groups publish angry, impassioned, strident literature. "No
wonder people talk past each other." The goals of negotiation and
mediation are to improve communications (Adler presentation, 1984).
Indeed, the participants stated expectations of the workshop included,
better communication and understanding and a full discussion of issues
leading to mutual gain solutions.
The participants brainstormed issues that were of concern to
them. Although Ii ttle time was allowed to discuss these issues, the
exercise provided an opportunity to learn what was on the minds of
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other's. Once an extensive list was generated, the participants were
allowed several votes which they could cast to show the st rength of
their concern for one or more of the issues before them. 1hose whidl
received the WDst votes were:
~e there areas Where development should be excluded?
What are acceptable
environmental)?
standards (public health,
How are impacted individuals/communities to be cOmPensated?
What· should we do When geothermal development is in
conflict with native Hawaiian concerns?
lbw do we get an electrical system Which is more
responsible to consumers? What are the responsibilities of
utili ties?
How does the host community playa role in decision-making?
What are the alternatives to geothermal energy?
wtt> gets to decide and how do we achieve an acceptable
balance between local and regional impacts?
What is the need for geothermal energy on a state-wide
basis?
How much weight and what role should aesthetics play when
geothermal development happens in a previously undeveloped
area?
For purposes of discussion the group was asked to look at what
the barriers to good information rrdght be. CoDlIlents arising out of
this centered on the issue of who funds the research being an
important determinant as to how believable it is, the perception of
untrustworthiness of some parties, and the question of how objectivity
can be defined and a process designed that is trustworthy.
The "group memory" (which was concurrently recorded on newsprint)
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was mailed out to all participants a few weeks after the session. A
cover memorandum stated that, while a follow-up activity was not
currently planned, the Neighborhood Justice Centt.r "stands ready to be
of assistance in a variety of ways. This includes convening specific
discussions on particular aspects of geothermal development, serving
as a neutral intermediary, helping to find an appropriate mediator,
and assisting with the structuring of discussions over specific
issues" (NJC, 1984).
Same people who attended thought it was a good first step, others
felt it was a waste of tirr~, while others claimed that unless
goverrunent shows an interest in mediation, Iittle is likely to be
accomplished with this method.
No follow-up session has been scredu1ed to date.
Communi ty Concerns with Geothermal Development
On April 2/, 1985, the Puna Geothermal Committee, the Department
of Planning and Economic Development and Hawaii County, hosted a
seminar at the County Council chambers in Hi10. This seminar was
organized in direct response to concerns raised by community members
that their voices were not heard at the Energy Awareness Week
plesentations held in October 1984. This event was organized
primarily by the corrmunity representatives with funding supplied by
IJPED.
Although the "concerns" of the community would have been somewhat
more legitimized had they been expressed at a statewide forum
associated with the nationally recognized Energy Awareness Week, the
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seminar was well-attended and well-received although there ~as no
press coverage of the event.
Topics addressed included long range planning, biological
assessment, pollution control enforcement, social and cultural
impacts, land use laws and rights, Hawaii County's responsibilities,
economic feasibility, air quality standards, native Hawaiian concerns
and geology.
An evaluative questionnaire was circulated at the seminar which
asked, among other things, how important geothermal related decisions
should be made and who should make them. (See Appendix D.) The
answers revolved around: the concepts of negotiation and mediation
among developers, government officials and the communi ty ; dialogue
with impacted communities; more county control; and public referenda.
When asked which topics presented at the workshop most clearly
addressed their questions or concerns, the respondents said, in
decreasing order of frequency: air quality standards, long range
planning, biological issues, social and envirorunental impacts, land
use laws and rights, economic feasibility, pollution control
enforcement, geological concerns, native Hiwaiian issues and County
responsibili ties. (These answers could mean either that they felt
those who spoke on a particular topic actually addressed their
concerns or that these were the substantive areas that were of
concern. )
When asked what questions remain in their minds which relate to
geothermal, what issues of importance were not addressed, or what
should be addressed if another workshop were held, the responses ~ere:
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cable/geothermal vs. other alternatives; who makes decisions and by
what criteria; the industrialization of Puna and its effect on
lifestyles and environmental quality; the scale of geothermal
development and the different consequences of various scenerios;
county involvement; the role of the public utility; policy change
sessions; developer perspective and scenarios; economies of scale;
social impacts; centralized versus decentralized production and
distribution; monetary benefits from geothermal for the Big Island;
loug range planning; economics; hydrological resource enforcement and
monitoring; biological implications of industrialization; economic
feasibility; and impacts on the ecosystem.
Ore image that surfaced numerous times throughout the day was
cOlJllluni ty disdain for "people with shiny shoes and leather briefcases
flOm Honolulu" making decisions about the future of the Big Island.
The desire for local involvement and control seems to be strong with
the people of the Big Island. As speaker Ken Kupchak exclaimed, the
state land use system, especially concerning conservation lands,
centralizes control of development with the State instead of the
county where the weight of environmental and public costs fall
(Kupchak speech, 1985).
The Air Advisory Committee Reconvenes -- Summer and Fall 1985
In January 1983 the State DepartJr~nt of }falth I s Air Advisory
Committee (Me) recon"Jllended air quality standards that could apply to
the geothermal industly. TIle reconmendations called for all
facilities to install the Best Available Control Tochnology (BACT)
with a minimum of 95% control of pollutants (Morrow, 1983). In the
.t
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Spring of 1984 these recommendations were withdrawn by the Department
of Health. The stated reason for doing so was to allow sinu..1taneous
discussion of S02 and particulate standards related to coal burning.
The committee reconvened, beginning in May, 1986, to address
geothermal air quality standards, and to address standards for coal
burning. Jim Morrow, Environmental Director of the American Lung
Association of ~awaii, continued to chair the tommittee.
Me members thought that because the geothermal standards had
already been decided upon, they would conduct a quick. review and then
move on to the coal issue. The committee reevaluated the rules and
decided to move away from specific abatement efficiency and specify
emission limitations for H2S instead. "This led to considerable
debate and a sharp division of opinion among committee members as to
what the appropriate numerical value should be for that emission
limitatio~' (Morrow, personal communication, 1986).
At the August 5, 1985 meeting there were two primary factions,
the industry and IPED, and the environmentalists supplemented by the
university representative. The industry fight for a 12 lb. per hour
linli. t on hydrogen sulfide emissions was led by Brenner Munger of
Hawaiian Electric (HEl), \rJhile a 5 lb. limit was called for by 1,elson
Ho of the Sierra Club. Bieb of these men sent memos to the rest of
the MC members seeking support for their position.
Twe1ve pounds per hour or 200 grams per gross megawatt hour was
the figure first adopted in the "Geysers" area in California in the
1960's (Ho, July 1985). That limit was later revised to 5 Ibs per
hour or 50 grams per gross megawatt hour. HEI's Munger claimed that
l~O
"this 10\'4er level \oJas based on many years of operational experience
wi th control hardware in the Geysers resource area and af ter many
large geothermal plants totaling over a thousand mega\oJatts of
generation capacity had been built" (Munger, July 1985). Nelson Ho of
the Sierra c.lub stated that the "air quality deteriorated at this
weaker standard leading to the present limit of 5 lbs" (Ho, July 1985).
MlDlger suggested the "bubble concept" be used \oJhich requires that
air pollution limits not be exceeded wi thin any "bubble" of air
space. One of the problems inherent in this approach is that the
first project to come into an area could pollute the "bubble" up to
the allo\oJable limit, which would thereby prevent any other pollution
emitting industry from moving into that area. Munger and Doo TIlomas
both agreed that this would not be a problem in Puna because all of
the developable land is controlled by only a few landowners. TIlese
developable areas and their respective landowners are isolated from
one another. Therefore, they concltxled, the developers would only be
cutting their own throats by allowing excessive emissions (1homas and
Munger comments, August 1985).
It was suggested that a review take place in five years, and, if
necessary, changes be made at that time. However, lowering the limit
later could pose problems according to Nelson l~o. He reported that in
California "residents complained of having great difficulty in forcing
the industry to retrofit its power plants to emit less HZS." In
situations where limits are lowered, new power plants would De forced
to comply \oJhile existing units \\'ould be "grandfathered" and not
required to comply with the neh standards tHo comments, 1985).
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hhy Such A Low Limit?
Geochemist for the HGP-A Project, Don Thomas, claimed that over
99% of the hydrogen sulfide (HZS) enlissions are abated from the
HGP-A well. The 1% whidl is emitted is incinerated to form sulfer
dioxide (SOZ). The brine, which is held in percolation ponds, also
emits H2S however. This results in the overall HZS abatement for
the plant being about 98%. (Thomas comments, 1985; Morrow, personal
communication, 1986). . According to ID, this figure translated into
1/3 1b per hour which led him to question why the high level (12
pomds per hour) was suggested. "There have been no cost figures or
hard facts introduced to this committee to prove that a 5 lb limit
would be uneconomical for industry to meet here in Hawaii. There is
only the argument for flexibility' (Ho, July 1985).
A vote was taken and the limit of 12 pomds per gross kilowatt
hour squeaked by the committee 6 to 5. There was some discussion of
this by committee members who were in the minority. Nelson Ho
requested permission to submit a minority report to the D€p8rtment of
&alth along wi th the conuni ttee '5 reconmendat ions. Conuni ttee member
Anna Hoover warned the group that this type of decision when a
committee is so divided can create serious problems at the subsequent
JXlblic hearing .
'The DOH asked the Advisory Committee to make recommendations to
them on standards. Submitting a report that was supported by only a
slight majority of the members either sends the wrong signal or is
useless to the agency. The minori ty does not have any sense of
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ownership in the decision nor are they likely to support it at public
hearings.
DOH Asks COmHlittee to Vote Again
After the split vote, the Me chair, staff, and some of the
members dicussed the undesirability of proceeding with such a weakly
supported recommendation. Eventually a consensus was reached to bring
the matter up again for more discussion and possible amendment
(Morrow, personal communication, 1986). The Air Advisory COODIlittee
convened again on August 19, 1985, and reconsidered the decision made
at the previous meeting.
One committee merrber, Karl How from the Sugar Planters
Association, suggested that there was some room for compromise and
that the group reconsider its action. He noted that "the biggest
vroblenl is that we don't know the resource." He moved that a 8.5
pounds per hour figure be used. This figure had no basis for
selection other than that it was half-way between five and twelve.
DPED's Tak Yoshihara seconded the motion.
Nelson I-b reported that in Lake County, California, the public
had to work hard to tighten up the regulations from the original level
to the current policy. tb said that that should not have to be the
case here in Hawaii. 'We should be able to learn from the California
lesson" (I-b comments, 1985). The 8.5 pounds per hour limit passed by
a 7-5 secret ballot vote.
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Monitoring the Air
At the next meeting discussion surrounded the non-criterion and
non-regulated sources of air pollution associated with geothermal
development. Neither pre-construction nor post-construction
monitoring were specifically included in the new version of the
regulations although they were specified in the 1983 version. Ho
wanted monitoring so that computer modeling of air quali ty would not
be the only source of information. He also indicated that he would
like to see a third-party handle the monitcring rather than the
developer. This generated considerable discussion. Munger said that
because of the cost and the capability to do studies in house,
industry has historically done them itself. Munger did not admit that
industry faces a credibility problem When they use their own
consultants, employees and information.
MlD1ger then suggested that he would like to see more options
available for the developer rather than mandated monitoring. He
suggested investigating possible sources of the various pollutants in
question and then looking for those source emitters. Bruce Anderson
of the Department of ~al th noted that pre-construction moni torir.cg
would help protect the developer from the potential results of
post--construction monitoring. If high levels of pollutants were
found and the developer had not shown another source for that
substance, the developer would be the suspect. Nelson Ho reiterated
Anderson's COffiUlent by suggesting that there are real credibility
problems and questioned whether it was ''worth the lawsuits dOwn the
road, if you don't?" "I don't have any basis for answering that."
replied MlD1ger (September, 1985).
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11le Purpose and Frocess of an Advisory Commi ttee
Alma .Hoover, Me committee member, expressed concern over the way
the standard-setting process was proceeding. Hoover, an
administrative assistant to Honolulu City Council Member Welcome
Fawcett, pointed out the apparent lack of understanding as to how an
advisory body should operate. She noted, for example, how HECO's
Munger called for the question before the group was really ready for
it. "That is not the wayan advisory committee should operate. We're
there to make good informed decisions" (Hoover, personal
communication, 1985).
AAC member, Professor Peter Flachsbart, on the other hand,
believes there has been plenty of discussion and negotiation.
'~~mbers of the AAC two years ago were more adept at reaching
consensus. However the current AAC members are making progres s"
(F1achsbart, personal communication, 1986).
1he AAC operates in such a way that a simple majority established
a position. Would a 2/3 majority or consensus opinion be a better
approach for an advisory recommendation? It may be a representative
advisory commission, but does it employ the appropriate
decision-making processes?
The Rules are Drafted
The Air Advisory Committee developed a draft set of rules and
forwarded them to the repartment of I-ealth. The OOH planned an
informational meeting for March 31, 1986, on Oahu. Spokesperson Denis
,
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Lau noted at a Geothennal hlvisory Committee meeting in Hilo that no
plans had been made to hold any informational meeting on other
islands. TIle impact of these rules however would be felt most
seriously on the Islands of Hawaii and Maui. Several people,
including this author, questioned the DClI decision and stressed the
importance of meetings on other islands. The DOH reconsidered their
decision and scheduled meetings in late ~~y on the neighbor islands.
The public hearing, expected in October or November 1986, has not
been scheduled. Critics of the proposed air quality permit for the
also controversial H-FarER garbage-to-energy plant say that the
permits definition of Best Available Control Technology will set a
serious precedent for the irr.plementation of the geothermal rules
(Scudder, personal communication, 1986). (set; "AIternate Enelgy
Development Disputes in Hawaii: H-PClVER" for more information about
the air quality permit dispute)
Conflict Resolution for Energy Siting and Land Use
The State Judiciary's Program on Alternative Dispute Resolution,
the University of Hawaii's Program on Conflict Resolution and the
Department of Planning and Economic Development jointly sponsored a
seminar on energy and land use siting conflicts on February 18, 1986.
ll1is event drew a wide audience of government agency officials,
political figures, academics, conflict resolution practitioner~,
community activists, utility managers, developers, lawyers, and
planners.
A panel of eight people fielded questions from moderator Peter
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Adler as well as the audience. This panel was composed of JoArm
Yukimura, Kauai County (cuncil and Nukoli i activist; Ken K4'chak,
Volcano ColJDIluni ty Association attorney; Hideto Kono, F\.1blic Utilities
Commissioner and former Director of the Department of Planning and
l:.conomic Developmen t; John Whalen, Department of Land Utilization;
Arden Henderson, President of Maui Electric; George St. John,
!-resident of AMFAC Inelgy; David Matteson, mediator; and -..bhn Knox,
social impact assessment practitioner.
One of the complaints often heard and echoed by Jo Ann Yukimura
was that mediation is an "unfamiliar tool" to most people. The
primary purpose of the seminar was to help people understand more
about the concepts of conflict resolution and what role it could have
in their own situations. David 0' Connor, a veteran mediator of
complex disputes, was brought in from Y~ssachusettes to add an
outsider's perspective.
This event was well attended and provided a good introduction of
the potential of mediation for those who were not familiar with the
field. For others, the event showed a high- and broad-level
acknowledgment of the field by decision-makers because of the
attendance and participation. This may be an important key to the
further utilization of alternative dispute resolution techniques.
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The Public J-earing
Most often when the legislature or the public demands
participation by the public, an agency's response is to hold a public
hearing or formal gathering where residents, developers and any other
interested parties are welcome to present their ideas in front of the
decision-making agency.
There are several serious problems wi th this type of process.
Firstly, those who participate and the views presented are likely to
be unrepresentative of the public and the range of individuals who are
affected by the project. The hearing tends to reflect only the known
views of well-identified members of interest groups (Heberlein, 1976).
'IWo major sociological and psychological factors (knowledge and
'motivation) influence this biased representation. The individual who
believes the issue affects him, has knowledge of the time and location
of the hearing, is free from competing demands, views himself in a
responsible role, is knowledgeable about the project, and believes his
presence will have an impact, will attend a hearing. Members of
interest groups are generally more likely to be knowledgable about a
project and believe that the agency will be responsive to their input.
Unfortunately hearing notices are usually obscure and the
population of those people potentially affected is not usually
directly notified. As described later, the DLNR did not notify
residents of the Middle East Rift Zone that the proposed land use
designation was being considered and did not hold a public hearing.
Heberlein suggests that there are four func.tions which a public
hearing can fulfill; "Informational", "Cooptational", "Ritualistic",
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or "Interactive". The" Informational" function suggests that an
agency's purpose is to inform the public about a project without
having an explici t plan to address public opinion and concern.
The "Cooptative" function is served when citizens are not seen as
a means to achieve better planning goals or as partners in assisting
ari organization achieve its goal, rather, citizens are viewed as
potential elements of obstruction or frustration whose cooptation or
neutralization are considered necessary. In this view, the goal of
the hearing is to have irate citizens let off steam. By attending and
presenting their case to an unresponsive agency, the opposition has
been unwittingly coopted. Citizens have lost the opportunity to claim
that their views have not been heard.
Another function of the public hearing is "Ri tualistic". This is
undertaken when it is required by law or administrative code, whether
there is general demand for it or not.
The "Interactive" function uses the hearing to diSClose and
respond to the needs and desires expressed by participants in that
hearing. The agency is explicitly committed to determining public
needs and responding to those needs.
~any people who have sufficient motivation to attend a public
hearing but do not, might participate if the setting were less
intimidating (Heberlein, 1976). Hearings are usually held in formal
chambers with at least one hearings officer positioned in the front of
the room. The public frequently must step up to a microphone in the
front of the room to address the agency personnel or governing body.
It is often required that one sign-up well in advance to present
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testimony and indeed, in certain circumstances, it is essential to
keep the process manageable. In addition, a time limit is frequently
imposed especially at large hearings. This requires the participant
to be highly organized and prepared. Once testimony has been
painstakingly prepared and delivered, the hearings officer may respond
wi th nothing more than, "Thank. you for your cormnents."
Many people communicate much better with each other face-to-face,
either individually or at most in a small group, than they do in a
structured forum. The degree of cormnunication and interaction at a
hearing is minimal compared to that which takes place outsio( during
the coffee break and or in bars or homes after the meeting (Heberlein,
1976).
Those Who do participate tend to be professional experts such as
lawyers, engineers, professors, legislators, and highly motivated
citizens who will be directly impacted by a project. The experts are
generally not intimidated by the setting and usually contribute high
quality information. Highly motivated citizens who rray be impacted by
a decision are sometimes quite sophisticated in their testimony, while
others often provide long rambling testimony of generally low
technical quality (!-eberlein, 1976). Still others who feel strongly
about the substance of the agenda and express their feelings in
impassioned testimony can be wrongly discounted. These people, who
are the least effective participants, may also have the fewest
resources for coping with the disruptions created by proposed
facilities. The persons with the most effective coping resources tend
to be better educated, better organized, and more articulate person5,
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who participate with greater skills, and who are thus more likely to
keep new facilities out of their own backyards (Freudenberg, 1983).
The major underlying problem, however, is that public hearings or
other public meetings have little bearing on actual decisions. Those
wi th political clout usually exert their influence outside of this
arena (Susskind, 19 )
volcano ~ational Park Personnel Silenced
One of those who testified at the hearing was Dan Taylor, HVlIl'P
Natural Resources Coordinator. At the hearing he was repeatedly
questioned by Campbell Estate Attorney Stephanie Renzents as to
whether he was authorized to speak for the Park. Taylor claimed that
his superior had authorized him to so so and that approval had come
flom the San Francisco Office (BLNR Transcripts, September 1985).
~1any people believe that this questioning was pressed because a
replesentative of the Campbell Estate-True/Mid-Pacific consortium went
to the u.s. Department of the Interior in Washington D.C. (when James
Watts was Director) to complain about the position the Park was taking
because it was hurting their development project. Prior to the
hearing, the hVP service apparently received notices that statements
regarding geothermal development had to come out of the San Francisco
Regional office or the main office in Washington D. C.
..
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GlAPTER I I I .
REFLECTIONS
Several causes underly the conflict over geothermal development:
differing values, uncertainty, and differing assessments of risk.
Other factors which have intensifed the conflict include mistrust,
lack of rules to regulate the industry, and inadequate conununi ty
involvement processes.
This chapter discusses these problems and suggests possible
approaches to reducing the conflict over geothermal development on the
Big Island of Hawaii.
CAUSES OF CONFLICT
Different Values
The primary underlying cause of the geothermal dispute stems from
conflicting values. These values fall into five major catagories: 1)
spiritual, cultural and religious; 2) EnviroI~ental/ecological; 3)
strategic; 4) Economic and; 5) Fntrepreneural. These differing
values lead to radically different world views and very different
arguments (not necessarily mutually exclusive) as to what "energy
self-sufficiency' means.
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To some people the concept of energy self-sufficiency suggests
business opportunity, to others a solution to a strategic problem. To
still others energy self-sufficiency means soft path tectillologies used
for community based economic development, and for others
self-sufficiency provides a promise of reliable electricity (Stern and
Aronson, 1984).
The diversity in values and interpretation of the state's goal of
energy self-sufficiency has created considerable conflict. These
perceptions of the problem are not likely to shift, but through
improved communication those involved could develop a more holistic
view.
Some native Hawaiian people hold special values which are rooted
in their religion. To these people, tapping volcanic energy anywhere
in the islands would be a violation of Pele, the goddess of the
volcano. Some of the kapunas (wise elders) in Kalapana believe that
if geothermal is developed, "Pele will take care of it". However,
some of the yOlIDger, more activist native Hawaiians who call
themselves "Pele Practitioners" are using tactics similar to those of
the environmentalists to fight development. 1hose who hold these
strong religious beliefs would not find any conflict resolution
process acceptable because, to them, geothermal development
intrinsically is morally and ethically wrone and therefore
impermissible.
Another important cause of conflict is rooted in the various
vie\~s of what kind of future development the Big Island and the Puna
District in particular should have. Those who believt that no growth
is the only acceptable alternative would not choose to participate in
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negotiation processes in which the ob jective is to agree about the
amount of development to allow.
Uncertainty
Uncertainty is one reason why conflict develops. In the
geothermal case it may be the most important.
The scale of development which will take place in Puna is
uncertain. Will it be 25 megawatts or 500? The end use for which the
geothermal resource is to be developed is uncertain. Will the energy
be used to power Puna, all of the Big Island, or much of Honolulu?
The technological feasibility of laying a cable aCLOSS the abysa1
A1enuihaha (hannel from the Big Island to Maui and on to Oahu is
questionable. The projected cost and financing for a cable system is
also lUlcertain.
Should the cable prove to be infeasible, will the potentially
available geothermal energy encourage heavy industrial development in
the Puna District? There has been considerable discussion of
manganese nodule mining and aluminum smelting as potential industries
which could benefit from close proximity to an abundant power source.
There is also lUlcertainty about what the actual rotentia1 is for
geothermal development on the Big Island. Some claim hundreds of
megawatts could be developed; others question any guess. Some people
suggest that Campbell Estate's proposal to develop 25C megawatts of
geothermal power was essential for obtaining funding for the project
and that such large-scale proposed undertakings are needed to justify
the usefulness of the proposed interisland cable.
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The price of oil next week, next year, or five years from now is
unknown and is directly related to the political situation worldwide.
As a result, the avoided cost (based on displacement of petroleum
fueled electricity ) lvhich will be paid to die energy producer is
unknown. Will there be a revolution in an OPEC or otllel oil producing
nation that would change the ~orld oil market and thereby alter the
price of oil substantially? Will PUkPA be in place in perpetuity?
What effect will geothermal development have on the quality of
life for nearby residents? What other kihds of social effects will
result from development of the energy source? How will property
values be effected?
Who owns or has an interest in the geothermal resource? Is it
the the State, the County, the surface land owner, Native Hawaiians,
those who live near the development or someone else? How will this be
decided?
How might volcanic hazards effect geothermal plants?
Risk Assessment
Is it dangerous to develop geothermal power plaJlts in areas of
acti ve volcanism? lvhat are the chances of a serious accident? Is
long-term exposure to low level pollutants a serious health hazard?
Perceptions of these risks can be very different. The HGP-A plant is
designed so that the well may be capped if a lava flow threatens, but
will the capping procedure work in an emergency? The safety of the
technology to function under adverse conditions has not been
empirically proven to local residents.
Some people may feel comfortable living with a minute chance that
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a serious accident could occur, whereas others may find the same
situation terrifying. Individual propensity to accept risk varies
widely. Some people sky dive; others will not even fly in conooercial
airliners. Many people take risks, such as driving on crowded
highways or consuming chemically treated food products, without ever
really assessing the degree of risk involved. Such an assessment
would involve weighing probabilities and outcomes from taking a
particular action for the best and worst case scenerios .
Developers with an entrepreneural spirit must be risk takers.
They may view geothermal development risks as economic risks which can
be minimized through insurance coverage.
The risk to residents involves their homes, famillies and quality
of life. For those who hold ecological values, the uncertaini ty of
what the future could hold under the worst case scenerio may loom much
larger than potential benefits that might be gained from the project.
Nelson Ho had this situation in mind when he charged: " ..• [the
attorneys, experts] and the entire Campbell Board will be safe on some
other island when a well casing or pipeline breaks" (Ho, Hawaii
Tribune-Herald, May 14, 1984). lhe essence of contention over
perceived risk in a situation is a matter of stakes. What are the
different parties being asked to offer up for possible loss, and what
is their possible gain? If people see only the possibility of loss
and no gain, then it is not surprising that they find the risk
tmacceptable.
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Mistrust
Considerable mistrust has developed among people involved in the
geothermal debate. After the leak at the Kapoho 1 geothermal well,
the developer announced that he thought the problem was caused by
tampering. Some local residents were outraged. They blamed the leak
on the developer's negligence and felt the sabotage claim was just a
cover-up for inadequate maintanance and faulty operating facilities.
A man stood up at a meeting and accused his neighbors of lying about
their claim of sicknesses related to hydrogen sulfide emissions from
the leak. An article in the Big Island newspaper said that "the lack
of trust in government to be a good regulator is a major factor in the
anxiety of many residents near potential well areas" (Hawaii
Tribtme-Hera1d, June 27, 1982).
In 1984, representatives of the VCA et a1. went to Campbell
Es tate and recommended a land exchange. They brought a map wi th them
which depicted the specific areas that they thOl.ght would be
appropriate for a land exchange. c.ampbell Lstate listened and decided
in concept that a land exchange would create a mutual gain situation
that would mi tigate the VCA et al.' s concerns. The VCA' s map was
quite specific in identifying areas they thought should remain under
state ownership. When the BLNR recommended an exchange invloving
different lands, the VeA et a1. contested the BLNR's action. This was
a surprise to Campbell Estate, the developer, and the government, for
which there are several possible explanations. Perhaps the terms
under which an exchange would be acceptable to the VCA et a1. were
limited to their specific proposal, or perhaps there was no consensus
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about a land exchange in the first place. I-roposing an exchange and
later opposing it may have been just a skillful delaying tactic. In
any event, this incident increased the distrust of Campbell Estate,
the developer and government's in VCA and their associates.
Mary Miho Finley annolIDced at a Geothermal Advisory Committee
meeting that residents suspected that lo~er Puna well venting
operations were being postponed for political reasons until after the
public hearings on the geothermal subzone designations [because it
might stir up opposition] (Finley comments, September 1985).
In the mid 1970 's, HGP-A personnel establi shed an air quality
monitoring program. Monitors were set up around the plant, but for a
period of time the recorded data were not available to the public.
Rep. Andy Levin helped obtain access to this information, but once it
was reviewed by the public, many remained skeptical of the data. They
claimed that the monitors were incorrectly placed because the highest
levels the devices indicated were too low, and that significant data
were missing.
Pervasive mistrust also surfaced at the State of Hawaii
Department of Health's Air Advisory Commi ttee. A Sierra Club
representative requested monitoring by an independent third party
because he felt that air quality data could easily be manipulated.
Other committee members felt that the use of independent monitors was
not necessary because in-house expertise was available in the utility
company.
Hawaii County Planning Director Albert Lono Lyman was the object
of considerable mistrust because of apparent conflict of interest.
Several years ago he signed a contract with Thennal Power, Inc. on
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behalf of his family's company. Since he currently has the ultimate
responsibility for the issuance of a geothermal permit to that
company, charges of a conflict of interest have been made publicly.
Mistrust, once established, can cast a shadow on the best laid
plans or the most carefully compiled information. A process is needed
which will encourage people to jointly select a trusted source to
provide them with accurate information, or else to engage jointly in
fact-finding. While joint selection of experts may not establish
trus t amont the parties, it does lead to trust of the information
ploduced. A joint fact-finding process may be able to accomplish both.
Lack of Rules
Interest in geothermal development began in the 1960' s. By the
mid-1970's it was clear that geothermal was no longer just a research
effort. After the drilling of the the HGP-A well, considerable
concern arose because of the lack of air quality standards in Hawaii
for hydrogen sulfide, one of the primary pollutants from a geothermal
pOwer plant. This continues to be an issue of grave concerTI to those
who live near proposed development. The proposed standards are
scheduled for public hearing in August 1986.
In 1982, the Hawaii County Planning Director armounced that local
rules were needed to regulate geothermal development. After several
drafts were circulated for review and comment proposed rules were put
before the Flanning Commission. Although these rules passed the
Commission in September 1986, they were not considered acceptable to
all parties. An attempt was made to override the Commission through a
County Cowlcil ordinance, but this was not successful.
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Before the enactment of the geothermal subzonillg law, geothermal
resources could legally be developed in any land use district, that
is, in anyone's backyard. The only specific rules ~ere those
applying to mineral, mining though the general rules controlling the
use of land in specific districts still governed. Therefore, when
developers prepared their proposals, there were few restrictions. It
became clear that there needed to be some rules to regulate the siting
of geothermal developments, so the subzoning law was enacted by the
legislature and implemented by the DLNR/BLNR.
This law included a clause which allowed groups and individuals
to request contested case hearings on proposed decisions. This option
was first exercised in 1982 by the VCA et al., but no rules for the
procedure were in place. The contested case hearing was delayed for
several months While rules were drafted and promulgated.
TIle lack of adequate rules to regulate the industry creates an
uncertainty about the ~ay in which development can and will proceed.
As a result, any feelings of mistrust are aggravated and the climate
can sometimes become rather hostile, exacerbating the conflict.
Despite the need, it is difficul t in the absence of exper ience to
anticipate what rules will be necessary.
Present Means for Community Involvement in Decision-making
Participants in the geothermal dispute have continually
criticized the lack of adequate opportunities for discussion,
information exchange and shared decision-making. Four major types of
community interaction have been utilized: public hearings/meetings
organized by the DLNR; contested case hearings requested by those
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opposing a decision; the Geothermal Advisory Committee and the Air
Advisory Committee; and the events organized by the DPED and the
Neighborhood Justice Center.
The Public HearinglMeeting
Public hearings and meetings have been organized by the DLNR in
recent years as a part of the subzoning and CDUA processes. This
process has provided the agency with information as to the nature of
peoples' concerns witll geothermal development, but ha~ not allowed the
interaction necessary to really explore the issues, much less resolve
them.
The communication which takes place at public hearings or other
formal informational gatherings is usually in the nature of a
monologue. Residents, developers and other interested parties
generally just present their positions in front of the decision-making
agency.
Relying on this type of process presents many problems. Those
who participate and the views presented are not likely to be
representative of the "public". They tend to be professional experts
such as lawyers, engineers, professors, legislators, and highly
motivated citizens who will be directly affected by a project. The
experts are generally not intimidated by the setting and usually
contribute high quality information. Highly motivated citizens who
may be affected by a decision are sometillies quite sophisticated in
their testimony (Heberlein, 1976). Still others who feel strongly
about the substance of the agenda express their feelings in long,
rambling, impassioned testimonies, which tend to be wrongly
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discounted. Those \vho are better educated, better organized, more
articulate, and who participate with greater skill, are more likely to
keep new facilities out of their own backyards (Freudenberg, 1983).
Unfortunately, hearing notices are usually obscure and the people
potentially affected are often not notified directly. This was the
case with regard to the Middle East Rift Zone subzoning designation
process. DLNR did not notify the residents of the Middle East Rift
Zone that the proposed land use designation was being considered and
that a public hearing was scheduled.
Many people communicate better with one another face-to-face,
either individually or in small groups. This is evident by the amount
of activity outside during the coffee break and at the bars or in
homes after the meeting. The amount of information exchanged, much
less discussed, at a formal hearing is minimal (Heberlein, 1976).
The Contested Case Hearing
The geothermal debate has been marked by trial-like series of
contested case hearings held before the Board of Land and Natural
Resources. At this writing there have been five such hearings in the
past three and a half years related to the Campbell Estate project at
Kahauale'a and its offspring on the ~tiddle East Rift Zone.
These hearings, requested by conununi ty organizations and
environmental groups, have cost the state hundreds of thousands of
dollars in attorney's fees and transcription costs. As a result,
suggestions have been made to eliminate contested hearings entirely.
Communi ty and environmental organizations rely on these hearings
for information gathering. They see it as an opportunity for
residents to question developers and government officials under oath.
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Participation as a intervenor in a contested case hearing does not
require the services of an attorney, which makes it accessible to many
people with the motivation to be involved in the technical
proceeding.
This adversarial procedure does little, however, to promote
consensus among the parties, nor does it address underlying issues.
The decision rendered by the Board could also, in certain cases, be
based on technicalities or procedures just as in a court of la\\',
rather than on substance. Considerable time at the hearings is spent
by the attorneys arguing procedure and by the Board directing the
lay-intervenors on proper hearing etiquette.
Although contested case hearings lliay serve as forums for
information gathering, they tend to force the participants into an
adversarial mode. This is not the best al ternative for conununity
involvement, but neither is it one which should be eliminated until
adequate alternative new processes are made available.
The Geothermal Advisory Committee
DPED's Geothermal Advisory Conunittee had convened semi-monthly in
Honolulu until recently. These hour-long sessions were composed of
progress reports by the geothermal developers and those involved in
the interisland cable research, cononents and complaints from conununi ty
replesentatives, and occasional reports from observers and sometimes
special guests. Minutes were taken of eacll meeting so that issues and
concerns were documented. It is a forum for the exchange of
information, and an important one.
In the ten meetings that this author attended, no committee
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vote has ever been taken, nor has any effort to reach a collective
decision been undertaken. The purpose of the committee is information
exchange only.
The Air Advisory Committee
The eleven member Air Advisory Committee is a ~orking group
organized to establish standards for air q~ality. It has broad
representation from industry, utility, government, university, and
environmental groups. The committee is chaired by a relatively
neutral but knowledgable participant. The group generally uses the
"majority rules" decision-making process, which allows a 6 - 5 vote
for adoption, a margin which can allow committee advocacy of positions
for Which there is substantial internal disagreement.
Other Events
Energy Awareness Week
Energy Awareness Week provided the general public with a good
overview of geothennal energy development in Hawai i from an
historical, regulatory, business, and technical perspective. Those
who attended the sessions were given two different types of
opportunities to ask the speakers questions. ihey could orally
question the speakers during the session or submit written questions
to the speakers which the moderator would read. Any written questions
not answered due to time constraints were later addressed in an
informational booklet.
This expanded the options for information exchange, but the
opportunities for dialogue were as limited as ever.
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Communi ty Concerns Seminar
In response to concerns expressed about the lack of a communi ty
perspective at Energy Awareness Week, community residents had the
opportuni ty to design their own session. What resulted was somewhat
of a "community" version of Energy A\\'8reness Week. A panel composed
primarily of the community's hand-picked experts discussed geothermal
development. A variety of governmental officials, developers, utility
personnel, were in the audience, but again there was limited
interaction.
IS lHFRE A BETTER WAY??
The Neighborhood Justice Center's "IS THERE A BETlER WAY??"
workshop was useful in documenting the range of issues which are of
concern to people. I t also brought the people involved in this case
together in a neutral environment. Everyone was "heard", no tempers
flared, and no accusations were made because the discussion was
facilitated to avoid confrontation and to focus on long term issues.
This particular event was introductory but important. It showed
those participating that there is anotller way of communicating,
another option. Unfortunately it came too late in the process have an
impact.
Power and Powerlessness
wt,en one party believes that they are more powerful than the
other, they may also believe that they can accomplish their aims
wi thOl..t negotiation or compromise. "Power" can mean influence or
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decision-making authority. It has its sources in position, wealth,
time, aquaintances, numbers, commitment, skill and knowledge. Power,
of course, is relat i ve . It is based in la rge measure on someone
else's perception of one's strength. Therefore, what matters in
negotiation is what the other side thinks you have in the way of power
(Fisher, 1985).
When a developer decides that an environmental group has the
power to stop their development, they might choose to negotiate.
Often times, however, developers and govenunent agencies do not
realize the power of community groups until the conflict has escalated
(O'Hare et al., 1983). This has been the case with the geothermal
dispute. The development consortia underestimated the stamina of the
individuals and groups opposing their geothermal project. Even when a
developer recognizes the power possessed by those in opposition, they
may underestimate the potential for negotiation.
TOWARD RESOLlITIO~: PROffiESS AND roTENTIAL
Progress
Process
Numerous steps have been taken to help ease conflict through the
years. Community representatives have been named to the Geothermal
Advisory Committee, environmental groups are represented on the Air
Advisory Committee, geothermal resource subzone legislation has been
enacted and implemented, geothermal air quality standards are finally
reaching the informational and public hearing stages, legislation
authorizing the BLNR to appoint a special master to bring the parties
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together prior to a contested case hearing has passed, rules for
contested case hearings have been established, and the Hawaii (OlJIlty
geothermal rules have passed the planning commission.
Clearly, considerable progress has been made, but considerable
improvements can yet be achieved.
Joint Gains
The geothermal dispute has resulted in several situations wherein
benefits have accrued to more than one party. Examples of joint gains
include the Kahaua1e's land exchange and the Puna Geothermal Research
Facili ty. Several legislative attempts to create joint gains were
made, including one proposal for cheaper electricity for residents
liVing near geothermal plants and another for a ~eotherma1 special
fund which would be available for emergency purposes.
lhe land exchange, if consumated, will facilitate some
development, spare the National Park from an "industrial" neighbor,
and preserve some unique mosaics of ohia rainforest.
The Puna Geothermal Research Facility will encourage research
into direct uses of geothermal heat. People with innovative ideas for
the use of geothermal steam and brine have been awarded up to $10,000
to pursue their research efforts with the assistance of University of
Hawaii staff.
Potential
~everal strategies which have not, as yet, been overtly
considered could be used to further ease conflict and address concerns
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which have developed during the geothermal plarming process. 1hese
include:
(]) Facilitated Public Information Meetings;
(2) Modified Advisory Committees;
(3) Dispute Resolution Techniques;
(a) Incorporate provisions for mediation;
(b) Joint Fact-finding; and
(c) Geotilermal Policy Dialogue
Facilitated Public Information ~eetings
Several procedural changes could be made by agencies such as the
DLNR which would improve their public involvement processes. These
include the use of an experienced independent facilitator and a
variety of interactive meeting structures .
. Communication patterns vary among groups of people. Sometimes
members of community or environmental groops use angry and accusatory
language, government agency personnel use bureaucratic jargon, while
industry representatives state only what is required by law, and
nothing more.
A neutral third-party can help facilitate communications among
such a group of highly diverse individuals. A facilitator does not
get involved in the substance of tile problem but rather assists with
the process of communication. It is therefore important that a
facilitator be inventive and flexible (Doyle and Strauss, 1976).
There can be problems with interactive techniques, however, if
they are not handled properly. Participants could walk away feeling
as if they have been facilitated into something they really did not
want.
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Modify Advisory Committees
Advisory committees which are representative of the interests
illvolved in the geotllermal dispute have the potential to be effective
groups. DPED's Gwthermal Advisory Committee could be used not only
as a forum for information exchange, but also as a working group.
This advisory group could help DPED anticipate problems and design
creative solutions.
Dante Carpenter, 1v1ayor of the County of Hawaii has set up the
Mayol's Geothermal Advisory Committee to expedite geothermal
development. The committee, at one time enti tIed the "Geothermal
Advocacy C.ommi ttee," includes as members orchid growers, government
administrators and business people. The establishment of a County
oriented committee is a very important step, but the approach the
committee uses and its membership will determine whether it will help
resolve or further aggravate the dispute.
The essence of the Puna Speaks vs. Edwards Men~randurn of
Understanding was to set up a local advisory group, composed of HGP-A
personnel, utility representatives, and COIDnlunity representatives.
This type of a group has not been established yet, but could prove
useful in the future for identifying problems and working out
alternatives.
The idea of a policy level committee was also recommended by
authors Goodman and Love in their 1980 book entitled Geothermal Fnergy
Projects: Planning and Management. In their concluding chapter they
suggest that given:
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... the broad spectrum of interest groups, it is
necessary to have some sort of policy committee which
provides for each group to participate and have some
Input into the plans for the project. Not only is
such participation desirable for efficient
implementation of the project, it is also desirable
for developing a socially appropriate policy (Goodman
and Love, 1980).
Implement Alternative Dispute Resolution Techniques
Incorporate Provisions for Mediation
The extensive use, time, and cost of the contested case hearing
process has created a desire to do away wi th this procedure in cases
relating to geothermal development. Six bills ~cre introduced in the
Hawaii State Legislature in 1986 which ranged from eliminating the
option to requiring the party who is ruled against to pay for attorney
fees and transcription costs. Duk Hee Murabayashi's (DHM) report to
DPED, which identified ways to expedite geothermal development,
suggested eliminating the option for a contested case hearing.
The House Committee on Planning, Energy and Ecology amended one
of the legislative bills to state that prior to a contested case
hearing related to geothermal energy, a mediator must be appointed and
a settlement conference convened. This passed the legislature and was
signed by the Gevernor. AI though this appears to be a very posi tive
step, this recoounendation unfortunately is not timely. 1here is not
an opportunity for a contested case hearing before the B~R in the
near future with regard to the True/Mid-Pacific - Campbell !:.state
project. Alluli and Dedman's recent appeal of the granting of a
Conservation District use permit in the middle east rift zone will
take place in
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the courts, not before the BLNR.
Puna Geothenna1 Venture is expected to submit a pennit
a{Jplication to Hawaii ColU1ty for commercialization of its lower Puna
plOject. Should the COlU1ty approve this pennit, a request for a
contested case hearing is expected. The Cotmty will have to consider
tte approach the state legislature has now mandated for the BLNR, and
may also require mediation prior to a contested case hearing.
The concept of mandatory mediation has drawn mixed reviews. Some
fee I thatit just adds another layer of bureaucracy because, when a
contested case hearing is requested, the goal is often as much to
question one another lU1der oath and find faults in the testimony, as
to influence the board in its decision on the land use issue.
The mediation process could, however, help people to move toward
consensus. As the parties enter into the mandatory mediation process
they ,,,ill need to examine their "best al ternative to a negotiated
agreement" (BATNA). If they believe a contested case hearing before
the BLNR will best serve their interest, they may choose to simply go
tl.rough the minimal motions required by the mandatory process. If
they are reluctant to allow the decision to be left to the agency,
hOl.•ever, they may choose to negotiate making every effort to achieve
agreement.
Joint Fact-Finding/Data Mediation
The process of joint fact-finding could also be a useful tool for
those involved in the geothennal dispute. In several instances, there
has been mistrust of data. One way to help alleviate this problem in
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the future is to have joint agreement on use of a consultant or a team
of consultants whose data could be trusted. This neutral expert could
examine reports, talk with people, or reinte rrret data to come to a
conclusion. The results of such a process would be non-binding yet
the presence of information generated by a joint fact finding
committee could encourage disputants to use the information to settle
their differences.
A team of experts could also be court appointed. In this case
they could be called upon to make a decision as data arbitrators.
Another approadl to joint fact-finding would involve developers,
government officials, and community representatives working together
to arrive at "correct" infonnation. Through this process, key actors
not only make joint decisions about data, but also have the experience
of working together.
Geothennal Policy Dialogue
Geothermal development has been immersed in conflict for a
decade. Those involved in the dispute have changed, their positions
have changed, the political climate has changed, administrators have
changed, the price of oil has fluctuated drC1Illatically, technologies
have advanced, attitudes have matured, but the dispute continues.
There are some basic issues that will continue to plague
development of geotilermal energy unless those who harbor these
concerns have a chance to help design policies which will guide and
regulate tile industry. A possible approach to define and address
these concerns is to structure a Geothennal Policy Dialogue such as
that designed and suggested by
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Feter Adler and his colleagues at the Neigtoborhood ..ustice Center.
Their stated objective was to identify and air relevant issues and
anticipate, avoid, or resolve conflicts through negotiation and
consensus bui Iding. A Policy Dialogue is buHt on the notion of
mediation.
A neutral third party helps nornmlly adversarial
parties to develop a specific ~utcome: legislative
ideas; recommendations for management of resources;
the formulation of regulatory standards. Third party
conveners of these dialogues help bring to the table
diverse and needed viewpoints to solve problems and
build consensus. Agreements reached in such
discussions are advisory to official decision-making.
Strong and high-level commitment to the process is
essential. These discussions work best when the
outcome is genuinely needed (Adler, 1983).
Adler recommended that the process be initiated by the
legislature, the Gcvernor's office or both, because "a critical
element is high level support and authority to enter into discussions"
(Adler, 1983).
Briefly, the policy dialogue involves first the identification of
the appropriate participants. Once these people have been assembled,
they collectively determine what procedures and ground rules will be
followed and agree upon the outcome they desire for the process. If
tl~ group decides that they want to develop recommendations, they must
agree upon the form these will take. After that, the substantive
issues are addressed and recommendations drafted.
Successful implementation of a policy level dialogue requires
that all of the right people be involved in the process and that a
true consensus is reached. If this occurs, the policy group is in a
)
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powerful position to have their agreement acted upon by the
legislature or another decision-making body.
Perhaps future legislatures or new administrations will hold
different views than those recommended in the policy dialogue. If the
agreement has broad and continuing support, however, the likelihood of
it breaking down will be minimized.
TIlE FUTURE
Kahauale' a: The Dew of Life
We are children of statehood. We have Iived with change
and uncertainty all our lives and we have learned our
lesson well. Too much too fast is the formula for
disaster. It is not that we are opposed to geotl!ermal
development, it is just that we feel the rush to
commercialize is terribly premature. It is not that we are
against progress, it is just that progress in the wrong
direction is not progress at all (Westlake, in ~~ll, 1985).
Even if the worst accident does not happen, we who live here will be
suffering the direct impacts of noise, water and air pollution; there
will be increased wear on county roads and water systems, degradation of
our rural/agricultural lifestyle and, for residents and propoerty owners,
inevitable loss of property values. Don't you think Big Island residents
who will be paying these hidden costs should be made a part of the
decision-making process in geothermal development?
We have everything to gain and nothing to lose by oemanding our
voices be heard (Ho, Hawaii Herald Tribune, May 14, 1984).
Some "who confuse rhetoric with reality may be entirely oblivious to
the degree of alienation felt by those who the law says are participating
but who are actually not" (Dine11 , 1974). This feeling is embodied in
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statements made by several Volcano residents. "So here we are before you
today. We've expressed our concerns. You said they were legitimate
concerns, yet the resolution and legislative bills have not been changed
to reflect our legitimate concerns" (Westlake, Hawaii Tribune Herald,
March 18, 1984). "Do we have to go to a contested hearing every time'?"
(Kokubun, Hawaii Tribune Herald, ~~rcll 18, 1984). Another Funa resident
suggested that Puna's ability to effect geothermal policy was a bit like
the tip of the tail trying to wag the dog.
Potential Future Encounters
There are several areas that may lead to future conflict
encounters. These include the establishment of a new geothermal subzone,
increase in scale of development projects, establishment of air quality
standards, establishment of a cable route, implementation of Hawaii
County Rule 12, compliance/monitoring/enforcement of rules, accidents,
direct heat projects, decision on ownership of the geothermal resource,
the use of new geothermal technologies, related land uses or an extensive
use of geothermal water for other purposes.
The geothermal development dispute provides a poignant example of
the difficulties that can be encountered in public conflicts, attempting
to gain consensus on community concerns in a complex issue. Until these
areas of public concern are addressed, the dispute will continue. If we
learn from the past and make changes in current processes for resolving
development disputes, perhaps the issues currently clouding geothermal
development can be resolved to the betterment of all concerned.
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SUMt1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The geothermal dispute is primarily a conflict of values within the
context of uncertainty, and of differing views toward comprehensive
planning and community involvement in decision-making. The conflict
manifests itself in an absence of mutual trust.
Values change slowly, but one's world view can be broadened more
swiftly. Such a change, however, is unlikely to occur ~hen the
opportunities to exchange information are primarily in confrontational
situations.
Concern for the future will continue until a Gecision is reached
about the scale of geothermal development on the Big Island and the end
use of the energy it will produce. Will there be twenty-five megawatts
or two hundred and fifty? Will the eneIgy be exported to OahU, used to
fuel industrial development, or used to meet locally planned development
on the Big Island? In the absence of answers to these questions, the
dispute is likely to continue unabated.
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Hearings and Meetings
Air Advisory Committee Meetings
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Contested Case Hearing before the Board of Land and Natural Resources,
March 14, 1986
(Ben Ma tsubara, Thomas Leubben, Ken Kupchak)
Geothermal Advisory Committee Meetings
May 4, 1984
August 20, 1984
September 26, 1984
November 5, 1984
February 15, 1985
March 29, 1985
(Bill Bonnet)
May 24. 1985
July 30, 1985
September 2~, 1985
(Ned Goodness, Mary Miho Finley, Rod Moss)
February 28, 1986
May 16, 1986
Fublic Hearings
Administrative Rules for Subzone designation
May 22, 1984 in Honolulu
BLNR Final Subzone designation hearings
September 11, 1984 in Pahoa
(Barbara Bell, Greg Owen, Diane Holmes)
September 12, 1984 in Hi10
(Nelson p,o)
September 12, 1984 in Volcano
(Rick Warshauer, Mae M..11l)
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Fubl ic lvleetings
lvay 29, 1984 in Hilo
(Robert GlUck, Nelson Ho)
May 30, 1984 in Wailuku
Seminars, Workshops, and Lectures
Department of Planning and Economic Development,
Energy Awareness Week, Honolulu
October 23, 1984 Geothermal Overview
October 24, 1984 Geothermal Applications
Department of Planning and Economic Development and
Puna Geothermal Committee, Bilo
"ColTllluni ty Concerns with Geothermal Development"
April 27, 1985
(Ken Kupchak)
Neighborhood Justice Genter
"IS TI1FRE A BEITER WAY?"
November 30, 1984
(Peter Adler)
Program on Conflict Resolution, State Judiciary's Office of
Alternative Dispite Resolution, and the Department of
Planning and Economic Development
"Conflict Resolution for Energy and Land Use"
February 18, 1986
(Joanne Yukimura, David O'Connor)
Program on Conflict Resolution, Forum on Alternative Energy
Development Disputes. October 23, 1986
Program on Conflcit Resolution, "Geothermal Conflict: Yesterday,
Today, Tomorrow". November 21, 1986. Hilo, Hawaii.
American Planning Association, Hawaii Chapter. November 15, 1985.
(A. Lono Lyman.)
University of Hawaii, lectures
Department of Urban and Regional Planning
Environmental Conflict Resolution
March 12, 1984
(Jack Sweigert)
April 2, 1984
(Don Thomas)
April 9, 1984
(Bill Tam)
Department of Geography and
East-West Center Resource Systems Institute
Energy Resource Systems
April 30, 1984 Dudley Pratt, HEOO President
last-West Center Re~ource Systems Institute
Rural Energy Development
March 1985
Social Risk Management
lvary JaI~ ~kMurdo, State senator, State of Hawaii.
March 1985.
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Conservation Foundation. Environmental Conflict Resolution.
Washington D.C., May ~~ and 30, 1986.
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American Lung Association
Jim Morrow, APril and May 1986
Campbell Estate
Russell Alger, April 10, 1985
Oswald Stender, April 8, 1986
Department of Health
Colleen spiering, April 1986
Department of Land and Natural Resources
Bill Tam, Attorney General
Joe Kubacki, March 18, 1985
Dean Nakano, January 13, 1986
Department of Planning and Economic Development
Gerald Lesperance, ongoIng
Hawaii County
I1llma Piiania, April 11, 1985, March 15, 1986
Rodney Nakano, Ma rch 15, 1986
Steve Todd, March 15, 1986
P~waiian Electric Go.
William Jefferies
Brenner Munger, Septembel· 1985
Kala~ana Community Organization
Jim ~ou1ds, also member G.A.C., ongoing
~~ile Moulds, April 1985
Mid Pacific Geothermal, Inc.
ROd Moss, April 12, 1986
Neighborhood Justice Center
Peter Adler, ongomg
David Matteson, ongoing
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flanning Consultants
Jobll Knox, ong mg
DUk Hee Murabayashi, NovenIDer 19, 1985
Pwla Communi ty Forum
Debbie Ward, ongoIng
Puna Speaks
Jack SChweigert, November 20, 1985
Barbara Bell, November 30, 1984
University of Hawaii at Hilo
Sonya Juvik, ~arCh 2, 1986, April 27, 1985
Eric Severence, April 27, 1985
Puna Geothermal Committee, Ongoing 1984 - 86
Kupchak, Kenneth.
Russell Kokobun, also Volcano Community Association (VCA).
Mary Miho Finley, also Hawaii Tribune-Herald, G.A.C., and VCA.
Rick Warshauer, also Audubon Society
Bonnie Goodell, also Puna Community Forum
Nelson Ho, also Sierra Club
Dan Taylor, also Hawaii Volcanos National Park Service
Wendle Ing
Lehua Lopez
Nature Conservancy
Audrey Newnan, ongoing
State Legislature
Vuginia Isbell
Calvin Say
Rod Tam
Tom Okamura
REVIEWERS
Mary Miho Finley
Nelson Ho
Gerald Lesperance
Rod Moss
Jim Morrow
Oswald Stender
Jack Sweigert
Rick Warshauer
(Review Copies also sent to:)
Barbara Bell
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Manabu Tagamori
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APPENDIX A
ACTORS:
A Partial Listing
FEDFRAL
Department of the Interior
National Parks Service, Hawaii Volcanoes National Park
U.S. Geological Survey, Hawaii Volcanoes Observatory
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Hawaii Volcanoes National Park
Department of Energy
Environmental Protection Agency
Department of Justice
STATE
Board of Land and Natural Resources
Department of Land and Natural Resources
Department of Plaruling and Economic Development
Energy Division
Geothermal Advisory Committee
Department of Health
Air Advisory Committee
Environmental ~uality Commission
University of Hawaii
Environmental Study Center
Hawaii Natural Energy Institute
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics
Program on Conflict Resolution
Research Corporation
Legislature
Office of Hawaiian Affairs
State Public Utilities Commission
State Attorney General
State Land Use Commission
Office of Environmental Quality Control
COUNTY
Department of Planning
Planning Commission
C01.mty Council
Office of the Mayor
1he Mayors Geothermal Advisory Commission
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PRIVATE
Utili ty
Hawaiian Electric Industries
Hawaiian Electric Company
Hawaiian Electric Light Company
Maui Electric Company
Landowners and Developers
True/Mid Iacific Geothermal Developers
Barnwell
Thermal Power
Campbell Estate
Bishop Estate
Community Associations
Fern Forest Community Association
Glenwood Community Association
Kalapana Community Organization
Leilani Estates Community Associatioll
Mountain View Community Association
Pahoa Community Association
Volcano Community Association
Non-Profit Organizations
Puna Geothermal Committee
Puna Speaks
Puna Hui Ohana
Sierra Club
Pele Defense Fund
Hawaii's Thousand Friends
Neighborhood Justice Center
Audobon Society
American Lung Association of Hawaii
Conservation Council of Hawaii
National Parks Conservation Council
Alu Like
Chamber of Commerce, Big Island
Kature Conservancy
Other Ac tors
Oregon Institute of Technology, Klamath Falls, Oregon
Geo-Heat Center, Davis, California
National Science Foundation
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Diagram of the HGP-A Plant
SCRUB/;ED OFF C,o.SES
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ABATEMENT
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FLUID
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CONDENSER
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Source: Geothermal Resources Conference
August, 1985
Before
IS8l
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APPENDIX C.
A GlRONOLOGY
Early 1960 's Four exploratory wells were drilled on the Big
Island.
Early 1970 's NSF sponsored two Big Island geothermal
exploration programs.
1976 HGP-A, the hottest hydrothermal well in the U.S., was
drilled near Pahoa on the Big Island of Ha~~ji.
Mid 1970's Opposition expressed by the Congress of the
Hawaiian People.
Spring 1977 Obnoxious noise and smell bring community
opposition.
April 1977 Honolulu Advertiser headline reads "Puna Man
Stricken by Fumes from Geothermal Well".
1978 The Public Utilities Regulatory Power Act (PURPA) was
established by the U.S. Congress.
May 1979 Geothermal Workshops held to survey public reaction
to geothermal activities. Concern expressed by Hawaiian groups.
--) ..
1981
1980 Geothermal Overview
economic, environmental and
development.
published documenting social,
legal concerns of geothermal
January 20 1981 HELCO agrees to purchase 25 megawatts of
geothermal power.
February 1981 Geothermal development leases were signed by
Governor Ariyoshi.
June 1981 Baseline environmental studies of the sites proposed
for development were started.
July 1981 HGP-A was brought on line by Hawaii Electric Light
Company.
1982
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July 1981 lhe U.S. Congress appropriated $1.5 million for a
feasabi1ity study of the proposed inter-islano cable.
October 1S8l An EIS preparation notice was filed for
Kahauale'a.
t-tlrch 1982 A Conservation District Use Application (CDUA)
was filed for the Kahauale'a site.
April 1982 Puna Community SUrvey completed by SMS Research.
April 15, 1982 Health complaints expressed at IalIoa School
meeting.
May 1982 A forum was held at Hawaii's Volcano National Park
~here most people voiced opposition to geothermal
development.
May 1982 Department of Land and Natural Resources hearing
",'as held at the Hilo High School Auditorium on the CDUA to
allow development of Kahauale'a. TIle Volcano Community
Association and several individuals requested a contested
case hearing.
June 1982 True/Mid Pacific Geothermal Developers submitted
an EIS for Kahauale'a.
June 1982 Puna Speaks enlists the assistance of Attorney
Jack Sweigert.
JUly 1982 TIle Revised EIS was accepted by the DLNR for
Kahauale'a.
August 1982 Puna Speaks sought a court injunction to have
HGP-A closed because they felt the emissions were making
them sick.
August 6, 1982 Maui Electric agreed to purchase 13
megawatts of geothermal power.
September 1982 Department of Health convenes an Air
Advisory Committee to recommend standards for geothermal
emissions.
September 1982 Volcano Community Association et a1
petitioned BLNR to reject Campbell Estates request for a
Conservation District Use Permit.
September 1982 Volcano Community Association (VCA) and six
individuals filed suit against True-Mid Pacific Geothermal
1983
lS84
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Developers, Campbell Estate, Board of Land and Natural
Resources, and the State Environmental Quality Commission.
October 5, 1982 Kapoho 1 geothermal well developed a leak.
Some thought it might be due to sabotage.
October 8, 1982 An annoymous telephone threat was made to
HGP-A plant.
October 1982 - January 1983 Contested ca~e hearing held
before the BLNR.
December 1982 Puna Speaks filed another suit claiming that
the environmental impacts of geothermal development had not
been adequately addressed.
January 31, 1983 Geothermal Land exchange between Campbell
Estate and State discussed
February 1983 First Draft of a mediated settlement between
Puna Speaks and the U.S. Department of Energy et al.
February 1983 BLNR gives campbell Estate conditional
approval for exploration activities at Kahauale'a.
April 1983 Hawaii State legislature passed Act 296 which
required that geothermal subzones be designated.
April 12, 1983 l1te Volcano Community Association filed suit
to prevent development at Kahauale'a.
June 1983 Governor Ariyoshi signed Act 296 into law "to
provide a policy that will assist in the location of
geothermal resources development in areas of lowest
environmental impact."
Oc tober 1983 Peter Adler and Gerald Cormick's attempted
meoiation between Ptma Speaks and the U. S. Department of
Er£rgy breaks down. The case goes to trial.
October 1983 DLNR published their plan of study for the
geothermal subzone designation process.
December 2£, 1983 Federal Judge rules that emissions from
geothermal ~ells do not pose a health hazard as was charged
by the community organization Puna Speaks.
~ljarch 12, 1984 Supplemental CDUA hearing held on volcanic
hazards.
...
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l>'lay 8 and S, 1984 DLNR held public inforfllational meetings
on Maui and the Big Island to discuss cri teria lJ-dch would
be used to determine the siting of the subzones.
May 22 1984 DLNR held similtaneous public hearings on the
subzoning on the 4 major islands.
May 29 and 30 1984 DLNR held public informational meetings
on Maui and the Big Island to discuss the social,
environmental, economic and hazard impacts of geothermal
development.
JUly 1984 DLNR attended meetings with the Volcano Ccmmunity
Association and the Puna Community Council on the Big Island.
September 1984 BLNR held Public Hearings on the Big Island
and Maui \\here they presented the recommended areas for
subzoning. There were requests for a contested case hearing.
October 1984 Community Geothermal Technology Program
Proposal announced at the Geothermal Advisory Committee
meeting.
October 1984 Energy Awareness Week --DPED held geothermal
overview and applications seminars on the Big Island, Maui,
and Oahu.
October 1984 HELCO retracts its 25 m~gawatt purchase
requirement estimate for tl~ Big Island.
October 1984 Neighborhood Ju~tice Center begin planning
workshop to bring the parties together.
November 1984 Hawaii Natural Energy Institute submitts a
proposal for a revised Cooununi ty and International
Geothermal Technology Program.
November 1984 BLNR designates all of the recommended
subzones except Kahauale'a because of the pending contested
case hearing.
November 30, 1984 "Is there a Better Way?" workshop on
negotiation organized by the Neighborhood Justice Center of
Honolulu.
December 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, & 19, 1984. Contested Case
Hearing by the Volcano Community Association, the Sierra
Club, the National Parks and Conservation A~sociation, the
Audubon Society, and several individuals apainst the DLNR
and Campbell Estate on the Kahauale'a subzone site.
1985
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December 1984 BLNR recommends a land swap, the Forest
Preserve for Kahaua1e'a. The decision says that if the land
swap idea doesn't materialize it's back to Kahauale'a.
January 1985 Mary Miho Finley requests to be on DPED's
workshop planning committee to assure that community views
are represented.
January 1985 Volcano Community Association, et al. appeals
BLNR's decision regarding the default back to-Xanauale'a if
the land swap does not proceed.
January/February 1985 Several key individuals express
interest to the Neighborhood Justice Center in furthering
the dialogue.
March 6, 1985 Neighborhood Justice Center begins planning a
geothermal follow up session.
April 27, 1985 DPED - Community Concerns Workshop in Hilo,
a response to cOIIJllUJli ty requests to participate in a DPED
~orkshop addressing the geotllermal situation.
Spring 1985 Department of Health's Air Advisory Committee
is reconvened.
August 20, 1985 Revised CODA submitted to BLNR by True/Mid
Pacific in coordination with Campbell Estate for exploration
and development in Ki laeua' s middle east rift zone due to
the land exchange.
August - October Negotiations take place regarding the
Middle East Rift Zone development project
...
August 26-30 1985 Geothermal
-International Conference, Kona.
Resources Council
November 13, 1985 Contested case hearing on the subzoning
of the middle east rift zone begins before tl~ BLNR.
December 1985 True/Mid Pacific files a draft Supplemental
EIS for the exploration and development of 100 MW in the
middle east rift zone.
December 1985 BlJ-iR decision on contested case hearing to
subzone most of the middle east rift zone.
1986
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February 18, 1986 TIle Office of the Judiciary, the Program
on Conflict Resolution and the Department of Hanning and
economic development hold a seminar on Conflict Resolution
with Energy Siting aI~ Land Use.
February 18 - 23, and March 14, 1986 Contested case hearing
on True/Mid Pacific's revised application for a CDUA before
the BLNR.
May 1986 The legislature passes a bill which requires a
mediatioll prior to a geothermal-related contested case
hearing before the BLNR.
The legislature "approved" the land exchange
JUly 1986 The Hawaii County Planning Commission passed Rule
12, Geothermal Development Permit
October 1986 The President signed into law a measure that
allows the exchange of Tract 22 (adjacent to the \olcanoes
National Park) for surplus federal lards elsewhere in
Hawaii.
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Appendix 0
EVALUATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE
(Ci~cle as ma~y respo~ses as are applicable)
1) Where did you hea~ about this w~kshop?
a) From a frie~d or ~eighbor d) From a busi~ess associate
b) From a ~ewspaper e) Fro~ a "ewsletter
c) Or! the radio f) Othe" _
2) Is this a co"venie~t place for you to atte~d this type of a workshop?
Yes No
If ~o. where else would you suggest? __
3) Have you ever atte"ded a geotheMIIIl related ..t1ng or public hearing
before this one? (This i"cludes those spoflsored by State or County
goverflme~t. comgunity or enviro~t&l groups. the University or others)
Ves No
If yes. which ones?
4) How effective was this w~kshop i" address1ng the issues that are of
1nterest or concern to 1Ou?
a) Effecttve b) Somewhat effective c) Somewhat ineffective d) Ineffective
5) Which topics presented today clearly address the questions or co"cerns
you have related to geothermal? (circle as many as you like)
a) Geolog1cal f) la~d use laws and rights
Di Loflg RI"ft Fi.""i"g g) ~nti rii~v~i~~~;1t~:;
c) B1010gical Asses~"t h) Economic Feasibility
d) PollutiO'l co~trol e'lforc.-ent i) Air Quality Standards
e) Soctal a"d Cultural I~acts j) Nattve Hawati." 1ssues
6) How long have the areas you 1"d1cated above bee~ of concern to you?
7) What issues of 1mporta"ce to you were not addressed?
8) If another workshop were held. what would you 11ke to see addressed?
7l What el..nts of style I"d fonnat would mak.e the event IllOst
effective or ca.fortable for you?
a) Sage IS today's workshop b) More ti~ f~ questions
c) S.. ller room d) 'More audio/visuals
e) Sh~ter tt~ per10d f) A several day or evenf"g eve"t
g) Panel discussiO'ls h) Pa~el Debates
f) Collective f.ge bui1dt~g. j) SIlIIll rou~dtlble discussto"s
k) Simulatio~s 1) Roleplayt"g activittes
~l Several stlUtta".ous discuss;o~s in separate rooms
" I~te~sive study or problem solvin9 sessio~ --single issue focus eve~t
-
r
,
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8) Whe~ i~ the geothermal exploratto~ I~d developge~t process ts the
best time for I workshop such IS this?
I) This is the best ti.c
b) Durt~g the developme~t process
c) Should have been done IS part of the subzone destgnatton process
d) Should have been done before Iny explorltion or deveTo~nt
9) How should '1IpOI"unt geother.l related dectsiOr'ls be ..de. and who
should ..k. th..?
10) "'at was the !!!! th ing about the workshop t~?
11) What was the~ th'ng?
12) Would you be interested 'n attending other se-fn.rs on c~n'ty
pl."ntng issues?
.) Yes b) 110
If yes. Wft1eh planning issues?
13) Wher. do you live?
a) Upper East Rift b) Mtddle East lift e) Lower E.st Rtft
d) Southwst ltft .) Htlo f) Honolulu g) Otht'l" _
1Ilhich S\.ixiivisian? _
14) What orga"tzat'~s .re you affilt.ted wtth?
.15) What quest'ons rella'n ''I )'Our IItnd Witch rel.t. to gaothe.-.17
For. s..-ry. "",tte 01" call: SalHe Ed.,"Cfs. Departllent of Urba" ."d
Regton.l Pl.",,'n9. UH- H.no., 2424 Hatle way. ~olulu, Hi.. t' 96822.
948-8114 .fter June 1. 1985.
